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9437. By Mr. Champion.~That would involve
the extension of the gauge, which is different to all
other gauges of tramways in operation in Melbourne ?-I have considered the question of goods
traffic on the line, and I cannot hold out any hopes
of extensive traffic in goods, one of the reasons being
that the tramway will not pass through any big business centres, or pass any big business houses like
Foy and Gibson, the Big Store, and so on. T~e
carriers, I think, will be able to do. all that IS
necessary in that direction. The market gardeners
on the route take Hleir goods direct to the market.
I do not think they would avail themselves of the
line. One point that should be remembered if the
Commission-decides to recommend the line is this:
That every tram need not run to Moorabbin, but it
would be absolutely useless unless the trams that
did run connected with the trains at Brighton Beach.
What I mean by connected is this: The trams would
have to leave there when the trains aI;rived, and reach
. there when they were leaving for Melbourne. With
regard to my suggestion of placing the line On one
side of the road, it may be necessary for the Commission to take into consideration whether the line
would have to be ultimately duplicated, and it is
the general opinion that the present line will, at
some time or other, have to be duplicated. My
present idea, !iowever, is simply to have the single
line with penny sections.
9438. By the Chairman.~Have you formed any
idea 'of what these two miles of tramway would
cost ?~I have no idea. As I say, there are no
engineering difficulties with the exception of the
bridge, and I take it, it is simply a question of the
bridge, the rails and side posts. I have heard it
said that the St. Kilda line cost from £3,000 to
£4,000 a mile; but I, take it that the cost of the
power-house and the rolling-stock is included in
that sum, but that is not necessary in the casft we
are speaking of.
9439. Mr. Wilson has told us that in the outer
suburbs the cost of installing the system, quite apart
from the cost of power-house, would be about
£8,000 a mile of single track ?-1 am surprised to
hear it, if that applies to an extension of an already
fully equipped line.
9440. So that when you take the cost of the
power-house and rolling-stock into consideration it
looks as if these two miles would cost £20,000 or
more ?~I am rather inclined to think that a private syndicate would willingly do it for that price
if they had the use of the rolling-stock and the
power-house.
9441. You mean if they could arrange to pay
for the use of the rolling-stock and power-house?
-Yes.
9442. It would mean that the capital cost, even
if it were only £20,000, at 4 per cent., would be
£800 per annum, and the working expenses would
be 'approximately that,would they not ?~ They
might come to that.
9443. Or a total, perhaps, of £1,500 to
£1,600-or, say £30 a week. Do you think this
line would give a revenue of £30 a week ?-I
doubt whether it would in the winter time; but I
think it would' during the holidays and all through
the summer. I think it would pay in exactly the
same ratio as the present line does in holiday time.
You would get practically the same amount of local
traffic in winter as now. The line from St. Kilda
to Brighton Beach is not used extensively locally.
The people use the train.
9444. ; Bllt the H.pe from St. Kilda to Brighton
Beach'~pas~~ thr()~gh a much more densely populated ~area tnan Hiis line will ?~-It does j but it is
not eXf~sively taken advantage of:

9445. But if that is so, would more passengers
,\.ctually travel by your line ?-No; I think the same
ratio would travel by it.
9446. But if the number of passengers travelling
on your line is very much less than on the St.
Kilda-Brighton .line, do you think that the number
actually' travelling would make this line pay?-I
do. The holiday traffic and the traffic that would
be developed would make up for what is lost
locally.
9447. The holiday traffic would always come
from Moorabbin station towards Brighton. There·
is very little holiday traffic from Brighton to
Moorabbin ?-I do not agree with you.
9448. What would induce holiday traffic to go
-except on a return journey-from Brighton to
Moorabbin ?-As I said previously, I think that the
majority of people--to the south, at any rate----of
Balaclava using the Frankston line, would go to
Brighton Beach and take the tram to Moorabbin .
9449. Is Moorabbin a holiday resort ?-Yes;
Cheltenham, Mordialloc, and all those places.
9450. You think of this line going to Cheltenham, Mordialloc, and Frankston ?~Undoubtedly.
People living to the south of Balaclava have to go
to South Yarra, change platforms, get right over
the other side, and· re-entrain at South Yarra. It
takes them very much longer than if they went to
Brighton Beach and got the tram to Moorabbin.
9451. Do I understand you to say there would
be no difficulty in getting up a company to construct
and work this line if they could make the financial
arrangements for the use of the rolling-stock and
current from the Brighton power-house ?-In my
.opinion there would not be. I do not want you to
imagine I have anyone in sight at present who
would undertake it; but I do not think there would
be any difficulty. The point I want to impress
upon the Commission is this: That I think it would
develop tremendously in exactly the same way as
the present electric line has doni>.
9452. By Mr. Solly.-Would the increased settlement make the line pay?-I think it would. The
place is going ahead.
9453. What acreage has Bolton Park, that you
mentioned ?-About 30 acres, I think.
9454. Are there good residential sites all along
the route?-Yes.
9455. There is a possibility of a large number of
people taking up these allotments for residential
purposes ?-The population must go in that direction-it is the only way in which it can extend.
The other places are built on.
9456. And those people would necessarily have to
use this tramway extension ?-They would. Pennies are very small in value, but they make up
revenue. That locality is ten minutes' or a quarter
of an hour's walk from the station, and a large
number of peopl.e would take a penny ticket on the
tram to save a ten minutes' walk.
9457· By Mr. Champion.-What is the population along there?-1 think there are 1,500 residents
on the Brighton side. There are more on the
Moorabbill side, which I have not taken into account at all, within a short distance of the nortn
side of the road. I have only taken from the Southroad to Were-street (a quarter of a mile to the
north); and, as I said before, that block includes
three churches. The Commission may have noticed
in the Argus' yesterday that there was a proposal
to construct ari electric tram to connect with the
. Malvhn station and the Eisternwick station, but
that does not affect this route at all. In my opinion
itiould not be any reason for not proceeding with
the construction of this line. ".:'
.
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,that control would be very seriously hampered, and,
1 think, would lead to difficulty, if not conflict, between the controlling powers. It is the universal
practice, and 1 think that is made clear. I only
know of one exception, and that is Sydney.
Throughout Great Britain it is the universal practice to have municipal ownership. I 'have not been
able to' see any advantage which would be derived
by placing the ownership in the Go"ernment, either
froni the point of view of construction, or of man::lgement. On the contrary, I think there would
be disadvantages, and material ones, if the construction rested with the Government. I think It
would be subjeet to political influence. I do not
suggest improper influence, but it would be subject
to political influence, which, I think, would not be
benehcial to the financial or the practical success
of the undertaking. I think that the deciSIOn as
to the l111es to be constructed would, under mum·
cipal government, be more likely to be in perteet
accord with the requirements ot the people, and
would have as a first consideration the public convenience. The body which would have the decision
The wittless withdrew.
1'; in very direct touch with the ratepayers, and any
errors III judginent would be subject to their immediate and eftective criticism, probably sufficiently
WEDNESDAY, 28TH JUNE, I911.
rapid to prevent a wrong p~oposition from being
Present:
carried out. The railway system is not always run
tor the public convenience. The first point which
J. E. MACKEY,
M.L.A., ll1 the Chair j
seems to' be uppennost with regard to the construcD. H. Dureau, Esq.,
tion of new lines is ali to their probable remuneraH. V. Champion, Esq.,
tl\'e character. That would not always be sound in
J. C. Membrey, Esq., M.L.A.,
regard to a tramway system, the primary, benetlts
,R. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
of which are quick, easy, and cheap travelling faciHon. S. Sternberg,M.L.A.
lities. On the contrary, we have experience of rail.
\\'ay lines which, having been constructed by the
John Clayton, sworn and examined.
Government, have had to be absolutely shut down,
9463. By tlte Cllainn'tln.-What is your name? allowing the loss of the standing charges to accu-John Clayton.
mulate, simply to save a loss for the time being on ,
946 4. What are you ?-Town clerk of the City of working expenses. That does not seem altogether
Melbourne.
sound. If it were sound, as regards the act of
8465. How long have you held that position?- closing down, it is rather a severe criticism of -the
Twenty years,
deeision in regard to the construction of those line;:"
94 66 . Have you been authorized by the City and would seem to be an attack on the strength of
Council to attend and give evidence before this the power which arrived at that decision. On the
Commission on behalf of the council ?-Yes.
question of maintenance, the experience that we
946 7. We may take it, then, that the council have, so far as we have any experience here, does
approves of the views you put before the Com- not lead one to be strongly impressed \"ith any
mission ?-Yes, with the exception of those I spe- superior merit in Govenunent management, as
cially ·mention as being personal opinions.
against that which is carried out by the municipali.94 68 . Do you favour State or municipal ·control ties. Certainly, I think that the Prahran and Malfor the tramways ?-Municipal.
vern tramway system will hold its own with the
9469, What are your reasons for so doing?- o:lly tramway (ahhough, by the way, it is called a
Parliament has affinned the principle in the Tram- street railway) that is run by the Government,
ways Act. "Tramways may be constructed in any l1::lmely, the St. Kilda to Brighton tramway. It is
mu nicil) al district excepting certain specifically men- ha rdl y n'ccessary to' go into details, I take it; but
tioned, and the construction of tramwavs authorized there are many cases which occur in regard to the
pursuant to the regulations in the sec~nd schedule management which seem to imply a lack of interest
shall be deemed permanent works, and undertak- in the immediate requirements of the travelling pubings within the meaning of Part XI. of the Local lie. I speak; with personal knowledge of the St.
{;ovenzment Act 1890." That affirms the general Kilda to Brighton line, inasmuch a~ it is one I
principle that tramways are a municipal undertak- travel by, and I certainly would give the preference
ing. So far as the metropolitan tramways are con- to the Prahran and Malvern system, in regard to
cerned, it is definitely affirmed by the Melbourne its management. On the question of construction,
Tramways Acts, the first of which was passed in I do not think for a moment that, had the St.
1883. Umler that Act the tramway system is abso- Kilda-Brighton tramway been vested in a munieilutely the property of the municipalities, and be- pality, it would have been constructed. as a single
cause it is their own, we contend that It should re- line, or, if constructed, would have remained till
inain under municipal ownership. The municipali- to~day as a single line, with all the inconveniences
municipal undertako
ties have paid for the system, and one is not able, attaching to it. I think, as
therefore, to understand any reason· for the sugges- ing, the municipalities would have had to be pretion that the ownership should be changed. It is pared to face a preliminary loss, in order to afford
"important that the .control of the streets of a muni- proper facilities, and give what could easily be
cipality should remain in that municipality, and obtained on that route---quick transit. I do not think
that it should be the superior power. If the tram· that the maintenance Of the track is as' good as it
ways were taken. over, or were O\vned by the' State, would be if carried out by a municipal authority.

9458. By 111r. Dureau.-By whom was the proposal made ?--By the Caulfield, Prahran, and Malvern Councils, I think.
9459. By the Chairmatt.-How many members
are there in your Progress Association ?-Last year
there were 31' financial members, and this year we
have had an'increase, I think, of IS to 20 up to the
present, so, roughly, the member'ship now amounts to
between 80 and 100.
9460. When the resolution was passed, how
many members were present?--About 40, I think;
but it was a unanimous resolution asking the council to advocate the line. It was forwarded on to the
council, and I was asked to get statistics -to present
to the council.
. 94 6 r. Has the council taken any action up to the
present ?-N 0; they are waiting for statistics from
me; but it may not be necessary now, as the Commission is closing, for me to furnish them to the
coui,1cil.
9462. What statistics do you refer to?-Exact
population, exact acreage, cost per mile, and so on.
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The municipal authority would be responsible
for the soundness and condition of the whole
of its streets, and, I think, would see that the porticn occupied by the tram service was kept in
equally good condition with the rest of the road surface. At the present time I do not think that is
done; and if it became a much larger scheme, I
have little doubt that difficulties would arise between the two authorities in regard to the maintenance of the tram track. Again, the infrequency
of the service does not tend to produce what, J
think, is one of the first thirigs to be looked for in
a good tramway system, namely, the rapid development of the districts through which it passes. At
the present moment we have running on the St.
Kilda line the Sydney cars which were obtained in
an emergency after the fire in the power hous!'.
Those cars should certainly have been consigned
elsewhere long ago, and modern cars construCte(,
for the whole of the rolling stock. I am speaking
of the car-bodies themselves, I am not dealing with
the electric portion. We have, of course, a number of modern cars, but we still have the Sydney
cars, and it is quite a common thing, when one
strikes one of them, to exchange notes of deprecation with his fellow passengers_ I fancy they had
some little difficulties between the dual authorities
even in Sydney j but as to that you have direct evidence, and mine is only second-hand.
9470. By Afr. Dureau.-You were speaking of
the old Sydney cars, and referred to difficulties that
hac! arisen in Sydney. What do you mean exactly?
--I meant the road maintenance. The only other
case I know of where there is a dual authority is
in London, where the tramway system is run by the
L011c!on County Council, and there there have been
great difficulties at times between the London
County Council and some of the local boroughs
througb whose territory the tramway systems were
to be taken. One case I know of in point was
occurring just when I was there, and that was a
dispute between the metropolitan ~orough of Woolwich and the CQunty Council, w1th regard to the
construction of a proposed new line.
The constrnction of that line necessitated the widening of
one of the main thoroughfares, and there was a
very strong dispute between the two authorities as
to who should pay the cost of widening. After a
year .or two, 1 thmk they managed to arrive at a
satisfilctory result j but when I was there the pro·
posal to construct had been absolutely stopped.
With your permission, I will read an extract frOD1
the proceedings of the Municipal Tramways Association, which quotes from a report of a special
American Commission which was sent to Great
Britain to investigate and report upon the questiOll
01' municipal ownership. That was in the year
1906 -j--

" The American CommisBion whicn visited thi.'
country last year to investigate and report UpOll
the question of municipal ownership, has recently
published its report. This report is interesting
and valuable, inasmuch as it is signed by mell
of many shades of opinion, who have approached
the question from many stand-points, some of
whom, no. doubt, commenced their investigation~
with a distinct bias against public ownership.
After drawing attention to the difference in th,
social and political conditions which characterize
the two countries-Britain and America-:::::-the re·
port goes on to say.
" First. we wish to emphasize the fact thaI
the DubHe utilities studied are so constitilted that it is impossible for them to be
regulated by competition. Therefore, they
must be controlled and regulated by the

Government, or they must be left to do
as they please, or they must be operated by
There is no other course.
the public.
None of us is in favour of leaving them
to their own will, and the question is,
whether it is better to regulate Or to
operate. There are no particular reasons
why the fmancial results from private or
public operation should be different if H:e
conditions are the same. In each case It
is a question of the proper man in ~~arge
of the business and of local condltlOns.
We are of the opinion that a public utility
which concerns the health of the citizens
should not be left to individuals, where
the temptation of profit might pr?duce
disastrous results; and, therefore, It 1S our
judgment that undertakings in which the
sanitary motive largely enters should be
operated by the public. We have come to
the conclusion that municipal ownership
of public utilities should not be extended
to revenue-producing industries, which do
not involve the public health, the public
safety, the public transportation, or the
permanent occupation of public streets or
grounds and that municipal operations
should 'not be undertaken solely for
profit."
.
" In so far' as tramways are concerned, this
is a distinct verdict in favour of the principle
of· 'municipal ownership j and coming from J.
country where they have long lx:en d~strustful
of any interference b¥ the State WIth pnvate enterprise, where indiVIdual effort has been held
to be the only safeguard of progress, the verdict
is all the more gratifying to those who have advocated municipalization on th.is side. Havi~g
arrived at these general conc1uslOHs, the Comm1ssion naturally turned their minds to the conditions under which private enterprise controls these
" public utilities" in their country, and in the
case of tramways they find, in a great many instances, that interminable franchises have been
grantecl~a far cry from the twenty-one years'
concessions which were granted under our Tramways Act of 1870, and which 'strangled' the
industry here. Here lies their difficulty, and
under this head they report" We are also of the opinion that all future
grants to private companies for the construction and operation of public utilities
should be terminable after a certain fixed
period, and that meanwhile cities should
have the right to purchase the property
for operation, lease or sale, paying its
fair value."
" On the general question of management, and
freedom from political influence, the report
says" Our investigations teach us that no municipal operation is likely to be highly
successful that does not provide for:First, an executiVe manager with full responsibility, holding his position during
good behaviour j second, exclusion of political influence, and personal favouritism
from the management of the undertaking_"
"The report speaks in praise of the excellence of the municipal government of this
country~-

"We wish to bring to your consideration
the danger here in the United States of
turning over these public utilities to the
present government of some of our cities.
Some we know are well governed, and the
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situation on the whole seems to be improving, but they are not up to the governWe found
ment of the British cities.
in England and Scotland a high type of
municipal government, which is the result
of many years of stmggle and improvement. .Business men seem to take a pride
in serving as city councillors or aldermen,
and the government of such cities as
,Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, and
others, includes many of the best citizens
of this city.
These conditions are distinctly favorable to municipal operations. '.'
T~e success of any undertaking, municipal or
prIvate, depends upon the men who are placed in
command~the men who direct and control. Given
public men with high ideals of municipal government, with broad and comprehensive views, with
business experience-given well-trained, pUblicspirited officials, men of integrity, tact, and good
judgment-municipal movement in this country will
continue its prosperous career, and will justify the
conclusions long ago arrived at, namely, that dl
those undertakings which are in the nature df
necessities, monopolies, and requir~ the use of the
public streets, should be owned and operated by
the municipalities in the interests of the ratepayers
and the puhlic generally."
.
9471. B} the Chairman.-You say that the
municipalities have paid for the system ?-Yes.
9472. How have they paid for itt-In cash, in
this way:. The Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company's Act provided for two modes of
construction. One was under a Tramways Board.
Clause 3 of the Act states-'-" Subject to the provisions of this Act, the company may construct
and maintain all or any of the tramways and
branches therefrom described in the first ;chedule
hereto."
.
The Tramway Company was saddled with the work
of construction and maintenance of the whole of
the tramway undertaking, and having made profits
(if they did) those profits were. to be divided beSection
t\,:een themselves and th~ -municipality.
42 provided that-'.
" Whenever the profits derived from the traffic
on the tramways shall in any year exceed 10
per cent. on the actual cost of the tramways
rolling-steck and property of the companv used
for the purposes of such tramways then of sucb
profits over and above 10 per cent. one-thi.:·f!'
shall be paid to the local authorities in proportion to the mileage of tramway within the limits
of each local authority but so that each mile of
tramway within the limits of the citv of Melbourne shal! be reckoned as one mile and one
quarter of a mile."
They were also subject to a 'power vested in the
local authorities of purchasing their undertaking
at the expiration of 21 years, within six
months after the passing of the Act, and
after the expiration of every subsequent period
of three years on paying to .the company
the then value (exclusive of any allowance
for past or future profits of the undertaking
or any compensation for compulsory sale or for
privilege of running powers or for right of running
tramwavs over streets or for >rood· will or other
consideration whatsoever) (section 24), The Act
then provided an alternative scheme under
which the municipalities could themselves elect to
become a ioint bedv. in the form of ;] Tramwavs
Tru~t.
The Trnn1wavs Trust was authori7:ed 'to
construct the whole of the lines. borrowine: all
the capitalnecesS1ry for the work on beh~lf of
the municipalities, and the revenues of the muni~
cipal;tiesare charged with rep'lyment of the loans,

and the lines when constructed were to be leased
to the company for a term of 30 years. . The
company was to maintain and keep in perfect
order j it was to pay the interest on the whole of
the borrowed money, and to pay, based on a
sliding scale, such a sum per annum as would
enable the whole of the borrowed money to be repaid by the end of the lease.
The consideration
which the municipalities were to get for adopting
the '·latter course was the two payments which 1
have just referred to, the interest on their borrowed
money and the repayments, spread over the term.
of the amount of their indebtedness. In other
words, instead of taking the pwfits of the undertaking which under the former scheme they would
have taken, and would have spent in such manner
as they might have thought fit from year to year,
or instead of all owing portion of their loans to be
extended, and in the meantime spending on city
works the pro rata proportion of the sinking fund
contribution, they preferred to capitalize those
profits, wipe off their indebtedness, and at the end
of the term take over the undertaking fully paid
for, and free from debt, by means of the utilization of the money which they otherwise could have
u'sed, and would have obtained from year to year.
1t is for that reason that I say that it is a fact
that the eleven or twelve municipalities which constitute the existing Tramways Trust' have absolutely paid out of their annual revenue, or what
would have been their annual revenue, the total cost
of this undertaking, which is about £1,660,000,
excepting, of course, the rolling-stock.
The only
portions of the undertaking which they do not take
over are the car barns and the rolling-stock. The
whole of the tracks, power-houses, and plant
belongs to the Tramways Trust.
This sinking
fund, of course, is paid to the Tramways Trust,
and is being invested by them to meet the debentures for which they are responsible.
It may be
difficult to deal with balance-sheets for back dates,
:md particularly at short notice, and on the spur
of the moment to make calculations as to what the
municipalities' share of the profits would have
been had ,the' alternative proposals been adopted.
but I will quote the result for two years. In
1888'9 they paid four quarterly dividends.?f 3
per cent. each, totalling £30,000, and a dIVIdend
'of 65. per share, totalling £r50,000.
In that
year there was a paid-up eapital of £250;000.
The next year they paid four quarterly dividends
of 4 per cent. each, and those four quarterly dividends totalled up to £64,000, and in addition
they paid a dividend of 28, per share, which was
equal to £80,000 on a paid-up capital of
£400,000. We may come to the conclusion therefore that our share of the profits would be something considerable had the alternative scheme been
carried out.. I might say that the dividends of
6s: and zs. per share were not paid over in cash, '
but were uS€d to increase the capital ::;tock, and
that was done by issuing three new shares for
every five in the one year (1889), and two new
I have
shares for every ten in .the next year.
only quoted those to show that the statement that
the municipalities have actually paid for the undertaking is no myth.
9473. By tlte CllairmaJl.-When it was provided
that the municipalities were to get a certain proporJ'ion of the profits, was any restriction placed
upon the company in regard to increasing its paidup capital ?-;Evidently not.
Its capital in the
year ending June. r889, WDS: Nominal capital
.£ 1,000.000. subscribecl· capital £5°0,000; less
Ul1called L2,'iO,000, so that their paid-up capital
WdS £2S0,OOO, and on that, as I told you, they
p2id dividends of £180,000.
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9474. If there was no restriction on the company
in regard to increasing its capital, then by increasing the capital the company could have to a
very large extent deprived the municipalities of
the profits they would have obtained if their paidup capital had remained at £z50,000 ?-No. In
this case the profits were ascertained before the
capital was increased.
9475. But the subsequent profits would have
been on the increased capital ?-Yes.
9476. And, therefore, the share of the municipalities would have been very much less?-That
issue, of course, was never raised, because the
scheme never came into force. There was no necescity to watch the municipalities' interest.
It is
quite possible that action would have been taken
to see how far anything of that kind could have
been done had we been sharing in the direct profits, but as the municipalities had elected to construct and lease the tramways that issue did not
arrive.
I am emphasizing this statement to show
that it is 110t idle talk to say that the municipalities have paid in cash for the undertaking as it
stands to-day,
9477. You say that action would have been
taken to safeguard the interests of the municipalities. 'Do you mean in the directIon of getting an
amendment to the Act, or is there anything in the
Act that' would have enabled the municipalities
to restrain the company from increasing its capital?
- I could not nnswer that for the reason that the
contingency did not arise, and we did not trouble
to see what "'Mild be the position of affairs.
If
you follow tl"l matter up you will find that the
dividends of to-day rire on that increased capital.
9478. iWhile it is true that the municipalities
through the Trust raised money, and paid for the
construction of the tramways, did not the company
undertake to reimburse the municipalities, through
the Trust, the interest and the whole of the borrowed money?-That was the "rent" they have
paid for the concession.
In other cases that rent
was fixed at a definite cash value.
J can cite
a case where the rent charged for the use of the
streets was £I50 per annum per mile. We took
no annual rent at all, but preferred to let it all
accumulate, ane! have the undertaking handed over
to us free from debt. It is on the same principle
It suited the
practically as a building lease.
niunicipalities very much better to let their property on a building lease as it were, being content
with what might be termed a small ground rent,
and taking the whole building, or, ln this case, the
Whole undertaking over at the end of the term.
9479. Parliament fixed the terms under which
the Trust and the Tramway Company carried on?
.-Yes, at the instance of the municipalities.
9480. And while the municipalities, through the
Trust, paid for the borrowed capital and the interest, under the Act of Parliament the company
was uncler an obligation to reimburse the municipalities every penny?-Yes, that is their rent.
948I. It is not referred to as rent in the Act?
--No, not specifically; but it was referred to as
rent later on in the Supreme Courf.
We had
several fights with the company on the question of
rating, and the following is an extract from the
judgment of the Full Court (Cbief Justices
Madden, Holroyd,
a 'Beckett,
Hodges, and
Hcod) :
' The 3rgument for the company assumes
that the annual value is something over and above
these statutory sums. The 2rgument on the other
side, which' I consider correct, is that these sums
are really the statutory rent, and therefore they
cannQt be dedllcted from the gross earnings in
order to arrive at the amount of rent which a
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tenant from year to year may reasonably be expected to pay."
9482. If it should turn out that in 1916 the time
has come for the present system of cable tramways
to be scrapped, and a new electric system introduced. and in connexion with that system we cannot use the conduits or any considerabie part of the
present system, it would mean substantially that the
municipa lities had no asset in the trams ?-On that
assumption their property would be very considerably reduced in value. They would still have the
frt-eholcl land, the power houses, and plant.
9483. The freehold of the streets is in the
Crown ?-Yes, there is no value in the freeholds of
the streets.
9484. I understood you to say that the control
of the streets of a municipality should be in that
municipality, ancl it should be the superior power?
~Yes.

9485. In the event of a Tramway Trust being
created, such as outlined in what is known as the
"lvfunicipal Conference scheme, would the sole control of the streets be in the city of Melbourne, for
example?--No. The new TnJiit would necessarily
have to have control over the roadway for the purposes of their undertaking; but subject to such restrictions as would be necessary in the public interests.
9486. As imposed by Parliament?-Yes, but at
the request of the municipalities, ancl with this adnntage, that the controlling authority of the road
would be represented upon the Tramway Trust, and
would have as his colleagues persons who would be
representing other municipalities, and would, therefore, have all thf same difficulties to contend with;
;mel 1 think that would tend to very mllch decrease,
if not absolutely wipe out, the possibility of friction.
9487. If thl;( tramways are owned and controlled
by a Trust representing municipalities, there is a
dual control of the streets?-To that extent, yes.
That would be unavoidable, unless the other alternatives were adopted in the Melbourne metropolis.
It is not at all likely to occur, but it does occur in
other places where the one local authority not only
r:onstructs the tramway system throughout the entirety of its own area, but also acquiles rights to
constrnct in other districts, reserving the whole
J:.1Ower of control in itself. For instance, the cities
of Glasgow, Manchester, and Liverpool, are running their tramway systems outside their own boun.
d:uies in other municipalities.
9488. In those other municipalities there is dual
control ?-Yes, so far as the street is concerned; but
then it is given voluntarily by the municipality
which owns the street by agreement, either for a
lease, or in the form of running powers, or something of the kind. In some cases it is only running powers; in others it is a substantial agreement
for a lease, with certain considerations therefor.
9489, At present there is a dual control in the
city of Melbourne, the city of Melbourne and the
Tramway Trust ?-Yes.
9490. Do you find any difficulties arise under
that dual control ?-Nothing serious.
9491. At present the Government are controlling
the tramway you referred to, the St. Kilda-Brighton
lint:. Do you know whether any difficulties have
arisen in connexion with the dual control of the
streets in that vlace?-I have not heard of any,
but I do not think it is a good illustration, i;.e{:,qus':!
the results in themselves are not what thev milZht
be.
.
~
9492. What I mean is, are the municip8lities in
any way embarrassed ?-I have not heard of it.
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9493. You mentioned the: Sydney systerrl, and 1
think you said you only had hearsay knowledge
of \t ?-I had read some of the evidence; but, of
c:ourse, I do not propose to quote other witnesses.
1 understand, however, that Mr. Nesbit, the town
clerk, of Sydney, made some reference to it.
9494. Do you know any reason why the State of
Victoria should not manage the tramways as well
as they are milnJged in Sydney?-None.
I. am
prepared to go further, and say they could mar;age
them probably better.
9495. You said that the municipalities have property in the present tramways. You mean some of
the municipalities, of course ?--I mean those in
which the tr:unways are at present running.
I
would like to say here that there is a universally
recognised opinion that any new movement in tram·
ways must necessarily enlarge the tramway area.
What was perfectly sound in 1883, as regards the
area of the tramway system, when that system was
laid down, would not be at all sound for a continuance of it to-dZlY. The growth of the outer
municipalities has made them absolutely part and
parcel of. the metropolis, and no system of tramways could be dealt with to-day by any body, municipalities, Government, or company, which did not
look upon the outer areas as being an essential element in the scheme; and it was for that reason
that the first resolution which was adopted at the
~'lunicipal Conference made that principle very
clear. The Conference, which comprised. represeIltatives of about twenty-six of the metropolitan
municipalities, adopted at its first meeting tbis resolution" That the future of the tramways system and
its deyelopment and extension should be on the
lines of one metropolitan municipal tramway
system. "
That included the whole of the municipalities, both
inner and outer area, and those two terms ., inner"
and" outer," were only used as long as it was
absolutely necessa;:y to use them to distinguish between the two di!'tricts. At the very first possible
moment they were dropped, and referred to as the
municipalities.
9496. You say the tramways are the property of
the municipality. You mean that they are the property of the municipalities in the inner areas ?-.
SQme of the outer municipalities also own tramWClYS, which are their special property.
9497: I am referring to the cable system ?-At
the. present moment the cable system is vested in
eleven municipalities, and when they go into partnership with the municipalities of the outer area,
they take their assets with them into the new firm.
949~L You say that the municipalities have paid
for the tramways; but seeing that the obligation
imposed by Parliament on the TrClmway Company
tL, reimburse the mun:cipalities has been fulfilled
up to the present, and is likely, Qefore 1916, to be
fulfilled to the fullest extent; the municipal revenues In,,€: not been diminished Id. bv the fact
that the Trust has constructed the tramWays?They have been diminished very considerably, -in so
far as immdiate. benefits i1re concerned.
If the
municipalities had adopted the alternative scheme,
which gave them a share of the' profits, or had decidcd to extend portion of their loans, instead of
m(~ting them all at maturitv, our revenues would
have been very considerably increased, which inclease we have had to forego because we are
to get it in a capitalized form at the end
the
t,.::rm. What the value will be remains to be seen.
Certainly if it remains as a cable system for a very
few YE!ars, the profits will :'be something well worth

having, based on the figures of the Tramway Company 'to-day, and those figures should, subject to
other outside influences, be still greater in the
future with extensions in the outer areas.
9499. What outside influences are you referring
to ?-Many influences may be brought to bear which
will increase the working costs.
9500. I understand that the tramway employes
have lodged a claim with the Arbitration Court for
increased wages ?-That is a matter which the
Tramway Company will have to face during the
!Iext five years, and it will probably affect materially
the commercial value of the remainder of their
lease.
.
950 r. Is it a fact that if the scheme claimed is
fully conceded, it will mean an increase of wages
to. the extent of about £200.,00.0. per annum ?-I
could not ~ay. I do not think it is at all likely, in
I'iew of the total amount paid for wages at present.
95o.z .. I suppose you readily conceive that, if the
cbim of the employes be granted, it will materially
reduce the profits ?-Yes.
95cJ. And also. the value of the cable tramways
to the municipalities 8S' a revenue-getting mZlchine?
-Yes, or any other tramways, necessarily.
Of
conrge, with such an increase as you are speaking
of, vou would have to take into consideration the
question of fares.
950.4. You mean the fares would have 'to be reduced considerably to produce a higher revenue?If it would do it, yes; but I have little do.ubt as
to whether it would to. the extent necessary to meet
the increased demands. Taking the balance for
the year ending 30th J une, I 910., the salaries of
the staff were £19,0.0.0., wages £162,900.. Assuming that the tramway authority you r~fer to is right,
if you are going to increase your wages sheet from
£162,000. to £362,0.00, I think simultaneously
the management will have to consider the question
0.1' fares. Tt woult;! seem a natural corollary.
9505. Do you think that the raising of fares on
the cable tramway would produce a higher revenue?
- I do not know \'ihether it is gaing to be an increase or a decrease. 1 am only saying that, as
that balance· sheet shows, ipduding dividends, only
a ''tlalance of £130.,0.0.0, an increase to the extent
of £200,0.0.0 would give them a debit of £70.,0.0.0.,
which would have to be raised somehow.
9506. If the State should determine to assume
the ownership and control of the cable tramways,
do you consider th~ municipalities are entitled to
compensation ?-Yes, certainly.
950.7. Fo.r what ?-For what they are about to.
be deprived of, and that is a very, considerable
sum. The mere capital invested, with its present
working value, is over a million ami a half. What
it is going to be worth under other conditions it
will be time enough to wait until those conditions
occur before saying. To-day it certainly is a working concern with a capital value of one million six
hundred thousand odd pounds. If it were going
to be taken over to-morrow by anybody, it is worth
that sum to them. That is the first item which
seems to me would have to be taken into consideration. But that undertaking is getting to a stage
now when it is doing' its be~t, excepting on abnor·
mal occasions, at profit making; and as the owners
of a property which is going to be taken' away, we
would be entitled to tZlke into consideration prospective profits, and those prospective profits are no
imfl.ginary matter, because we ate relying on those
in future vears to help us-the municipalities-to
carryon our work. Such profits as cw be made,
o.r as would be made under municipal management,
l\'Quld he util;zed in the development of the municipality.
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9508. Then the municipality should be compenfor a revenue that they would otherwise have
derived from the tramways which they could have
used in relief of rates or for general municipal purposes ?-Absolutely, that is the first unmistakable
claim; and the second is, what is the value of the
undertaking to the future owner, and extended over
what period of time? Let me cite what is, perhap!), a good illustration. The Gas Company's Act
No. 586, section 249, says-" It shall be lawful
for any incorporated public body having the right
to purchase the company's undertaking, or for the
mayor, aldermen, councillors, and citizens of the
city of Melbourne, and any other local authority or
authorities of a district or districts lying wholly
or partially within the limits of this Act, which
may be willing to join in the purchase, on giving
to the company twelve months' notice in writing of
t~e intention so to do, at any time after the expiration of five years after the coming into operation of
this Act, to purchase all the lands, buildings, works,
mains, pipes, lamps, stock, and other property belonging to the. company, upon paying to the company a sum equal to eighteen years' purchase of its
annual net profits estimated on the average of the
three then next preceding years, or upon such other
terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed
upon between the company and such local authorities." . That is one indication of what is the purchasing value of an undertaking brought ,into existence under parliamentary authority.
9509. By fifr. Solly.-Do you think that is a
fair proposition ?-I do not think it would be in
another Act if passed to-day.
95IO. Is there any statutory authority that would
empower the municipalities, at the termination of
the company's lease, to use the profits arising from
the conduct of the undertaking in relief of rates, or
for general municipal purposes ?-That is given by
the Local Government Act and the Tramways Act.
9511. Is there any Act of Parliament that would,
in regnd to those cable tramways, authorize the
municipalities to use the profits arising from those
tr:1mways for general municipal purposes ?-I do
not know that I. can quote a clause which says that
~pecifically, but there is somethi.ng which authorizes
somebody to construct something and to work it or
lease it, and derive revenues from it, and that same
authority is intrusted and empowered to spend the
whole of its revenues upon the works of its municipality. I know of nothing in any statute whirl,
in any way restricts a municipality from spending
the rev~nues which come to it, excepting on the
lines that are indicated in this constitution.
9512. To whom would the revenues' come at the
termination of the lease ?-To the municipalities.
Under the present Act the Trust takes it at the expiration of the lease. When that lease expires, further legislation will probably be required; but, of
course, the Conference scheme has, provided for
that. But if this scheme, or any other scheme, were
brought forward, the Trust would have to take the
initiative.
951:) .. Without further legislation, if the Tramway Trust managed the tramways the revenue would
come to the Tramway Trust ?-I do not know how
far they have power to do that.
9514. If they then controlled the. tramways, the
revenues, of course, would come to the Trust ?-I
:yould rather not say "if." If you put" if," that
lS the answer.
9515. 15 there any power in that Act, or any
other Act, which authorizes the Tramway Trust to
distribute any of the revenue among the municipali. ties ?-There is no provision authorizing the Trust
to work the lines.
sat~d
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9516. By the Chairman.-You mentioned the
fact that in the hands of any new authority to-day
the tramways would be worth £1,650,000 as cable
tramways continuing their work ?-'fhose are only
round figures.
I am not going to say that the
assets are of the same actual cash value to-day,
because there is a certain amount of wear and tear.
That is a point on which I will supply you with
details later on.
9517. The tramways then will be worth as cable
tramways £1,650,000, less depreciation. We will
put it that way?-That, of course, brings into consideration some of the covenants in the company's
lease.
9518. You refer to the covenant requiring the
company to hand over the undertaking in good
working condition?-That is one of them. There
may be renewals prior to the termination of the
lease, which it will be the duty of the Trust to
look into, and, if so, it will be no unimportant
factor.
9519. If the new authority determined to electrify the present tramways at a cost of, say,
£1,650,000, ignoring depreciation, do you think
the value of these tramways would be equal to the
sums put together ?-No.
9520. If, at the end of the Tramway Company's
lease, in I916, the new authority determined that
in the interests of the citizens of Melbourne. the
tramway should be scrapped, and a new system constructed, which would not permit of a considerable
part of the present system being used to the extent
you have already indicated, the present capital
value would be reduced ?-Yes. Another aspect of
that compensation is this, that the municipalities
for some time past have been looking forward to
these revenues very naturally, and they are a
material factor in regard to our borrowing powers
and the soundness of our loans. I think we have
quoted in our loans prospectuses this prospective
revenue, but certainly everyone of us has taken
into consideratio.n the fact that we will be able to
do certain things by me3ns .of the loans, because
in five years' time we shall begin to derive benefits from our tramway system, and we are perfectly
justified in anticipating to that extent.
95:21. Could you give me instances of where that
fact has been taken into account?-I will tell you
this afternoon. I am under the impression I have
quoted it on behalf of the city of Melbourne loans
prospectus.
9522. Without further legislation, would the
municipalities be entitled to the profits arising from
the cable system?-Yes, unmistakeably.
9523. I understood you to say that the whole
matter was in doubt ?-I said the machinery for
doing it was in doubt. There is not the slightest
doubt as to the disposal of the revenue, but as to
the means, for instance, whether the Tramway
Trust would be authorized to appoint a staff and
run the tramways. I think the question of management would be the subject of necessary legislation. There is not, however, a shadow of doubt
as to the disposal of the revenue.
9524. Do you say there is considerable doubt as
to whether the Tramway Trust or any other body
cOlild work the present tramways ?-I would rather
say that with some little diffidence. because I have
neit gone into the question of manap.ement. I ,know
there are some points which will have' to be the
subject of legislation.
95:25. Let us consider the municipalities which
have at present no tramway system. WOlild tfiey
he entitled to any compensation if the Government
were to assume ownership and contrC'1 of all the
tramways in the metropolis ?-I do not see what
they could be compensated for.
Do you mean
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if the Governmerlt came forward with a proposal
to construct tramways in their streets?
9526. Supposing the State determined that it
would construct and manage tramways throughout.
the different municipalities. Would those municipalities who have now no tramways within their
boundary be entitled to compensation r-They
would be entitled to the same consideration from
the Govemment, as they would have got from a
company for a similar concession.
I do not see
that an. undertaking which is essentially the property of a municipality should be taken either by
Government or a company or anybody else without the municipality getting some consideration for
so doing. . I do not see that the Railways Commissioners are entitled to take over the streets of
the municipality, and use them for purposes which
will only give them a benefit when the municipality could construct its tramway system, and
get the fullest benefit for its citizens. A tramway,
I take it, is on a different principle altogether to
other means of transportation, and I do not think
should be dealt with on the same lines as a railway ·system at all.
9527. The streets, I understand, are the property of the Crown?-Yes.
9528. Supposing the Crown determined to run
tramways on the. streets of a municipality which
has no tramways within it~ boundaries at present.
Do you think that that municipality would be
entitled to compensation r-I am not putting forward this as absolute, but I say it is entitled to
some consideration. If somebody else constructed
an undertaking which it had the power to construct, and which, if it were so constructed, would
be profit-making or beneficial to its citizens, the
loss of that profit or benefit is something which
would entitled them to conSIderation.
9529. Supposing the State determined that it
would construct tramways, and that the only question'it would consider was whether the municipality
would . be entitled to compensation or not r-In
that event, do yo uthink the municipality would
be entitled to compensation ?-I certainly think
that the municipality is entitled to some consideration for a concession (I am using the word in a
technical sense) which is taken from it, by, or
granted by it, to a government body, and tramways are unmistakeably an undertaking which is
at the present time universally recognised as !?clonging to the municipalities.
I should say that
if Parliament decides to take on the construction
of the tramway system of the State of Victoria,
the municipalities of Victoria would very properly
have something very considerable to say before the
tramways are transferred to any other body.
I
do not think the tramwavs are a Government institution in any shape o'r form, and Parliament
has thought so, and expressed itself very clearly
and definitely, and I therefore speak with more
confidence on the point.
Q530. When you said that the municipalities
would, in the event of the State determining to
run tramways \vithin their boundaries, be entitled
to consideration, do you mean monetary consideraWhether it he
'tion ?-Yes. some consideration.
monetary, ~r a question of the maintenance of the
streets or other things would be a matter for
arrangemerit, but Parliament indicated very clearly
that tramway undertakings are essentially municipal undertakings.
If it,' therefore, proposes to
repeal its own Acts, and say hereafter , i what was
yours, what you spent your money on, wh'at was
profit-earning, . or was capable of profit-earning,
shall be taken away from you," the natural query
is, "Wqat 00 we get in exchange"?

9531. In assessing the consideration a municipality would be entitled to, do you think that
any increase in property values, due to the State
running tramways in a district where they did not
run before, should be taken into account ?-No, I
do not.
9532. Supposing that Parliament determined that
a trust of, saYi eleven members should be created,
as far as representation and grouping is concerned, on the lines laid down by the recent Conference; and authorized that trust to assume the
ownership and control of all the existing tramways, and to construct tramways in other par~s of
the metropolis where they are reasonably reqUIred,
and suppose the carrying out of that scheme meant
that there would be no profit after allowing for
all expenses, sinking fund, necessary reserves, and
sO on do you think the municipalities that are now
served by the c:lble system would be entitled to
compensation ?-I think it is impossible to give
an answer with anything like confidence or definiteness in reference to such an extremely improbable
set of contingencies, because I cannot conceive it
possible that Parliament will pass' an Act constituting tramway authority under such co~pulsory
conditions as would, in effect, prevent It from
making any profit.
9533. I said it did not make any profit?-To
whom are the funds togo then?
9534. ]dost of them would go in wages and
sinking fund. In the Sydney system there are practically no profits ?-Was that intended by Parliament. . I do not think the New South Wales Parliament intended to produce that.
If the undertaking is going to be authorized it will depend on
the details of the Act giving that authority, and
on the revenues derived as to what follows.
If
there are to be no profits there will be no trouble
about distribution.. What I want to point out is
this: If a trust were to be created separately, and
apart from the municipalities, then those. municipalities would be entitled to consideration as p.art
of the outgoings of the concern. If you are gomg
to vest the tramway system in such a body, and
give it the right to dispose of its profits in any
way it likes, necessarily it will have to take the
responsibility of its losses, and if there are no
profits they could not camplain.
But if you are
going to provide that it shall be constructed on
s'llch lines as to be non-profit making, then I think
Ihey .would be justified .in protesting against such
~n Act.
9535. Supposing it was shown that in the case
of a trust created by. Parliament, while, as a matter of fact, there were no profit,; owing to the
exigencies of traffic, wages, cost of materials, and
so forth, but that if the trust had been limited to
running the present cable tramways, there wonld
have been large profits. and that the 'reason for
there being no profits is due to the unprofitable
character of the new tramways in outer districts.
In that case, do you think the municipalities, WhIch
are now l>erved by the cable tramways, would be
entitled to compensation ?--No, I do not, because
if it is going to he a joint concern. <?r municipal
trust as the question suggests, it must be a joint
concern in fact as WEll as in name.
That w~s
the idea of the inner area conference that .when
the scheme becomes one big one, its assets go into
the big one, ana the outer districts share equ:lllv
with the others on the basis of distribution bid
down. It is not a half-hearted partnership. and it
is understood that itis :1 partnership which is going
to be for the benefit of the outer 'areas, and verv
properly RO. ' If it 'were to be the mllnicipal tru;t
the question' of compensation would not arise
at alL
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9536. That is the aim of ~e scheme?-Yes, !or
the benefit of the outer areas 10 many ways. FIrst
of all, in opening up the country, I suppose it
can be readily assumed that a good deal .of that
opening up would necessarily be non-paymg for
a time, and the whole scheme has been prepared
to carry the load of non-paying lines until such
time as· they become remunerative and. profitable.
9537. But they will not carry the interes! ·on
cost of construction ?-N0, f9r a reason whIch I
will point out when we come to it.
9538. Assuming that the present cable system
would bring a profit, say, of .,£100,000 a year.
In taking the outer municipalities as partners that
• profit disappears ?-We are going into a partn~r
ship, and we take the losses of the partnershIp.
It is part of the firm's business, and the municipalities would be loyal to ead, other as partners.
I would like to mention here that when you spoke
about something being done with no profits arising
out of it, I misunderstood you to mean. being run
on' such lines that profit must not result.
.
9539. I did not mean that. Anyway, I suppose
the city council does not take up such a position
that would prevent the municipalities not ·now served
coming into the partnership on equal terms ?-On
equal terms, as indicated in the scheme. That is
one of the strong points of the Municipal Conference scheme. Equal terms does not, however, mean
an equal distribution !Jf profits per partner.
954 0 . I was not referring to the profits, but equal
terms as to the ownership of the present assets?Absoilltelv. As a member of the firm, thev are on
the same' footing as the rest.
.
9541. So thai the present assets would be distributed amongst the lot?-Yes, and the profits
from the
assets will go into the conml0n
flll)cl and
pooled :mcl distributed.
954 2 • Which do you think would construct and
control tramways that would spread and serve the
city better, a municipal or State authority r-Unmistakably municipaL The first thing which appeals to one is its immediate local knowledge of
requirements, and the best way of meeting those
requirements. The requirements are what the pub.
lie need. The councils certainly must have the
best knowledge of what their constituents, or their
districts, require, and they are subject to a more
general and more direct control than any State body
would be. Again, they would not be subject, I
think, to the same political influences that Parliament is necessarily subject to. Further, the responsibility is more divided amongst the individual
members, which, I think, is a very strong safeguard,
even should an individual or two have any personal
desires. I think that in the constitution of a municipal council, localized as it is, and with the knowledge that its members have, the influences are more
varied, and would counteract each other, even if
local influences were brought into play.
9543· Do you mean municipal councils?-Yes,
and others. What I feel is that tramways, as I
mentioned before, are essentially local, as compared
with State, and, therefore, I think the body with
the local knowledge, and subject to local direction,
would be infinitely the better controlling power.
9544· Do you think that municipal councillors
have a more direct knowledge of what the nitepayers require than the members of Parliament for
the districts ?~Yes, most emphatically; and I say
it in this regard. First of all, the whole of the
. local council have that local knowledge. In the
case of Parliament, it is only the one local member, and that one local member is either stron!;
enough or weak enough to s\lcceed or fail in regard
to .his particular district's wants.
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9545. What influences would members of Par-'
liament be subject to that councillors wo~ld not?:In the case of Parliament, it is the partIcular dIStrict against the rest of the State. The vote js decided by Parliament as a whole, and a great number of the members have not the local knowledge,
and certainly have not the local interest; but in
regard to the municipal council, practically every
member is responsible to his constituents, who are
the persons immediately affected, and the control,
therefore, is more direct and in the hands of the
people for whom the tramways are to be constructed,
.
.
and whose money is going to. be spent,
9546. You said that, while members of ParlIament would be subject to political influence, the
local councillors would be subject to more and
varied influences. What do you mean by that ?-I
said as individuals. No individual would be subjected in the same manner as a member of Parliament would. Let us take a council of, say, nine,
twelve or fifteen members. No one member is 'in
the sa~e position as a member of Parliament; but
we know well enough that every member of th~t
council is acquainted with the requirements of hiS
particular municipality. I want it to be under·
stood that when I use the term political influence, 1
am not suggesting ,!-nything disparaging to Parliament as a whole.
9547. I have not gathered exactly how the poli.
tical influence would come in in this regard ?-I
would prefer to content myself by dealing with
only one side qf it, and that is the municipal COllI!cillors' side. There, every member of the mumcipal council is responsible to his constituents, say,
the constituents in Hawthorn, and Hawthorn has a
representative on the Trust. The persons who are
to be benefited are the persons who have a voice
in the. government of the municipalities, and they
are in closer personal touch, and if it were proposed
to construct a tramway in a particular district,
which, on the face of it, was not sound, they would
know it very quickly, and the knowing of it wo.uld
be much more direct to the body, and more effective,
than it is in the case of Parliament.
9548. If the Trust were created on the lines outlined in the Conference scheme, the members of
,the Trust would be directly responsible only to the
municipal councils, not to the rat~payers, and m;mbers of Parliament would be directly responSible
to the ratepayers and other electors (-The individual members in whose district the line was being
run would, and upon his success as a men;ber of
Parliament might depend the fate of that Ime.
9549. You do not contemplate a Railways Sta?ding Committee forming a judgment. as to the ?eSlfability or otherwise of the constructIon of a Ime?Does the Railways Standing Committee always
the opportunity?
9550. Nearly always. It does in the cas~ o.f
every line that costs more than .,£20,000 ?-Dld It
in one notable case, the St. Kilda to Brighton tramway?
.
9551. It did not in that caser-And that cost a
great deal more than .,£20,000.
9552: Do you think that would be the rule?No. I am not saying anything will occur, but that
a better preventative exists in municipal government
than in parliamentary control of a tramway system.
955.\· Supposing a law was made that the Railways Standing Committee had to inquire into every
tramway extension irrespective of cost ?-I should
say it W"ould be a very sound principle; but it would
not be an improvement upon municipal control.
95S4· Under a system of State control, would
not that get over the difficulty you suggest here of G'!
single member of, Parliament being such a preponderating influence as to carry a majority in the
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H6usc ?-The RailWays Standing Committee, being
. a body created to fulfil a special purpose, would
fulfil its obligation, and would give the results of
its inquiries and the actual facts.
9555. I suppose you know there has been no railway construction without the recommendation of the
Railways Standing Committee ?-When you say
railway, I cannot help thinking of the case which
occurred.
9556. You are thinking of tramways ?-No, the
Act calls it a street railway. If it had been called
a tramway, it would have raised other questions I
think. But it is tramways we are now considt;ring.
9557. You~ point 1s that in Parliament one member may have such a preponderating infiuence as
to be able to carry a majority in both Houses in
favour of the line being constructed ?-I . did not
put it that way. I said" success or failure." What
I am speaking of is generally the absence of local
and immediate responsibility on the part of the controlling body. In the municipal tramway system
the municipalities are the responsible parties, and
we are now dealing with the metropolitan tramway
system, comprising all the metropolitan councils,
which is a very small circle and very small area, as
compared with Parliament, and it is the citizens'
funds which are being dealt with.
9558. Do you think that influence is less rife in
municipal councils than in Parliament, influence of
the kind you refer to ?-I said the influence of the
constituents is stronger on the municipal control, be·
cause every man is in direct touch with his con,stituents, and every member of the Trust is more
or less affected by individual. municipalities. The
relationship is a closer one.
. 9559. Would not the members of the Trust. be in
still more direct touch with their ratepayers if they
were elected by them, and not by municipal councils ?-Not at all. First of all, if they were elected
by the ratepayers, they would be protected against
those ratepayers for a period of years; but if a
man is elected from a council to be" a member of
that Trust, he can only rely upon a clear fortnight
before he can be called to account if there is anything wrong going on, because it is quite competent
. in a meeting of the council for anything to be
brought forward before the council that may have
happened during the fortnight previous to the meet·
ing. For example, a notice-paper is~ues for, say,
the Metropolitan Board, containing an order of the
day, proposing or recommending that something be
done with that Board's funds, or some scheme to
be carried out. In many cases, if there is anything
other than the ordinary routine of the Board, that
order of the day is ear-marked, and the attention
of the Board's constituent councils "is called to it
by their officers. If it were necessary that any action should be taken in regard to that, the couricil's
representatives on the Board would 00 seized of
that fact, and would act accordingly.
9560. But supposing the representatives on the
Board took a different view from the majority of
the council ?-I cannot conceive of that.
.
9561. By the Hon. S. Sternbcrg.-Would you be
surprised to learn that the evidence obtained in
Sydney was very marked in the oppo:;ite direction?
- I would be sorry to comment on the Sydney
Municipal Council if that body be referred to. I
certainly {vould· not like .to speak disparagingly of
them.
\.
9562. By the Cltairman.-Do you think a Tramway Trust constituted in the way indicated in the
Conference scheme would be as successful in its
working as, say, in the case of the Metropolitan
Board. of Work~?-That is a com'parison to whkh,

I think, the best answer would be bv saying that, as
the constitution is on very much the'same lines, probably the results would be much the same, and with
the same safeguards.
The Conference scheme
woul~ have the advantage of group representation
blendmg the interests of the inner and outer municipalities. Another reason why I think tramways
would be better constructed and controlled by the
municipalities is that of our present experience. We
are told that the suburban railway traffic is a losing
traffic, but the tramway system certainly is not.
Judging from some of the lines, there are fewer
complaints of the efficiency of the tramway service,
as a suburban service, than there are against the
railway suburban service.
One could cite mall\'
~ases. For example, the Outer Circle railway lin~
IS closed down.
The Coburg to Somerton line is
closed do\<'n. Either they were to have opened up
country, even though at a loss for some time, or
else they ought never to have been constructed.
The fact is, they are there. And at the present
moment the Depart~ent is carrying rhe standing
charges without any returns. They would sooner
lose a certain amount of working expenses. Cer·
tainly, as they are, they will not open up the coun·
try much.
So far, all tramwav extensions have
tended to open up the country very considerably.
Again, I do not think the St. Kilda to Brighton
tram line has progressed to anything like the extent it should have done. The exigencies of the
traffic on th<1t line are such that, had it been a
municipal undert;:.king, I am satisfied it would have
been duplicated before this.
9563. With regard to the Outer Circle and CGburg and Somerton lines, do you kllow whether the
municipalities through which those lines run made
representation in favour of their construction ?--l
do not know.
9564. By Mr. Solly.-Was not the State forced
to construct, to a very large extent, the big suburban
railway system because the various municipalities
did not carry out their functions in a proper man·
ner by extending the tramway system ?-I har(!1y·
think so, the Brunswick line, to wit, which is tl1e
b;:.sis of the Coburg to Somerton line. It gives a
less efficient service, and has had to brinig its fares
down, or the fares have been brought down (for
the benefit of the community, luckily); but that line
certainly is not a success from that point of view,.
You have one of the most efficient tramway services it is possible to have on the Sydney-road.
Take the eastern suburban line (with which I am
familiar) up to Camberwell. Now (and i emphasize now) the service is fairly good, but not equal
to the traffic by any manner of means. But what
is beyond in the open country. Let me give an
illustration, On Sunday afternoon, if one wants
to go anywhere beyond Camberwell, there is a train
at a quarter to 5, the next is five minutes past 6.
Th,a will not encourage traffic very much. It certainly does not open up country very much. The
tramway service in the control of a municipal authority will not be allowed to run a ·line like that,
stretching out only 5 or 6 miles.
9565. By the municipalities, in the first place,
handing over their roadways to the Tramway Company, ancl that company only carrying out a certain number of extensions, were not the railwav
authorities forced to meet the requirements of th~
people by extending the suburban railw:ly system?
-No. They have not touched it. The two are
separate and distinct: The Tramway Company has
done all that could possibly be required of it, or
rather the Tramways Trust has carried out ,'-1 iI that
could possibly be desired, or nearly
within the
area over which it has jurisdiction.
It has no
power for extensions. beyond its limits.

so,
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9566. Did not the necessity devolve upon the
Railway Commissioners of extending the suburban
railway system to the extent that we have it at present, tluough the outer municipalities not being particularly interested or active enough to carry out
the extensions of the tramway system to meet and
link up the company's lines, or to feed the company's lines ?-1 do not think so.
.9567. How would these people have been accommodated in the outer areas if the Railway Commissioners had not extended the suburban railway. system ?-First of all, the outer suburban system is
almost invariably a portion of a country line.
Therefore, it does not mean construction, it only
means working.
On the other hand, you have
Flemington, and Essendon, Northcote, Prahran,
and :Malvern, which have, although with not a very·
great prospect of profit, started these extension tram
lines; but remember, in operating those extension
lines, they have had to be e;}tirely self-dependent.
With the Conference scheme as proposed, they become part and parcel of the whole, and will become much more profitable than they are as branches
to-day. I am satisfied that that scheme, so far as
tramway extensions are concerned, will be a very
different thing from what it is to-day. Take the
extensions easterly, as standing out very prominently. Tbt;:re is plenty of new country, and yet
it is country within a short mileage, which is at
present not fed. You can go in other directions
and find the same tiling.
9568. Do you think that a municipal authority
is more likely to consider the interests of property
holders than the interests of the travelling public, in
regard to fares and new tramways r-I do not. In
fact, I do not see how the question can arise as to
how it is going to be in the interests of property
holders, for this reason, the occupier is the ratepayer. Why, therefore, should the interests of the
property holders be considered as against their own
immediate constituents?
95 6 9. The owner is a ratepayer in the city, is he
not?-Yes.
,
9570. Are' you satisfied with the grouping and
representation on the municipal authority proposed
by the Conference?-I think that it is about the
most equitable scheme it was possible to frame.
[Map handed ill showing the grouping]. You will
find that the thought that was uppermost in the
minds of the framers of that constitution was, first,
to destroy any suggestion of inner and outer areas,
and they therefore framed it so that every reprei:entative, with one exception, is a rE:presentative of
inner and outer districts. Under no circumstances,
therefore, can it be said that it is the inner area
against the outer. Look at St. Kilda on the map.
The St. Kilda man, or the Caulfield man, as it
may be in time, represents the whole of that district, and he is just as responsible to the Moorabbin portion as to the St. Kilda. Prahran and
MalYern, Richmond and Kew, are just the same.
Hawthorn, which is one of. the system, takes in
Camberwell. Again, we have Collingwood, Northcote, and Heidelberg, and Preston and Fitzroy,
Brunswick and Coburg. Essendon, Footscray, and
Williamstown is the only district in which it was
not possible to get an inner area connected with
an outer. The desire of the Conference was, as I
said just now, thflt it should be a partnership. It
is no longer a senier or junior partner. I want to
point out that, although, as the scheme indicates,
th~ popylation. w~s generally the basis of representatIOn, It necessanly was not .the controlling factor,
nor should it be, from ~ trillllway point of view.
You may have a district 'the constituents in which,
from a tramway point of view, are very little interested, because it may be a district which is splen-
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didly served with railways, so it is not sound that
the mere counting of heads should be the only
basis of representation. I am referring to that because the representation of the city has been challenged in another quarter. Manifest! y the extent
of the interest of the city as a municipality in the
tramway system is so very much larger, amI must
necessarily be so, than the outer districts, that in
the preparation pI the scheme that proposition came
.from one of the representatives of Caulfield. It
was absolutely his own creation as being an equitable basis of representation,
9571. From the constitution of the proposed authority ill the Conference scheme, are new tramways
more likely to be constructed in the southern and
eastern directions ?-1 know of no reason whatever
which would suggest that.
On the contrary, I
should say that there is not the remotest prospect
of it, unless the traffic will justify it. In fact, I
do not quite see how the constitution of that Trust
is going to atlect the question of tramway construction, especially as the working expenses are to be
pooled.
9572. Can you say what .::onsideration led to the
representation of the city council being raised from
two to three ?-Why raised.
9573. I understood that a representath'e of one
of the outer municipalities suggested an additional
member for Melbourne ?-No. It was part and
parcel of that person's original, scheme, as submitted. It was not raised.
If you had said
lowered, it would have been right:
Parliament
gave the city a representation different to that on
the present Tramways Trust. In clause 5 of the
fourth schedule to the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company's Act (47 Vic., No. 765), which
provides for the constitution of the Trust, it states"' If the council of the city of Melbourne be one
of the uniting municipalities, as aforesaid, it shall
elect not more than seven of its number as members
of the Trust, and each of the other municipalities
so uniting shall elect one of its number as a member
of the Trust, provided always that the representatives of the council of the city of Melbourne shall
at no time('exceed two-fifths of the entire number of
members of the Trust."
In this scheme they get
three-elevenths, and the city concurred in that.
9574. What was the basis of representation generally?-Population largely. Clause 2 says, " Number of members to be eleven, elected on a system of
grouping as set out in schedule. Representation of
municipalities to be generally on a population basis,
with one additional repre~entative to Melbourne."
9575. Why do you think Melbourne should have
the additional representative ?-Because of the extent of its mileage of the tramway system.
We
have thirty-six-sixty-eighths of route mileage in the
city of Melbourne.
9576. Does that include horse trams ?-The
whole system. We have nearly 20 out of 47 track
mileage. That indicated to the whole Conference
that it was a reasonable thing that Melbourne should
have one additional representative. Further, population necessarily detracts from the representation in
the case of a capital city, as you know. If you
take the day population of the city of London, it
will stretch away into imaginary millions; but if
you take its absolute resident night population, it is
less than 30,000, anel, therefore, to confine the city
of Melbourne strictly to a population'representation
would manifestly be an injustice.
9577. By lrfr. Solly.-You only claim the additional representative because the other municipalities feed the city of Melbourne ?-All roads lead to
Rome.
That matter was very fully threshed out,
and it was not allowed to pass without opposition.
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It was commented on, and fully discussed and ac·
cepted, I think I am safe in saying unanimously, at
the Conference.
9578. By the Cllair1ilall.--How do you distin·
guish route mileage from track mileage ?-Track
mileage, I take it, means miles of track, route mile.age, miles of route. Car mileage, miles which
the cars travel. Those are what 1 always understood to be the accepted meanings.
9579. How do you distinguish miles of track
from miles of route ?--'{rack is something of physical construction. Route is something which is reo
venue producing. You may have a greater proportion of route mileage than track mileage, and each
mile of that route is producing a separate indivijual revenue, and is, therefore, accepted as a basis
of calculation when dealing with the financial aspect of the undertaking. The Supreme Court ac-'
cepted that view in connexion with the tramways
rating appeal, which was pretty strongly contested,
II and it was laid down as being on fair and equitable
lines.
9580. Will you give a concrete illustration taken
from our present system ?-The Prahran and Mal·
vern system is a very good illustration. The track
runs up High-street for a distance of 1.769 miles
Two lines rUII
in the municipality of Prahran.
through the municipality of Malvern up different
streets. Each of those lines carries a separate and
distinct traffic, and collects separate and distinct
fares, but those fares are for the privilege of travelling over the. 1.769 miles of route in the city of
Prahran, and Prahran is, therefore, entitled to the
benefit of the route mileage, or, in other words, the
revenue that is earned. from cars of each route
travelling over its track mileage. For
case in
connexion' with our own cable system take Prahran
again. There: is Toorok-road, which has cable cars
running to Toorak, and cable cars running down
to Windsor, but each of those is entirely distinct
from the point of view of fares. Both lines travel
over the Toorak-road portion of the line, and, therefore, the track mileage of that Toorak-road is certainly superior, from length of route-point of view,
to the track mileage on the separate line. Another
illustration, perhaps a little stronger,'" is Collinsstreet. The illustration in regard toPrahran is
this. From Toorak to town is so many miles.
From Carlisle-street to town is so many miles. For
approximately half that journey they are common
to one track mileage, but there are two lots of route
mileage along that track earning a revenue which
would not be earned, but for the two lines having
to come over it.
9581. By !vir. Dureau.-Is it regarded by the
authorities there as route mileage when the two converge .into one (-The Tramways Trust have issued
a return under the signature of their officer setting
011t the track and route mileage. That return is
the basis of my figures.
9582. By route mileage do they not mean length
of route?-No. Here is a return signed by T.
Hamilton, secretary of the Melbourne TramwaYEI
Trust, which was prepared by him for the purpose,
and was adopted at a Tramway Rating Conference
as far back as r898. He shows the route mileage
in each district in the whole of the undertaking.
9583. Is that the Prahran and Malvern scheme?
-·No, it is the cable tramway scheme.
9584. Was not the illustration you gav~ us just
now in connexion with the Prahran and'.- Malyern
system ?-No; but the facts are the same iri" that
~ystem, so far as High-street is conc¢rhed.,
9585. As a fact, do the Prahran"'<),nd ~fa.lv·~rn
authorities refer to route mileage, 'i:irieaning road
ruileage?-They have no need to refer)to that ten::h,
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nor have we in the scheme, because the term used
for reference in regard to finance is car mileage,
and, therefore, it is the number of cars which rUll
over the number of miles of route.
9586. They have referred to route mileage in the
report you mentioned. Can you say wh~ther they
mean road mileage ?-I think they mean the same
thing, but it is not so, with all due respect, because
if route mileage means length of track, what does
track mileage mean? Necessarily, l'ength of route
is not the same as length of track.
9587. By the Chairman.-What is car mileage?
-Necessarily the miles of route over which car::.
run. One car over every route multiplied by the
mileage of every route will give you the car mileage ()f the system for one trip.
9588 . Clause 5 of the Conference scheme says,
" Cost of permanent way construction or alteration
(including interest and all expenditure up to date
of opening for traffic), to be a capital charge against
the municipality in whose territory the line is situ·
ated, such municipality paying thereon interest and
sinking fund annually, the same to be a charge
upon the municipal or town fund." Why was that
cost not pooled ?-Because, as was indicated just
now, it was dealing with a partnership in which the
outer are3,.s are the new partners. All that they are
asked to do is to provide the standing charges 011
the capital cost of the new tracks, which is the
amount of capital they are bringing into the firm.
But their other partners are bringing into the firm
£1,650,000 of paid up capital, which is earning
full revenue from the time the office opens on the
first day of the partnership. The other partners
have only to raise the money to Construct the track.
The power houses have all to be constructed, but
. the cost of those is borne by the whole undertaking.
All that the individual municipalities are asked to
do is to be responsible for the standing charges on
the cost of the permanent way of their partir.ular
section. The great bulk of the assets of the firm
having been brvught in by the other partners fully
paid up, the revenues from which will be available
for distribution at the end of the first day (speaking figuratively, of course), and with the scheme
at work, and the first extension line running, and
passengers travelling over that extension line, and
over the remaining lines of the firm, the outer areas
will proceed to share in the profits of the whole
business of the firm on the basis of car mileage.
95 8 9. May it be put this way, that the inner
municipalities have paid for their present permanent
way, interest and sinking fund. They now propose
to pool that asset. The other municipalities are
asked to do the same thing as regards their permanent way. They are to pay for their permanent
way, and then both assets are to be pooled ?-All
that they have been asked to do is to be responsible
for the standing charges on the cost of the new permanent way. They are not asked to be responsible
for the standing charges of the power houses and
plant necessary to run the permanent way. Those
charges are to go into the common fund. Instead
of it being unreasonable that they should be asked
to do that, it really means that they are being admitted as full partners, and not asked to contribute
:ll1ything like the same amount of capital to the
firm that the others have introd.uced. Further, if
the municipality has a direct and immediate respon~ibility for the standing charges on new pelmanent
way, whether that municipality be th~ city of Mel.
bourne or one of the outer areas, it will not ask for
. tracks or for systems in which there is \hot a reason.
:' able prospect of their being remunera11\:e within a
\. short peri~.
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9590. Is it thought necessary to have a check like
that on a muni.::ipal authority ?-I t is not put as a
check. On the contrary, that line may be running
at a loss and yet that municipality will share in the
profit of the whole concern. It is quite possible for
that to arise, although it may appear to be an
anomaly. The extension in itself may be unremunerative for a time, still the municipality will participate in the profits of the whole undertaking.
9591. And its share of the profits may amount
to more than the interest and sinking fund ?-Possibly. That will depend on the number of cars
running on the line, because it is on the basis of
car mileage.
9592. What proportion does the cost of power
houses, car barns, offices, workshops, and rolling
stock, and other works common to the whole sys·
tern bear to the cost of the permanent way?-That
will depend entirely on circumstances. A very good
illustration is that of the present· cable system. We
will take that first. The total cost of track for the
whole 11ndertaking, excluding the horse lines, was
.£ I, I 2I, 753. The total cost of the engine houses
was '£456,534. Then there were engineering ex·
penses which were common to both, and general ex·
penses whiel1 were common to both.
9593. Have you the· figures for the car barns,
offices, and so on ?-·-They belong to the Tramway
Company, and I have not got them. I could, howe\'er, take them from the company's balance-sheet.
Assets, freehold properties in Brunswick, &c., at
book value~, '£248,641; rolling stock, and plant,
.£ 156, Il6.
They are two factors in the cable
scheme.
9594. What does the total amount to?-I will
have to work that out. In the Prahran and Malvern scheme the cost of permanent way construction
was £33,025; overhead equipmer,ts, which, I suppose, you may take as part of the permanent way
necessarily, .£5,466; rolling stock, '£13,352; car
depots and o~ces, .£8,957.
9595. Why are the items in clause 5 of the Conference scheme treated differentlv from those in
clause 6 ?-Because of the absolute exactitude and
the possibility ·of calculating to a nicety, the apportionment of the general expenses. You will know
what the cost of pennanent way is at per mile, or
per yard, or whatever it is. The power house is
going to be common to every route within its range,
and you could not apportion that until it was known
what its working value is going to be. Two power
houses may be running two cars on one track, ten
on the next, and fifty on another, and really, if you
are going to apportion costs in detail, you. can only
work them back down on to the car mileage, be·
cause it is the only thing that is common to every
line; and for that reason it was considered that the
proper thing was to pool the general expenses.
Therefore the difference was drawn in regard to the
cost of a permanent way .. Of course, you have already noted that it is " cost of permanent way con·
struction or alteration." Witnesses have given evi·
dence before you which implied, and you yourself
suggested this morning, the possibility of the recOll,:;~r~!ction of our prescnt cable system being CC"lua\
to its original cost. If so, the municipalities
through which the cable system runs will be responsible for the standing charges on the cost of the
whole of those alterations, and the outer areas will
bP. relieved of any contribution towards that cost.
Taking your figures as an illustration only, it would
mean that the inner municipalities will be exclusively responsible for the standing charges on the
million and a half necessary for reconstruction of
permanent wa.y.
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9596. In giving your answer as to why the items
in clause 6 are treated differently in clause 5, you
said that one reason was that you could not exactly
apportion the relative cost of the items in clause 6?
- I do not say it is a reason, but I say it would
b? impossible to get it except on the basis of car
mileage.
9597. Why was not the cost of those items in
clause 6 apportioned on the basis of car mileage?You do not apportion them separately. They are
charged against the coinmon fund as a whole.
9598. But why debit the municipalities on the
basis of car mileage?-The profits or losses on the
whole system are apportioned on the basis of car
mileage.
9599. Why were the costs not apportioned to the
different municipalities on the basis of car mileage.
You raised that thought in my mind when you said
the only exact way of doing it would be on the basis
of car mileage ?-1 did not say it was the only
means of apportioning it amongst the municipalities. I said there was only one factor common to
all lines upon which you can apportion anything,
whether it is revenue or expenses. Car mileage is
a common denominator, so to speak. There is nothing else that is common. Track mileage is not.
Route mileage is not. Even car mileage is not perfect, but it is the nearest that is known.
9600. You have adopted the car mileage basis
for the purpose of distributing profits. Why was
not that basis adopted for the purpose of distributing the cost of the items in clause 6 ?-Because the
total revenue is pooled, and the total expenses are
pooled, and it is only the profits or losses that are
apportioned amongst them. If you mean why are
not the working expenses apportioned on the basis
of car mileage, and deducted separately from each
on the basis of car mileage, I reply that that would
entail the same treatment of the revenue, which
seems a lot of unnecessary machinery. You pool
your expenses, you pool your revenue, and but for
the peculiarity of the partnership and the interests
of the partners in the concern, as I have alreaay
stated, you would have, pooled everything and ap~
portioned the results. That is what is being done,
with the one exception, which I have already mentioned, that the junior partners' share of the capital is the cost of the tramway track in his particu.
lar district. I would rather substitute the phrase
" new partner" for " junior partner."
9601. Would it not have been a reasonable thing,
in distributing the profits on the basis of car mileage, to take into account the expenses of each muni.
cipality?-If you divide the parts they will produce the same results as dividing the whole. If the
car mileage is going to give a larger proportion to
one particular municipality of the total expenses, it
will· also give it an equally larger proportion of the
The result, therefore, would be
total revenue.
exactl y the same, as I see your question. If I am
right in that, you will readily see the reasons f9r
not dividing up the revenue into so many parts,
the expenses into so many parts, and then making
so many different subtractions. I challenge anyone
to produce a fairer basis up to the present. It is
a matter I had to go into very carefully in connexion with the rating appeals, because of the apportionment of the total rating of the undertaking,
and I know of no system whatever that is work·
able which is fairer and more equitable than the car
mileage basis. I speak with some little confidence
on this point, because at that particular time I was
authorized by the city council to t!1ke the traffic
of the whole tramway system. I employed a staff
of men, and on so many days in a given week we
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took the whole of the traffic on the Tramway Company's line as near as it is possible to take it. We
took those who travelled one portion of the line and
then got off j those who came across the boundary
into another municipality before getting off;, those
who came right through to the terminus j and after
a tremendous amount of work the whole of that
focussed down into very nearly the same result as
we got by taking the route mileage.
That is a
fact, I tried it and took the actual number of passengers and allowed for the difference in fares and
the ranges of their journeys.
96oIA. Supposing that basis of distribution of
profits were adopted in place of the car mileage
basis, would it be more or less favorable to the
city ?~That would depend entirely upon circumstances, and I would not like to answer off-h:1I1d.
I should probably say, in the light of our knowledge of to-day, it would be less favorable to the
city, but that would depend again Oll the extent of
mileage. If we had many miles of West Melbourne it would pay us splendidly.
9602. Would the city have any strong objection
t0 adopting that basis of apportionment rather than
a car mileage basis?~That is.a question that could
not be answered. First and foremost, the city is
perfectly loyal to its colleagues in the scheme.
They have never suggested snch a scheme. They
have no desire for it, nor is it looked upon as being
equitable. An additional reason is, I do not think
it would be practicable..
9603. Was it discussed at the Conference ?-In
common with others, yes. I do not know to what
extent in detail, but the provisions of the Act were
discussed at the Conference.
96°4. Was that particular provision discussed?~
Yes.
9605. And the members of the Conference were
fully aware of that basis of distribution that had
been adopted in that Act?-There is no doubt of
that, because the Act was before them. I cannot
speak from memory as to who spoke, and what was
said, but I do know that the Act was before the
.Conference. I know that as executive officer of the
Conferenct" But you see 'you are dealing with an
Act that is twenty-five years old, and the conditions
are entirely at variance. There are certain lines in
the outer districts to-day which are much more valuable than they were then. On the other hand, there
are certain lines in the city itself which are sti1I
more valuable. For instance, take the introduction
of the city ticket. You know the value that is on
a line, and yet it is entirely restricted to the limits
of the city only. If you took the revenue from
city tickets only, it would be a very considerable
sum.
9606. How many track miles are there in Collins-street ?~There are two routes of a uniform
length, but two of them are not of the same length
a, the other two. They are some 25 chains less.
As to two of them in Collins-street, it is Collinsstreet plus Gisborne-street. The track from Collinsstreet to the northern boundary of the city is 122.62
chains, from Spencer-street to the centre of Victoria-parade, which is answering pretty wel! what
you mean, because it is two Collins-street lines that
run to there.
9607 - What is the distance to Spring-street ?~A
mile without cross streets, so that it is about 1 mile
and 12. chains.
9608. How many track miles are there there?~
Approximately one. As regards two of the routes
it would be I mile and
chains. As to the other
chains, minus 15
two, it will be 1 mile plus
chains, the distance between Market-street - and
Spencer-street.

9609. The car mileage in Collins-street, as con:pareel \\'ith portions of the system in other mumcipalities, will be very great ?-It will depend entirelv on the number of c:us.
'96[0. I mean on the basis of present traffic?-It
will be in that case.
96Il. The car mileage will'be very great, as compared with other districts now served with the cable
;;ystem ?~As compared with any other liue where
there is only a single route, yes, and to a lesser
degree, allY other. line where there is a double or
treble route. For insta\1Ce, I would point out that
Toorak-road and St. Kilda, in the other municipalities, are both double route roacls.
South Melbourne has two lines of cars running ever part of
its track. There are four lines rUllning over the
first portion of the St. Kilda-road line. This is on
the bDundary of South Melbourne and the city_
Fitzroy has two lim;" of car,; running over Nicholson-street section.· The. mileoge ill Fitzroy, from
Victoria-parade down to Gertrude-street, is double
route.
9612. How many miles is it from Market-street
to Spring-street ?---Four routes, each earning a
separate revenue from the other three; or, so Jar. as
the city section only is concerned, simply an increaSe in the number of cars running. 1 will make
that a little clearer. If those four routes were !lot
running in Collins-Rtreet, the company woulll have
to run special cars in Coll ins-street, and get a sufficient frequency to carry the traffic with satisfaction.
It would, therefore, produce the same increased expenditure on car mileage.
9613. Taking the permanent way from Marketstreet to Spring-street, is the cost materinlly more
becaus(! of those four lines of cars running upon it?
--Probably not in capital cost. It might be in
maintenanoe charges, because of the much larger
traffic upon it. The wear and tear would be much
greater.
9614. Do you thihk the maintenance chargt:~
would be foUl times as large as jf only one line of
cars y,-,:-:.(; rUlllling there?~I should say hardly that;
but sa tar as there is any grinding done by the
other traffic necessarily, it would be' multiplied by
the number of cars. It all comes back again to
the question of the number of cars running 0\'<::[
the track, and that those cars earn the revenue
which is to be divided, and that revenue ispoc..Ied
and then divided on the basis of car mileage.
96 [5. The p~ofits are great~r on those line:> than
on the average lines in other municipalities-I mean
the profits availuble for distribution?~ The share of
profits \yould be larger.
9616. The expenses woulrl be larger
you
are running four lilles of cars. It would ge just
as if you multiplied the number of cars on one of
the other routes.
9617. You distribute. the profits available on :L
car mileage basis, but do not set off in any way t11f:
rxpenses, mairitenance charges, and renewals, amI
50 forth, on a car mile~ge b:lsis ?~They are all elf:ducted from the common fund in the same way as
expenses on the losing line are charged against the
ccmmon fund, and yet the owners of that losing line
draw on the profits.
9618. Why should not the profits be distributed
on the basis of miles of track within the municiplity, or on a basis similar to that outlined in the
Act referred to just nel'\\" ?~Because I do not think
such a basis would be applied anywhere to,day. It
is so rough-and-ready that no tramway authority
to-day' would dream of an' apportionment of expenses or of its revenue or of its profits on such a
basis.
It might produce some startling results
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wbich would have nothing to justify them. and'
those results might be either up or down.
9619, Were those results not apparent when that
Act was drafted ?-I came into the service a year
after that Act was drafted, so that, although I know
fairly well about subsequent work, I cannot say
what was 111 the minds of the individuals. If I
may hU7.ard an opinion, it was what occurred to
them as being a reasonable mode of distribution in
the absence of anything better at that time.
9620. Do you know of any other system where
the profits are distributed on the car mileage basis,
while working costs, maintenance, and renewals,
are pooled ?---I do not know of any other system
where the necessity for the apportionment comes in,
except, perhaps, the Prahran and Malvern tramway,
and in t~at case it is hardly necessary to point out
that both partners came in on equal terms, and, as
a matter of fact, their expenditure is almost equal,
that is, their mileage works out very much the same.
The amount of capital, necessary from each partner
would be almost. the same.
9621. Is the car mileage the same?--That will
depend 0:1 the number of cars running on the particular extensions.
9622. Do they distribute expenses on the car
mileage basis ?-They have adopted the car mileage
basis as being an equitable one, and that is why 1
do not understand the criticism of the car mileage
basis of distribution, coming from one of the members of the Trust which had previously affirmed the
principle.
962 3. Do you think the fact fhat the Prahran
and Malvern tramway has adopted that basis
should disarm that criticism ?-Coming from one
of the bodies fhat adopted that principle, yes.
9624. Have you read the report of the Committee of the Malvern Council on the question of the'
proposed municipal controlling authority?-Yes.
9625. Have you any comments to make on that
report ?-In the first place, that report deals with
the question of representation, and I think it deals
with it in an entirely ex parte way. Melbourne, on
a popUlation basis, would, with a population of,
say, a little over 100,000, appear to be entitled to
less than double the representation to which certain
other groups would be entitled. The scheme gives
Melbourne three representatives, or three-elevenths
of the whole. Dealing with the question of equity
of representation, the author of this report seems
to have ignored the fact of fhe inequality of the
interests of the other municipalities, as compared
with Melbourne, from points of view other than
of population. I must call attention to the unsoundness of the proposition which is going to take
the residential popUlation of the capital city, and
put it on the same footing as a residential suburb.
He has ignored the fact, the whole question being
one of revenue, of the greatness of Melbourne's inrerest against the others, which the representatives
on the Conference did recognise. Then he gets on
to another phase of the representation, and says
that Melbourne and three other groups would thus
be in a position to completely dominate the remaining five groups. I do not know what that means,
but manifestly something must dominate something
else, and he has only to alter his figures and he
can produc~ the same result any time. In this case
he says Melbourne and three other groups (choosing
them) could dominate five. I do not know how he
i., going to produce equality otherwise, unless he
is going to split Melbourne up. If you are going
to give dual representation to anyone municipality,
it is ~ery clear. that that municipality added to
somethmg else WIll dominate. He next says, "The
city of Melbourne is a municipality least requiring
16998.
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extra representation, because of necessity it is the
point of greatest attraction to suburban travellers,
and because suburban ratepayers are largely also
Melbourne ratepayers, and as such will desire Melbourne to be well supplied with facilities."
He
does not, however, mention the fact that the respcnsibilities of the city of Melbourne are very
much greater than any of the rest j and in the event
of any losses being sustained on a tramway system,
and 011 the figures which you quoted some time
hack, it is quite possible to have a tramway system ruuning at a loss, it is very apparent that Melbourne will be chargeable wifh a very much greater
proportion of that loss on fhe basis of car mileage. He is working on the principle of everything
beillg successful. If such a contingency arose as
you mentioned fhis morning, that any alteration in
wages or anything else was going to produce an absolute loss, Melbourne would have to carry the
greatest part of it. I do not think, therefore, much
more need be said with regard to fhe unsoundness
of the proposition put forward by Malvern that
Melbourne should not have three representatives.
The author of the report then deals with the question of the ehairman, and this is a matter which
has very much more importance, in my mind, than
is altactled to it sometimes. The Conference felt
they could not do better than follow the univ~rsal
pr:(ctice of Great Britain, where our hundreds of
thousands are millions in cash.
Throughout the
whole of the municipal enterprises of Great Britain
such a thing as a paid chairman is unknown. The
work is dont: by the municipality on the lines of all
Illul1icipal work, honorary service rendered by the
met! in whom the people have got confidence, and
. J may say, with very considerable confidence, that
that has never been abused. I took the opportunity, when 1 was at Home, of getting in fairly
dose touch with a number of the public utilities or
municipal enterprises carried on in the Old Country. 1 also had the opportunity of getting very
clo~el y 111 touch with the chairmen of the very biggest Committees, and the keenness and the close interest displayed by those men could not but strike
anyone who is at all interested in municipal matter~. The author of the report gives reasons why,
first of all, the chairman should be not as proposed in the scheme. He says that he should be
paid n salary sufficient to insure absolute efficiency
and to enable him to devote his whole time to his
duty, and that the method adopted in the PrahranMalvern system has these advantages over an elected
chairman. That may be the case, but I think,
~peaking generally, It would have been very much
better tor h1S cast: if he had given his decisions,
and not his reasons. He further says, "Being
salaried, the chairman can devote, and can be required to devote, his whole time to his duties."
That IS not unreasonable. "Holding reasonable
security of tenure, his appointment would tend to
insure reasonable continuity of policy." I do not
think a municipality would be prepared to place
the continuity of policy in the hands of one man,
whether he be chairman or not; and if he is to be
the only means by which continuity of policy is to
be obtained, and is to have tenure against his consntuents, that is not a policy which will be received with favour ill our community. "Being expert, he can guide Trust members." If that means
anything, it means that he can guide them by being
an expert, and if he is to be an expert, he will
necessarily have to be an expert tramway manager
and electrician. In this case the Trust members
are to be moved by the chairman. Again, I say,
an equally unsound reason for advocating a paid
chairman, whether good or bad.
"He is a
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representative of the Trust in matters of emergency in the report it lies in this-it is a very strong
to whom the manager can refer." This is a position corroboration of the soundness of the scheme.
1 cannot conceive of. That undertaking, if it is
9626. By il1r. Solly.-You say that you are opto be anything at all, must have a manager who posed to the payment of the chairman because in
must know all about his business, and must be the Great Britain the whole of this work is done volunperson who is to be responsible for placing matters tarily.
It is a fact that a number of the munibefore the Board. " He would hold a more in- cipal undertakings have become so great that the
chairmen of the different sub-committees have comdependent position than an elected representative."
That strikes at the bottom of the whole of our (;on- plained of the great time taken up in understandstitution. Our municipal e~terprises belong to the ing and getting a good grip of thest; undertakings?
ratepayers, and are controlled by them.
" Not -1 ~ave not heard of one complaint other than 'the
being regarcjed as an advocate of any particular complaint of the average man who feels he is doing
group, would be in a position to be, and would be, a good deal of work for his fellow men. I know
regarded as more impartial." That is a very scath· that t~e chairman appreciates the honour of being
ing criticism of the rest of the members of the intrusted by his council, which is elected by the
Trust, and if we are to be dependent upon a chair- people, with the management of so large a portiQiJ.
man to ket'!P the Trust pure from impartiality, of their 'money, and 1 am saying that after perQqd help tl1e Trust. "He could act as the prin- sonal conversation with the men themselves. The
cipal negotiator between the Trust and the vaI1OU~ men are proud of their position and of their undermunicipalities on questions of difficulties, such as taking. Not once did I diss;over any suggestion
fOxtensions into districts into which the Trust con- that payment in any shape or form was at all essenti~.
•
~idered im~e4iate extensions undesirable on econo9027.
You
believe,
then,
that
all
municipal
work
mic grounds." The Trust considers that an extension into an eastern suburb is undesirable. A dis- should be done free of cost ?-Absolutely from the
p-qte arises' between the eastern suburbs group and point of view of municipal enterprise.
9628. If the principle is good that this municIt.he Trust. We an.: previously told that the chairman is to be a defender of the Trust. How is he pal work should be done VOluntarily in the interests
to' be the principal negotiator between the munici- of the ratepayers, would it not be on the same lines
palities and the Trust whose views he is going t.v i" the ratepayers said they ,vould be prepared to
r,ontend for and carry out? I say we have the do the whole of the road construction; the Clerical
whole of the practice of Great Britain in connexion work, and various municipal duties?-The elected
wi,th undertaldngs which arc immeasurably far and members?
9629. No. The councillors do their work vOlun:
~\\'ay above our schemes, and in 110 case do I know
the chairman of any particular Committee or body tarily. Why should not all IT)unicipal work be done
of that kind, being a paid man. The chairmen by the ratepayers ?-The elected members do not
do the work. All thev do i~ to exercise judgment.
pi all the Committees in the municipalities give
honorary service, the same as the rest of the coun- . They pay men to do the work, and those men have
cil, and their works speak tor themselves. On the their responsibilities. The councillors pui: in the
question of the revenue, here, unfortunately, he brains. and exercise the judgment. The officers are
has confused two things, clause 5 and clause 7, the machines who work as directed by the council,
w h,ich have' not been got at the bottom of.
He and they are paid for the work according to their
talks about the basis of division.
The basis of ability.
9630. If you expect one set of officers to do their
divisio!l is clause 7. The question of whether the
cost of permanent way construction and standing work without payment, W?y should not everybod)'
doing municipal work perforin it free of payrnent.
t;harge~ are to be charged against the municipality
is clause 5, and, therefore, has nothing whateve'r Why should the surveyor, for inst~mce, be paid for
to do with the basis of distribution of profits. Mal- his services ?-Because "'hile he is doing that he
vern may challenge the soundness of charging the has no opportunity of earning his livihg; and as he
municipalities with interest and sinking fund on its will necessarily have to live, in order to do the
permanent way construction, but that has nothing work, he must have some means of obtaining a livto do with the car mileage basis of distribution of ing. The councillor puts ·in portion of his time to
profits. He puts the two together. He puts in a guide and direct the work, but the 'paid officer has
lot of figures which are only assumptions, and they to do it. In the same way the members of the
are assumptions on lines which will not apply to Trades Hall Council give honorary service, but they
have a paid secretary.
the facts, and so I will nut touch them. ., We,
9631". In many cases the members or representathereiore, recommend that in lieu of clauses 5, 6,
and 7, the following clauses may be substituted:- tives of the different indu~trial orgaI!izations send
(5) The method of distribution of revenue shall be their delegates to the Trades Hall CouhCiI to re"
present them. They are paid for their services,
(a) pay interest on all borrowings and provide sinking fund; (b) pay working expenses, including con- They get so much 'per sitting?-That is because
tributions to maintenance reserve fund; (c) build up they atterid frqm another place for a pilTticular ptii:~
.
renewals reserVe fund; (d) divide net profits or pme.
9632. That applies as a principle Of payment for
losses amongst the municipalities on the car mileage
basis."
Commencing backwards, the division of work and .labour done ?-:!\re the members of me.
net loSses or profits amongst municipalities on a car Trades Hall Council paid?
9633. Not in all cases ?-Are any paia?
mileage pasis is our scheme. "Build up renewals
9634. The council only pays the' secr~tary. Bu~
reserve fund." That is in our scheme. "Pay
working expenses, including contribution to main- the representat~ves of the union are paid in v<l;r!ous
tenance reserve fund." That is part of our scheme. cases ?~-And rightly so. 111 the sain~ \,-:ay as th.~
The only difference is, "Pay interest on all bor- surveyor you mentioned, because yqu tool' the in~h
rowings and provide sinking fund,') and he has away from his daily work, ah.d qe loses his ~ages.
oD:'itted ally reference to the fact that one partner That is a very different thing, however, from a:
brings in (i million and a half of capital, and the mun1c1pai councillor. If you ~a~e a plumber, or it
other nothing., I do not think there is much more worl<:ipg mason, aI!d pre~ent \ him ~rom e~r,nipg
to be said about the unsoundness of ·that criticism tos.6d·, or.p.s, a day,: he is ~ntit~e? t8 be'.,Paiq ff>f
on the Conference scheme. If there is any value whatever serVices he renders m anoth.er dUectlO,Il.
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9635. Have there been any municipal trading of revenue earned in that miJrticipality; if it could
failures ih Great Britain?-The word failure is bE'. readily ascertained ?-No; you have to take other
0l1n to consideration. .1 have heard the municipal things into consideration. Car inileage is the only
I, can tbing which is commoil to most of the contintelephone system attacked very severely.
sh~w you by results it is a magnificent success in gendes.
9643. But supposing the revenue received was,
sorre places. If your critic comes from some of the
cOlnpanies, he will tell you there are a very large say, ,£roo,ooo .from a municipal system, and the
nutnber of municipal failures. If he is a man who e.\penses £50,000, why should not the .£5 0,000
i3 wholehearted in municipal enterprise, h~ will profit, assuming reserves are included, and expenses
show you from facts that they are great slK'cesses.
De distributed amongst the municipalities on the
9636. Do you know of any municipality in Great basis of the revenue earned in each ?-Provided
Brjtain that has taken over any undertaking as a that your working expenses are in the same ratio,
trading concern for profit-making purposes and yes. But as your working expenses are in. a promade a failure of it ?-I dare say there are some bably much larger ratio in larger revenue-producing
wHich ·have not been successful. I know of some districts, necessarily that also WOUld. be a factor;
,\rHo have parted with their interests into private and in order to ascertain your profits then. you
hahds; but I will say this, that any failures in re- would have to make a varying deduction.
You
gatd to municipal enterprises in Great Britain are would have to get your decimal point of expenses
esJentially and particularly exceptions, which only and decimal point of revenue before you start to
pr?ve the very soundness of the rule. There is a work out the car mileage.
9644. Then you say the allotment of profits on
difficulty in defining what is a failure in connexion
with hiunicipal enterprises.
For ,instance, take the basis of revenue earned would not be fair unless
baths. Perhaps their balance-sheets will show a you also took into account the expenses incurred in
depit. of, :f,7,00?
I dare say' I could point to the municipalities ?-You could not take the revenue
munClpahtles losmg £10,000 a year on their baths, earned as being the only factor; but revenue earnbut is it a failure?
ing is a very large factor in giving a greater propor9637. It is a public utility?-That is what I tion of profits to the districts in which that revenue
wiIit, to p.oint out-:-!he difficulty of sayinjSwhat. i(:l is earned.
9645. In distributing profits on the basis of car
a fmlure III a mumClpal enterpnse when It is bemg
wqrked for the benefit of its citizens.
mileage, why do you not take into account the ex9638 . I mean so far as gas compariies and tram- penses as a factor?-We have. It is only profits
way ilndertakings are concerned ?-I do not know we distribute.
oflany.
.9 646 . You are taking into account the total expen9639. !3y tlie Chairman.-Where a tramway runs diture, but not the expenses of the individual muniin lthe street which is a boundary between two muni- cipality?-If you want to separate expenses at per
cir}alities, is it proposed to halve the car mileage car mile, then 'you have to separate revenue at
between .the two municipalities ?-Yes.
per car mile. Then you only have to give the muni6 40 . Thep half the prOfits would be divided?- cipalities the balance. That is very patent.
~t}y division of any kind would be made on those
9647. Supposing Id. sections were introduced
h*s.
.
into the busy streets of Melbourne, and those sec'9 641. With regard to the distribution of the pro- tions were unprofitable. It would largely increase
~tS on the ~asis of. car mileage would' the propor~he mileage of Melbourne, and, therefore, largely
tlqn of prohts .re~elved, say, by the municipalities Illcrease Melbourne's share of total profits?-What
bel somewhat SImIlar to the proportion of revenue you suggest is a most unlikely contingency. But it
eafn~d ~n those mu?icipalities ?-I should say yes, i~ very. likely that the car mileage in the outer porproVided the car mikages are equal. Let me give tlOn Will be most unprofitable.
The assumption
yoP t.':"o extreme illustrations. The municip~lity of that the Id. sections in the centre of the city are
CrpaJ1ngalong has one little tramway which runs going to be unprofitable.is contrary to the whole of
at i,'ery rare interval~ (you will,. of course, recognise the .tramway experience of the world, because Id,
t~1t I am exaggeratmg). Agamst that there is the sectlOns encourage traffic.
CIty of Melbourne, with a tram line which is con96 48, . In Act No. 76$, which you referred to,
ti~u?us, but. along one-half of it, being an interand \vhIch provides that the profits distributable
medIate,sectlOn, y~:)U may have twenty cars running should be proportional to. the track miles of each
.on) the ~nner port~on, and only one-tenth goes on municipality, and that in the case of Melbourne
th~ outSide. Mamfestly there would be a big diseach track mile should be taken as a mile and a
pa,tity of the apportionment of the revenue' but I quarter, apart from that extra quarter, the profit
wip point out another disparity, which is in' favour w?uld be distributed accordinig to the capital cost
of: the out~r area, betause, whilst at the terminus, of the perman~nt w,ay, would it not ?-No. They
un¢ler no CHcurnstances whatever can the car mileage w~re only dealmg with surplus profits, and they dis~: .so valua?le, from a revenue-'earning point of
tnbuted them over th~ miles of tramway, and gave
v:E!w: as a httle further along the.route the outer :1. prefer:nce to the miles of tramway ,which, being
dl~ti'ICt
. full yalue, and its mileage is treated In t~e CIty, were supposed to be more revenue-proOr;j an eq;.laht,r. A tram starts from the outer terductive. As a matter of fact, your assumption is
ml?US WIth SIX pa~sengers, keeps on loading up, wrong. There is a variation in cost of some of
anp as soon as It IS past the first mile it is pro· those lines. One line cosfnearly ,£22,000 per mile,
baply half full, and at the end of the second mile and another £30,000 per mile. So that it would
is 'full, and the rest of the journey it is carrying a not have been based on capital cost.
just as much for his car mile
9649. Which lines do you refer to r-Prahran
full load. He
with only six passengers. That is why I say car and Toorak cost £:21,9°0 per mile, Collins-street
mileage is not abSOlutely perfect, but it is the cost .£30,000, 'whilst the Carlton line cost '£28 000
ne~re'st thing we have yet.
When there is some per mile.
'
sy~tern of tickets which will enable us to absolutely
9650' By 1I1r. Dureau.-Is that for' track' conea~-I?~rk .the length of track in every individual
struction only?-Yes, including all the accessories.
m~n!cIpahty, then you may have perfection for ap9651. By the Chairman.'-Would it be correct to
pOJitlonrnent.
say that track construction in the city of Melbourne
9641h Do Iunderst~rid . you to say that the' ideal cost one-fourth more, on an eva rage r-I could not
sy~tem would be to dlstnbute profits on the basis
give the average cost of the length of track.
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, 9 6 5 2 : The basis of distribution-in Act 165 would
be more nearly proportional to the capital cost than
distribution <;In a car mile basis, would it not ?--'-I
am afraid that is a question which I could not
answer. It depends entirely on the number of cars
running on the particular tracks.
9 6 53. I understood you to say that the basis of
distribution of prOfits as outlined in Act 765', which
was not adopted, would not be as fair as, the car
'mileage basis ?-I am speaking now with a knowledge of the 'cars running to-day. You, of course,
are speaking in the abstract.
9654. I am speaking about the system proposed
at the Conference?-Therefore, we are speaking of
the car mileage basis, because that will provide for
all contingencies.
9 6 55. 'If the> system of distribution of profits
proposed were inserted in the Conference scheme in
place of the car mileage basis, that would not be
as favorable to the city of Melbourne, would it?Certainly not. If a Melbourne line of track is only
to be a mile and a quarter against a mile right
out on the borders of Caulfield, nor would it be as
equitable.
.
9656 . The distribution of profits on the basis of
car mileage would mean, of course, that if there
were no line of tramways in the municipality it
would get no share of the profits?-That is so.
That would be'the state of affairs on whatever basis
of distribution, whether on track, route, or otherwise.
9651. Not if the basis was a rateable valuation?
-:-Sucha thing never was conceived anywhere as
the aPFortionment of the profits of tramways on
the basis of valuation for municipaiIties which
have not got a tramway in them.
9658. How would the city of Melbourne fare if
the basis of distribution of profits was on a rate'able valuation ?--We carry a third of the metropolitan area on our shoulders to-day in any apportionment of expenditure. We pay one-third of the
municipal share of the fire brigade service, and pay
rates for water that we do not consume, and which
go to help to maintain the fire brigade service. As
a matter of fact, I can name fourteen establishments in the city of Melbourne which carry the
same water'rate as the whole of one municipality.
9659. If the basis of distribution of profits was
a rateable valuation, would that be more or less
favorable to the city of Melbourne. on the whole
area defined in that scheme ?-I would think much
more favorable to the city of Melbourne; but no
comparison can
made between such a basis and
'an assumed car mileage basis.
, 9660. You would get one-third of the total pro·
fits ?-Yes, approximately. What do you want me
to compare the valuation basis with?
9661. Car mileage basis ?-For what lines?
9 662 . Say the cable lines for the year 19IO?I cannot tell you them. I do not know how many
cars will run over those lines. Route mileage gives
us, as I told you, practically 36.68. Route mile·
age, 'as far as the city is concerned, is a profitable
mode of calculation.
9663- Do you know what were the profits earned
by the Tramway Company for the year ending 30th
June, 1910 ?-The balance· sheet shows a total revenue of about £626,000. The items which you
might call profit's total up £131,000, namely, 'the
dividends paid and the balance in hand.
9664. Supposing that system \rere owned by these
municipalities, and the Conference scheme was in
operation, and that was the only system owned by
them. Do you know what the city of Melbourne's
'share of those profits would be ?-I have no conception; ,

9665. Do you know what the city of Melbourne's
share would be if these profits were distributed on
a valuation basis?-The proportion, I said just
now, would be very considerably more, because of
the lesser area.
/
9666. What do you mean by lesser area?~There
are only eleven municipalities in the cable tramway
area, as against twenty·two in the Metropolitan
Board area.
9667. Supposing the cable tramways were owned
by the municipalities, and this Conference scheme
were in operation, all municipalities being included,
but that was the only system of tramways owned by
those municipalities ?-::Are you going to give the
ownership at present to the outer area as well?
9668. I am supposing that this Conference
scheme was passed to-day, and that the cable'tramways were their property, and the only property
they had in the way of tramways. The profit, you
have said, is £131,000. Supposing that was being
distributed, you say you do not know what proportion of that would go to the city of Melbourne rNo.
,
9669. Do you know what proportion would go
to the city of Melbourne if it were distributed on
the valuation basis ?-As nearly as I can tell you,
approximately one-third.
9670. You have no conception of what Melbourne's share would be if the profits were distributed on a car mileage basis ?-'-No. Because
whilst· I can get from the companies the total number of cars, I cannot ascertain the figures for each
municipality.
'
967 J. You have not an approximate estimate?None at all. I will endeavour to get the figures
from the company, to see if I can work it out. I
have a hazy idea that the aggregate number of car
miles was about 10,000,000, but I do not know how
they were divided.
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John Clayton, further examined.
9672. By tire Ckairman.-I did not follow you
yesterday when you said that, in allotting the profIts among the municipalities on a car mileage basis,
no account should be taken of the cost of maintenance, renewals, or working expenses .in respect of
municipalities ?-I did not say that. The point I
tried to make clear was whether the deduction of
expenses from revenue shall take place in the first
instance as a whole, or whether you will divide up
your revenue into car miles, divide up your expenses
~nto car miles, and deduct the results.
What I
tried to put to-you was that the apportionment of
profits is on the basis of car mileage, and that the
car mileage calculation comes into operation only
after expenses have been,deducted from revenue.
9673. That is simply a statement of the problem;
but it seems to me not a solution of the difficulty.
It appears to me that in the municipality where the
track miles are, say, relatively few, but the route
miles many, the cost of maintenance, renewals, and
working expenses might be great; and, although
the municipality would be entitled to its share of
the profits on a car mileage basis, no account is
taken by way of a set-off of the very great ,expenses
of renewals :and maintenance required for working
the ,lines in· that municipality?-I would
point out
,
'
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the \ utter impossibility of attempting to separate
your working 'expenses over inches of rope. Let
me !bring it down to the very lowest level. A man
is sent out to file down the joints. How could an
accbrate return of the hours of labour which that
onel individual puts in on those joints, and on the
joints immediately across the boundary, be kept?
9674. Why not allot the expenses also on a car
If
mileage basis ?-That is what will be done.
you deduct the whole ex,penses from the whole
reVenue, and then apportion the result, will that
not' be the same as dividing the revenue into car
mileage, the expenses into car mileage, and then
l
•
subtractmg.
9675. I do not think so ?-It .appears to me to
be ko.
.
d676. The total result, assuming that when you'
sayl reverrue you ignore any reserve fund, sinking
fun,d, or anything of that kind, would he the same;
but: the amount allotted to each municipality would
sur~ly be different ?-I do not think so.
It seems
to me that if you apportion the maintenance on
car mileage the very same result will be obtained,
as far as I see it. unless YOU mean that the
maintenance expenses' of the whole scheme shaJI be
divided up into the car mile~'lge and then subtracted
from what?
.
9677. By maintenance I mean, of course, the
maintenance, cost of renewals, and working ex·
penses ?-YOtl will have to take the managerial expenses into consideration .also. It will mean the
total working expenses of the undertaking.
9678. Why should they not be allotted also on
the basis of car mileage ?-Equally, ) ou might say
the standing charges should he allotted on the basis
of car mileage. In this particular case, the con·
troUing factor is the fact that the immensely larger
portion of the undertaking comes in without charge.
That is what I tried to make clear yesterday, that
if ~he whole undertaking were being started ,afresh,
and the whole of the capital reqUIred being borrowed, your proposal would be pertectly sound.
9679. What do you refer to as my proposal?The suggestion that the working expenses might be
worked out on a car mileage basis j but I feel that
in the case that is now under consideration, the fact
that so much the larger portion of the undertaking
comes in without charge to the firm, necessitates an
alt~ration in the mode of treatment in regard to its
revenue and expenses.
9680. When you say so large a proportion comes
in without charge, you are referring to clause 6
of the Conference Scheme--" The cost of power·
houses, car·barns, &c., to be a general charge upon
the whole scheme" ?-No. I was referring to the
fact that the whole of' the present undertaking
comes in, and the profits therefrom are divisible
amongst the whole of the partners; although they
hav~ cost the other partners nothhlg.
. 9681. I cannot appreciate that.
For example,
take Camber well : Camberwell will get none of
tho~e ,profits from any portion of the cable scheme,
or from any other tramways owned and controlled
by the Trust until it has tramways within its
boundary, and then it pays for the permanent way
itself ?-Permanent way is comparatively a small
proportion to begin with.
The scheme provides
that ,the municipality is simply charged upon the
standing charges of the permanent way, but the firm
takes the responsibility of the standing charges, and
all the working expenses upon the power supply.
which, of course, is a much larger proportion under
ordinary conditions.
We may take the Prahran
and Malvern system as an illustration of that. As
I understand it, just after a brief consideration,
there is an .expenditure of £90,94I. An analysis
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of that would seem to make their expenditure upon
permanent way £5°,457; but of that £50,000,
£I3,000 is something of an exceptional characterthe regrading of the railway line~and I do not
think that can be treated in an ordinary manner.
The other expenditure totals up to £40,483; but
in their case they have not had to provide a powerhouse.
They are taking their power from the
Electric Supply Company. The only expenditure
in the way of a power.house at all is a small item
of £2,367 for a convertor station equipment. If
they had had to ,provide, as under ordinary conditions they would have had, ,a powe'r-house and
plant, not only large enough of course for the existing service, but of such a size as any Trust carrying on its business on sound lines would have to
provide in anticipation of development of traffic,
the amount expended on other purposes than permanent'way would, of course, be very much largerI suppose I might safely add anything from
£20,000 to £25,000 at least-and probably much
more than that if you calculate upon a power· house
and plant which would have the capacity for taking
011 the other lines which are mooted in connexion
with that Trust. In regard to why the expenditure
referred to in clause 7 should not be, a.pportioned
on the basis of car mileage in lieu of being pooled,
I say that if you wish to apportion the working
expenses on the basis of car mileage, necessarily
YOU must also apportion the revenue on the same
basis.
I want to point out that where it affects
one municipality prejudicially or otherwise, it is
bound to have the reverse effect in regard to some
other municipality. There is no exact uniformity
in regard to the cost of maintenance and operation,
,ill1d it would be a difficult thing to attempt, I think,
to analyze or tG apportion the working expenses as
such between municipalities, either on length of
track, or route, or car mileage. I think it would
he a physical impossibility, unless you take it in
the aggregate j and if taken in the aggregate, I do
not think you could ear-mark on a car mileage basis
for the purpose of apportioning the expenses of the
whole unqertaking. I do not· know of any undertaking in which that procedure is adopted.
9682. I understand that you do not know of any
undertaking where the car mileage basis of distribution of profits is adopted, except in the Malvern
system ?-The Municipal Conference scheme does.
What I said was that there was no undertaking in
which there had to be the a,pportionment of the
expenses and the revenue separately on a car
mileage basis.
There are very few cases of the
Take Adelaide.
There is no apportionkind.
ment. Adelaide.is a parallel case with ours, with
this exception, that there is no apportionment until
a given time, and at that given time, when it arrives,
the whole Trust changes. It is for that reason I
said I do not know of any case where there is an
apportionment between the contributing parties. In
all the English municipalities the undertakings are
held by the individual municipality; and so far as
the London County Council is concerned, any profits go into the common fund, I think. That is
subject to correction.
9683. You have said it will be a physical impossibility to allocate expenses according to car mileage.
It seems to me to be only a mathematical proposition, the same as allotting the profits according to
car mileage ?-Perhaps I have not ,been understood
as I intended.
I should have put in the word
equitable, because of the difficulty of ascertaining
Where the working expenses are incurred; and· it
was for that reason, it seemed to me, that there was
no relationship between the. working expenses of the
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undertaking from a maintenance point of view and
the car mileage.
9684. No relationship at all ?-Not of a reliable
character. For instance, the wear and tear of a
four-route track does not necessarily mean four times
the' wear and tear on a single line track. There
may be as much damage done to your track by
other traffic, regardless entirely of the tram track
itself, particularly in maintenance, and I should
say even more so. For example, on the wood paving in Collins-street, or any four-route track, the
wear and tear will necessarily be comparatively infinitesimal because of' the few opportunities there
are for any other traffic to be on the track. Take a
single line trqck, with cars with long head ways.
The whole of that \vood paving is used' by the
whole' of the ordinary traffic of the street, and the
life of the wood blocks of that bit of single track
will certainly be much shorter.
On a track on
which there -are four liries of tr,ams ri.mni~; I do
nof think the apportionmerit of the working expenses
separately between the' constituent partners, (fn a
basis of car mileage, 'would be equitable.
9685. If the car mileage increased fourfold,
would not the expenses increase, though' probably
not fourfold ?-Necessarily; b,ut that increase may
,be of a very minor character comparatively, and
against the increase which w'i!l occur I have shown
the absolute decr~1.se which must Occur from another
point of view.
9686. That is damage to'the-track?-Yes.
9687. With regard to the damage to the track,
that means that the other traffic is using that' track
exclusively?-Yes.
'
,9688. Which means a very great 'saving to the
municipality?-Yes, as far as wear and tear on
their ,roads is concerned.
9689. Would that not be a reasonable thing to
take into account ?-In which case that only intensifies my contention, because you are' going to transfer from one municipality to another the cost of
maintaining the non-tramway track portion of their
road.
'
96 90'. It seems to'me that if there is II relationship between car rnileage and damage done to 'the
track by other traffi,c, in distributing profits on the
basis of car mileage the cost of maintaining that
track, even if due to other traffic, should be taken
into account ?-On your own showing, if the extra
expenditure is placed upon wood blocks on the tram
track, manifestly the municipality, which is not
being charged with that under our scheme, would
benefit still more by the fact that its OWn roads are
saved against wear and tear.
9691. At present t~atqamage done by other
~raffic is all pqoled, although it is exce!?sive whefe
the car milellge is exc,,"sslve. The profits are not
pooled.
They are 'allocated according to car
mileage ?-They must be pooled first. The damage
done is pooled, and is taken from the undertaking,
and everybody contributes before there are any,
profits to divide. Consequently, if yon take £I,OOO
from the profits divisible, you cut most deeply into
the share of the municipality which tflkes the biggest
car mileage of profit.
9692. By Mr. Clzampion.~The cost of repairs to
the running, track, to the wood blocks, would not
be, a great proportion of the total cost of maintenance of the cable tramwav svstem, It is not
conceivable that it would, teca~se it lasts a very
long time, Th~ things that wear uut n~ost are the
pulleys and cables, I presume?-Then you certainly
could not do otherwise than pool, because the cable
is· running from one end to the other. It is simply
a circle, and must, necessarily be treated as part
of the general expenditure. That is why I say I

do not, see how ,it is possible to separate the expenses from the common fund.
9693. You said it would be difficult to determine
the time a man was working on, say-, filing a join't
in one'municipality, and the time he was doing it in
another municipality contiguous. I do not see there
is any particular difficulty in obtaining that information.
You would have inspectors, time-sheets;
and so on ?-Would you mirid taking your mind to
the actual spot.
The joins I referred to are at
intervals of so many feet; and if each ganger were
compelled to keep in his mind the actual mark
which' constitutes the division between municipalities, I am afmid his time-sheet would be remarkably
complicated.
'
_ 9694. I do not see much difficulty in it.
The
ganger comes to a certain ,point where the boundary
is well known.
The inspector comes along and
a~ks the ganger, "What' time 'did you get here?"
All he has to cIo is to make a note of the time the
ganger worked ori one side of the boundary and
the time he took on the other ?--You' are coming
down to very small items when you are filing joints,
and so on.
9694A. But' there is no prac"leal difficulty?I was only bringing it into the plane of what I
thought was practical politics.
9695. By lib. Solly,~Would not the City Council be reaping a greater benefit under that scheme
if the' money for' maintenance has to come out of
the general'revenue, seeing that the largest portion
of traffic of necessity t,!kes place in the city itself.
Take Flinders-street, where the whole of the trade
and commerce, from a shipping point of view, is
practically done.
Those wood blocJ-:s would be
immensely damaged by, the' extraordinarily heavy
traffic that goes along there?-That is not a fact.
I am speaking now from the facts which are' the
very reverse of what you state.' We have wood'~
paved the sides of the roads, and the heavy traffic
keeps off the tram track becatise of the frequency
of the cars.
Take it 'heavy loarl when there is
wood-paved road on each' side, No driver would,
contiinie to swerve on ,and off the tram'track on to
what 'is necessarily not so good a road, because of
crossing the rails, to be kicked off 'every minute or
so by a tram car.
0696. By lIfr. ,Cltampion.-There is not a veryquick headway there?~You will find that there is,"
a very quick headway there during sports times, if
at no other time, Take the Sydnev-road'tramwaythe' cars there run at one-minute "intervals. " 9697. That is taking both sides of the "track?-:
No.
I am taking individual cars. ,'At certai~
tinies those cars are running with ,a minute, head:
way; and when you get into Elizabeth-str~t and
bav<;' three lots of cars running along, you can
imag'ine there is not much room (or handling th~
traffic on the track.
0698, I can understand '::I minute head\vay in
E lizabeth-street, south of Victoria-street ?-As a
matter of fact, the ouestion arose out of complaints
as to want of sufficient accommodation, especIally
during sports time, and stich like; and it \\;as 'stateq
that the cars could not be got through fast el"!0~gh~
that they ran at a headway of a minute.
9699.' By the Clwirma~.-:-Yol1 have said tha,t
where the car mileage is great, the damage done to
the track by ~he tramway traffic itself is gn~at
also, although not proportionately great, and t~~t
the damage done by other traffic i,,- ::1.150 cO,ngiderable ?--No j in the reverse qrder, I shQjlld,
think.
'
,
,
9700, What do ,you mean by r~v~rse orc)er
You were speaking of the busy. tram track., The
busy tram track necessarily cannot have the same
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wear and tear upon its roadway as a tramway with

onl~ occasional tram traffic can and does.

Do you say that where there is a great car
the damage done by other tratIk is relativelY small ?-Necessarily so, I think, as a layma~.
The point is this, that a 2-ton lorry load of
coal! not On the tram track at all will not do any
harm, but a one 2-ton load of coal ,along the other
win do harm, although there may De only the one
road along the centre path. It does not require
a corresponding immensity of traffic in the outer distiicts.
\Vhatever the traffic is, it will naturally
take the tram track; but, after all, this is all coming
bacJ-c to the question whether it is an equitable proposition to apportion the expenditure before the deduction from revenue on the basis of car mileage.
9l702. That is a subordinate proposition to the
other one. The ,point is, is it equitable to distribut~ profits on a car mileage basis without taking
intd account the greater cost in i'.mnicipalities, where
thde is a great car mileage, of maintenance, rene"Jals, and working expenses.
If we can allocate profits on the car mileage basis without an inquiry as to whether those profits are earned in those
mupicipalities or not, why cannot we also, without
ref~rence to pay-sheets, time-sheets, and so forth,
allocate expenses on the car mileage basis?-The
allocation of: profits necessarily entails the previous
I want the
deduction of, expenses from revenue.
revenue and expenditure taken both the same way.
If you will apportion the revenue on the basis of
car mileage, then apportion your expenses on the
basis of car mileage j but if you want to give consideration to the .portions of the undertaking which
are heavy revenue-producing, with a view of
ch~rging against those municipalities th:: assumed
heavier cost of maintenance-l only put the word
assumed in because it is not definite-then give them
also the benefit of the assumed largely increased
revertue from those same portions. and apportion
that on the car mileage. You will remember that.
I mentioned car mileage is not a perfect scheme of
apportionment, but we know of none other that is
within the plane of, practical politics. If you can
ear-mark every penny, or fraction of a penny, of
,revenue, and allocate that to the several districts,
it ,would be a different matter; but you cannot.
There is no possible means of allocating the profits
on the basis of revenue earned from the severa I
mU'nicipalities. The system of transfers, sections,
and through journeys, makes that physically impossible.
We tried that, I may tell you, before
even this Conference, when the question of tramw~y rating was on.
The Rating Committee of the
CIty Council and myself went into that in the very
fullest det!lil; and when I tell you we, at our own
expense, and by our own exertions, tested the matter
the completest test possible to make, namely,
the taking of traffic on everv car for so manY days
at certain points, you may :be sure we tried' to get
the most exact method of apportionment.
9703. I understood vou to sav that if we were
bej:{inning de tlOVO to allocate e~penses on the car
mileage system would be equitable ?-No. What
I said was this, that if we were commencing the
~Qol~ system de n'ov.o. without the cable system being
m eXIstence and paId for, I do not think it would
ha;ve been necessary to insert clause "., I said
that clause 5 was introduced because of the existing
ca~le system, and consequently the charges on cost
of: permanent way for the new lines or alterations
made a charge upon the municipality.
97 0 4. Under the car mileage scheme, where there
were five munkipalities, say, and one track mile in
municipality, but four~route miles in one, all
copverging into the other, while each would
9701.
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naturally have to bear the standing charges on the
permanent wayan one track mile; nevertheless, the
municipality with one' track mile and four route
miles would have f01)1' times the car mileage, and
wouid have to take four times as great a profit as
each of the other m'unicipalities ?-May I put it in
another way: it earns more than four times the
revenue, because each of those lines of cars on
tbat mile of track earns the fare which is paid by
each of those lines of passengers, and has, in addition to that, its own local traffic which does not
touch either of the four outside routes; but the four
outside districts share in that profit. That is why
I say you cannot equitably deal with the working
expenses of the undertaking apart from the total
revenue of the undertaking. We must deduct the
one from the other before the opportionment of
call arise.
970.5. I can readily understand that, because a
line of tramwa,y in Collins-street earns more than
a mile of tramway in another municipality that feeds
it. Tbe mile in Collins-street should get a larger
proportion of the profits than the mile of feeder;
but in determining what proportion it should get,
it seems to me we should take into account the fact
that the cost of the permanent way is the same, or
very little more, than in other cases, and the cost
of maintenance, renewals, and working expenses for
the re:1sons you have given is greater, .and that
should be set off ?-Greater, to what extent?
9j06. Proportionally?-Exactly.
I must ask
you to go back to the fact; what is it you are going
to divide? It is surplus revenue, is it not?
Yes ?-Then the production of that revenue
factor, and cannot be ignored in the apportln"1m,pnt
'fake your illustration of those four
lines. In some of the districts through which these
lines run, those portions of the lines may even be
run at a loss; but, by reason of their connexion
with the four-route-track section, each district will
r.hare in the profits from the whole length of the
journey, although in their own district they may
have charged the common fund with a loss, if the
expenses were apportioned separately.
9708. The four lines running at a loss in those
;;;uburbs might nevertheless make this portion pay?
- I do not see how that can be; but they would
participate in the profits derived.
9709., I think earning power should be taken into
account j and I also think expenses should be taken
into account on the other side?-Yes, expenses; but
not the individual expenses at per yard, or car mile,
or route mile.
9710. If that is so, why should not you say, "We
will allot expenses on the basis of car mileage, but
not profits, on the same basis. " To me, that would
be equ311y as logical as the other?-When vou
speak of allotting expenses, you are dealing "~ith
only one of the two primary factors.
The two
primary factors are revenue and expenses.
You
~ust treat those two the same, whatever way you
like, .and not take one of those and deal with it
on different lines.
971 1. The profits are only a portion of revenue?
-Absolutely, and then only if certain other things
are done; and that is what I want to submit with
respect, but with some force, that the word apportionment can corne into operation only when you
have ascertained what it is you have to apportion
by dedllcting total expenses Hom total revenue.
9712, By Afr. Solly.-In regard to those feeders.
supposing that a line on the outskirts of Collinsstreet was charging a 2d. fare on each of the
lines, and then after Collins-street was reached
there is a Id. section. The Collins-street section
would be earning 4d. from the feeders, and each
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individual line would be earning 2d. You are apportioning the whole of ·the profit to the Collins"street centre ?-No. I will ask you to reverse your
'figures, and what will be your answer? Let us
assume that each of the outer districts is<'the individual section. The answer to that is the answer
to your own question, and the local traffic on the
quadruple line is infinitely greater than on any other
line. That is the practical experience to-day. All
these things strengthen the view I have put forward
that the only equitable means that can be adopted
is to take your working expenses from your revenue
and appordon your profits on some basis. In this
particular case, the basis of car mileage has been
suggested; because, to the draftsmen of that scheme,
it seemed the most equitable one towards all parties.
and certainly more than equitable to the onter arcil.
inasmuch as they participate in the revenues, which
are by far and away the largest revenues, derived
from the inner area radius.
9713. And the inner areas also participate in the
revenues earned in the outer areas ?-Yes. It must
be treated as one.
9714. In endeavouring to determine the profits
on the suburban railway system, the Railways. Commissioners were confronted with the problem that
there was suburban traffic on certain of the lines,
and als.o on those lines country traffic.
The
Commissioners, in endeavouring to allocate profits
to suburban and country traffic respecti vel y, sai d
that they did not adopt the train mileage basis, because they did not think it would be fair, Or words
"to that effect, as between the country portion of
the line and the city portion of the line ?-What was
the effect; and would you be prepared to accept the
Railways Commissioners' basis of calcubtion when
they say the suburban railways ar~producing a very
heavy loss?"
9715. If they had adopted the car mileage basis,
that would have brought out a greater loss ?-Are
you prepared to accept it as a fact that the suburban
railw,ay traffic is producing a loss, and that only the
country traffic is paying?
9716. We are assured to-day that the suburban
traffic is not producing a loss. It was, but is not
now?-That is only within the l::tst few months,
then, because it was said a few months ago that
the suburban railway system was running at a loss.
I think one of the witnesses gave evidence to that
effect before this COlll...'llission.
97 17· It has been stated here, throughout, by Mr.
Fitzpatrick that the suburban railways are not
running at a 1055, that the loss has now been overtaken.
He has never varied in that statement ?-The statement, as submitted to your Commission,
and certainly submitted to P.arliament, was that
suburban railways were producing a loss; and I am
nnder the impression it was £5°,000. That was
their definite statement.
111r. Champioll.-The evidence given was to the
effect that the 1055 on the suburban railways will be
overtaken at a certain date.
9718-9. By the Chairman.-The point I wish to
make is this, that the Railways Commissioners deliberately say that to adopt the car mileage basis
would not be fair to the suburban portion of the
railway system ?-Did they say on what grounds;
because there is a difference between the two cases?
9720. "What is tl1'e difference as between city and
suburb ?-I did not mean between citv and suburbs,
but between a joint country :md suburban railway
system alid a tramway system. The services are so
entirely different, I think, in the routes that are
travelled. In the tramway system the cars travel
over the extreme route.

9721. By lIfr. Champion.-You are raising a.
point about this £50,000 1055 to show that the statement as to this car mileage business is not absolutely
reliable ?-Yes. It may have produced something
else. You see, in our scheme, we have not the difficulty that they have in regard to the country traffic.
Ours is a complete scheme, and the revenue becomes
one common fund, and the whole of that revenue,
after deduction of expenses, is divisible between
them alL
9722. You say, I understand, among other things,
that it would not be equitable in distributing the
profits on the basis of car mileage also to take into
account the cost of maintenance, renewals, and working expenses ?-Pardon me, I do not take them into
If you mean to allocate the expenses
account.
sep.arately on the basis of car. mileage, then I say
you would have to do the same with revenue also.
But vou must take revenue and expenditure, and
alloc~te on the same lines.
9723. Is not profit part of the revenue ?-Yes.
J do not know of any undertaking where the expenses are allocated prior to deduction from revenue.
9724. We have, as a matter .of fact, a scheme
embodied in an Act of Parliament, where the contemplated profits would not have, been distributed
on the basis of car mileage, but on the basis of
track mileage. I refer to the Tramways Act No.
765 ?-Yes; but it was the profits which were to be
divided, and those profits were only .ascertained after
deducting the working expenses from the total
Tf~venue.
.
9725. But the profits were not rut on the basis
of car mileage, but track mileage ?-That was done
with the knowledge they then had. and with the different conditions and responsibilities which the
con-irany and the municipalities then had.
9726. In clause 5, do you regard the permanent
way as including overhead construction feeders,
bridges, and tunnels ?-My first anSwer to that is
that you should take clause 5 as beif'~ the statement
of a principle, the whole of the details of which
could not ,possibly be inserted in the preliminary
scheme.
Those details will be dealt with in the
Bill which, of course, is a very much larger document, or they may be details which will come in
under clanse 10. In drafting this scheme, it was
recognised that there must be many details which
could not possibly be dealt with specifically under
what might be termed heads of an agreement.
Therefore, clause 10 was brought in, and states,
" Any difference between the Council and the Trust
in regard to any request for, or the. mode of construction of, any line or any other matter whatever,
to be referred to some arbitration tribunal."
9727. That' is a very good clause; but I think it
would be far better that the important points just
mentioned shonld be specially referred to in all Act
of Parliament?-And, speaking generally, \I'ill be.
AlthouO'h I am not in a position to submit it to the
Board,b I have with me the Bill in its prelimil1ilTY
draft form.
9728. Is it proposed to define in that Bill, more
fully than in this Conference Scheme, what permanent way includes ?-I think that that will be so.
I will certainly take a note of it as something which
may require elaboration.
9729. Do you think that the cost of overhead
equipment should be included as part of the permanent way?-As a layman, I say unmistakably
it must be." for this reason: If it were a 'conduit
system, it is manifest that everything but the .actual
plough will be part of the permanent way; consequently, the trolly wires take the place of the conductor in the conduit.
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9bo. Do you think feeders fire part of the permanent way?-That is all part and parcel of it,
beduse feeders are only· a question of wiring.
And bridges ?-I should say that bridges
wmild have to be made a matter of special treatI can assume a case .where a small extenmerit.
siorl in an easterly direction might necessitate a
bridge being carried across the river at Kew. Let
us assume the extension of the Tohnston-street line
out 'to Kew. It has to cross the River Yarra. J
do not think-lam speaking now as an individual
-it would be at all equitable to say to Kew, "You
must bear the whole cost of this bridge."
9732. Would those remarks apply to a tunnel ?-AgAin, it is becoming a question of degree. I cannot
conteive any tunnel, and therefore I would rather
novl raise matters unless they appear to be within
the limits of probability.
It is too difficult to
spefify any particular thing. Tt is very much better
to use a general term, and allow of an interpreta,.
tio~ of that according to the circumstances.
9'733. You would give the arbitrators power to
S<lY whether that engineering work should receive
special treatment?-The better way ,,'ould be to <lpportion the cost of that particular work, whether it
sha,ll be localized or part of the general scheme.
9734. And would you include, under the cost of
permanent way, the compensation that would have
to be paid for the Railway Department as a contribution towards the cost of regrading where a line
had to be crossed ?-That, I think, is a subject
which would require special consideration and
special treatment.
9735, By 1I1r. Cltamp;on.-It seems to he clear
that the intention is that the cost of permanent way
construction, as far as interest and sinking fund
is concerned, shall be made a charge against each
municipality in which the 'tramway is constructed.
Thi't is one of the most important features, I think,
of this scheme. It provides a check on the municip;t1ities. This is going to be a very big undertaking for the benefit of the public of the whole
of the metropolitan area. Do you think that that
is the best way of dealing with a great question of
this kind ?-This great question, yes.
9736. We have experience in Ne\y South Walf:s
of ithe administration which dE.'cides-~I am not looking: at the administration as between State and l1lunicip~l-that a line shall be constructed in a. certain
dir~ction for the benefit of the puhlic, without i111pos,ing a limit<ltion of this kind. For the purposes
of :this question, it might be municipal control. h11t
it happens to be State control, and thev cl,o this work
in ,3 different way ?-~Are you referring now tn the
Sydney trams question?
9736A. Yes.
No municipality is called upon to
bear· such a large liabilih' :lS you impose in ,this
case ?-Nor does the municipality get any sh:lre
fro;m the undertaking,
9737, But if it were a munidp:lI management.
it might.
I am not looking :It this as n question
of St<lte 7;ersus municipal control. Of course. the
profit, which is 5 per cent., goes into the geneml
rev~nue ?-Which is the Sbte.
The circumstances
are' different.
97.18. But supposing that cOl1troi Were municipal
control :lnd the profit became £5,000, Th:lt sum
would have to be distributed amongst the municipalities.
The central mnniCipa 1 z1tlthoritv which was
initiating those lines, locating them, and orc1eri np:
the~r construction. would impose no check such :IS
you do?-You are now going to assnme that if the
hody had been another body altogether the procedlll;e would have l'ieen the same.
9739· Yes. And I want to know why it should
not, be so, Do you not think that is a better way
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of conducting a great undertaking like this than
imposing such checks <IS you wish to establish ?-It
is not a check in that sense of the word at all, nor
will it retard the construction of the lines at all.
9740. My fear is that it might. There may be
some districts that absolutely require tramways, and
may not be in a position to undertake the cost of
constrllction ?-May I point out to yot! th.1t the
genera 1 body is prepared to accept the responsibility
for providing the whole of the power, which is by
far the greater part.
9i4I. It is of no use having the power avail.ablf':
if you are not in a financial position to make tis!'
of it ?--I agree with that; and I am assuming that
the Trust will only consent to the construction of
such lines as will- be justifiable from one or two
points of view. not necessarily profit-making, but of
necessity for the benefit of the tramway system. An
extension mav absolutely benefit the tramwav
system, although for twei"e months or two years
it mav be a dead loss.
9742. Supposing the municipalitv. .and other
people, say that a certain line ought to be built.
~nd they are not in a position to carry the sinking
fund and interest on the cost of construction. Wh:lt
provision do you make for constructing that line?
- I 'cannot conceive such a case as you mention.
9743. They may consider they would not Le
warranted as a municipality to say, "We will bear
the interest and sinking fund on the cost of the permanent way of a new line in this clistrict, becallse
we have not got the money. We cannot do it "?There is no trouble about the money. Tramway~
are one of the undertakings for which they may
borrow j and if they have to provide the permanent
way, it is only a questio.J1 of a loan for something
which is going to be remunerative.
9i44. Not at once remuner,ative.
No doubt it
will he, ultim:ltely?-From the moment it starts to
run. the fact that' it is running will give it its share
in the profits of 'the whole undertaking.
9745. But supposing the municipality had borrowed up to its limit?-You are overlooking the
fact that the municip<llity does not have to borrow
to provide the capital at all. The Trust does that,
,,0 thnt ];orrowil1g powers do not <lrise.
9i 4 6. What provision is there for that.
'Yhv
'not. in a big undertaking of this kind, treat it
in a. large-minded \\'ay.
This seem~ to me to be
pnrochial ?--SllIely the handing over of the wholp
of the existing system to the next Trust free of
debt, and without cll:lrge, is large-minded enough.
There is nothing parochial in that. I f you do not
gi\-e credit for the revenue from the other factor
I will agree with your argument, but not support
the principle.
Qj 4-7. What oJher bctor ?-Th<lt the individual'
municipality you refer to is becoming a partner
in a hig paid-up concern. You are speaking of a
new line. Th:lt line brings that municipality into
a pa rtnersh ip with two sets of assets, a new iine on
the one hand, and ten or twelve already paid-up
lines upon which there are no »inking fund or
charges to be made; and the lIew line participates
in the profits from the whole svstem. The individual mlmicipality is the p.artner who comes ill. It
has not much capital, btlt it gees into a partner~hii) which, owing to the assets which are brought
in hy the other partners, is 3 verv hig thing. All
that it has to do is to raise a little money for the
,charges on the permanent wayan that small line
only.
Directly it expresses :l desire to have that
line, and it is considered sound, the whole firm or.
undertaking provides the capit~l for its construction,
and in ~gdi~ion. at i,ts ,?w1"! ~~t, also provides the
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pow~r house and the whoie of ' the working plant to
9759. On what securitv?-Of the Trust and the
run It.
'
n;unicipalities Lehi~d it, ~f which the largest is. the
.
. 974 8 . I am speaking of a municipality, perhaps cIty of Melbourne.
one of the outer areas. We will say it is helping
9760. 'Vhich municipalities ?-The whole constito finance the scpeme, and vet, because it has re- tuting the Trust. This Trust wili have borrowed,
presentatives, it is part of the firm.
It mav not and the Trust, out of revenues it will ~arn, will
be able to provide the nece~sary interest and sii1king pay the whole of those charges, and there will. be
fund for the necessary work to connect the lines up? 110 call upon those individual municipalities to pav
- I f it is only the financial difficulty, there is no anything until such time as they have a tr,amwav
trouble about it.
If you are dea'Iina' with the in their distnct. Then their financial responsibilit),
equity of the principle, I contend it is a~1 eCluitable commences.
Q76I. I presume their financial responsibilty hething, in view of the local conditions.
'
gins
as soon a;; the money is borrowed ?-Yes'; hut
974~. It seems to m~ you arf: l~oking at it from
the pomt of view of the municipalities rnt-her thin T me8n the fimmcial responsibility they will .have
the point of view of ~onvenience .to the public. The to pay.
9762. I think, as all the municipalitie~ are in topuhlic convenience milV demand, and it may be an
im;~stent demand. fo,r a tramway . in a municipality [rether in one big scheme, there ought' to be no
whIch, becapse you iJ;Ilpose these limitations, cannot liIl)itation imposed upon the authority iepre~nting
undertake the proposition?- Your assumed conrli- them Ill; to where a tramway shall be located ?-There is no limitation.
tions are entirely contradictory.
976zA. There is this. that the cost of permanent
9750. My contention is that th(,re is no provision
wavconstruction or alteration, including interest
in the proposE!r.1 control to help that municipality to
and all expenditure up to date of opening for
develop its own 'district?-If that is all that is
traffic.
i:; to be a capital charge against the muni.wanted, I say it 15 a simple matter to make the
financial arrangement to enable it to be (hme. You cipality i~ whof>e tfOrritory the line is situflted. such
put it forward that it i~ not equitable for that Tllunicipahty paying thereon interest and sinking
municipality th;Jt it shall be called upon to provide funcl annuallY, the same to be a char£ie upon its
There may be occasions
it at all. You wish to treat it as one conc:ern, and municipal or town fund.
let the standing. charges on the, cost of thClt per- on which the municipal council of a district may tiedde it'is not desirahle in their interests, taking into
manen.t way be c~argec1 against the common fund;
agd if you w'ere starting afresh, without the one consitieration their financial position, for them to
partner putting in his large cnpital, J am with YOU ask the Trust to construct the tramway line or desirable for them to guarantee the capital dtarges,
entirely. The Conference felt that some aiiowa-nce
and so on, a lthough the interests of the whole metromust be made for the undertaking which wns goin!:;
over completely paid. Let us assume that the cable polis may demand it, and the interests of those
system is going to run for 'five years after the new people in the loca1itv may insist on the construc~cheme c?mes }nto op~ration.
The partners_of the tion .. It seems to me. that under this scheme the
undertakmg w111 get the beneftt of tbe entire profits municipalities are considered before .the public?on the whole of that scheme, without any set off No; hecause the municinality has not got the power
to borrow, and if the Trust considers a line necesfor interest or sirikiIlg fund.
.
9751. On a car mileage basi!;?-'-- Yes; but T do ~'1ry through that place it will make it. The muni,
.
not mind what basis it is in dealing with that prin- cipality cannot stop it.
.
9763.
What
is
going
to
happen
to
a
municipality
riple.
If the Trust insists upon constructing the line and
9752. If on a car mileage basi.s some municithey
have not got the money?-It will accumulate.
palities will get nothing?-That is impossible j thev
Q764, What will accumulate?-The councils hilVe
cannot be in the firm if they have no cars runnin::.
~nd if they have caTS runniri'g they m'ust be shariI\~ power to provide that money by striking a rate.
m the profits of the undertaking on ,~l car mileage ,You have overlooked the fact that the moment that
a tramway is put into that district its rateable value
~~.
"
goes up tremendously. The very construction of
. 9753. The'other municipalities. with no cars nre
that line is going to increase the rateable value of
In the firm Lecause they vote for representatives to
:epres~nt them.
I could name some municipalities that municipality. very appreciably, and it will produce an additional rating value which will more
In whIch there are no ·tramways r-I !"ay they will
than
pay for th~ interest of thZlt charge. Taks: the
have no financial responsibility until they h.,1.Ve
tramway:s.
' case yot~ have CIted, some place outside the pale of
tramway traffic, runnir.g a11 el~!ric tramwilY. What
9754. Who' is going to provide a 'new powel'wou}d be the result? What IsBrighto~ to~day?
house ?- It will be provided by. the firm.
.AgaIn, I am speaking from experience.
The
9755· V/ho provides .revenue for thnt
The Brip:hton of to-day is as different from the Brighton
municipalities from .whom the revenue is earned, alld
of three years ago ns chalk is from cheese.
between whom the profits will be clil·jded.
. 9i6,5. But if the council had to guarantee these
9756. Then you propose to exclude practicallv
charges they might never have the tramwav?-Both
all the outer muniCipalities that have no tramways'? Brighton and St. Kilda were called upo~ by thf"
. -No.
We exclude none, because the very fii'5t
C7{wernment to gUilr:1l1tee. and Collingwood and
thing the Trust will have to do will be to st;lrt off ether places also.
St. Kilda is responsible for
with' constructions of lines in the outer are:1. The ~0me :6400 a year !!tl\lrantee on the St. Kilda to
very first thing done will be to supply extensions
Brighton tramway. Let us take the annual assessto outer areas.
ment of Brighton next year. after next September.
9757" What I want to know is this: There' are and comp.are it,with the Brighton assessments 'of
26 municipalities, ,,~ho all elect represent.atives. . three years ago. 'The 'figures will talk verv loudh,.
Those municipalities which have no tramways elect
9766. Bl1 the Chairman.-But this int~rest aj{d
representatives to this Tramwav Trust. A certain
~iriking fmid on permanent way is smaJl, compared
sum of' money must be raiseci' at once to build a
with the items in clause' 6, which are penled?"':"'"
power-house?-Yes j the Trust builds it.
Yes.
9767. That heing so. do vou think it was worth
'975 8 : Where doe~ th~ Trust g'et its, re,'enue f!0w, ?
-It wlll borrow"
..
lyhile treating them differentiy from the other two?
0
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-Thiat
is coming at it from another ,point of . view.
I
I was bound, of course, to support the scheme, becausd it is sound.
If it sho.uld transpire it is
going to be an insignificant item, or if it should
transpire; in the light of subsequellt events, before
this Bill is passed-·-it is quite possible it may be
amenided, but I am not authorized to speak for th~
Conference, and say it is going to be amerided-that
there: will be alterations of some of the conditions;
then. it is quite possible that it will be amended.
If, however, it is going to be insignificant, the 'whole
of th:is imaginary difficulty on the part of the municipaltv falls to the ground. At present I see no
inequity :is against the outer municipalities in asking them to provide for the 'standing charges or the
permanent way construction, whic!1 is going to increao!e its rateable' value by leaps and bounds.
. 07~8. That is ~o as _betwe~n municipality and
mun\cipality; but what might be fair ,as between
mun\6pality and municipality might be very unwise,
looking .at it from a metropolitan view?-That
aSPe9t has ~ot been apparent yet ro the individual
m~mbers most affected.
Otherwise. they would
have. persisted, and their voices could have carried
it hid they considered it necessary.
07,69: What I am saving is. this: I do not rer:.ard
this scheme because the municipal representatives
have, adopted it ,as necessarily being the embodiment
of wisdom ?-I would not say that for a moment;
put I do say this, it was not discussed in joint conference' first.
It was discussed in separ8te confere~ce; so that the whole of these details were
subiect to the ex parte criticism of the outer areas
alone. It was onlv afterwards that we came into
j<;>int conference. So it is not a question of outvoting, or even of influencing.
The outer areas
in conference assembled approved of these policies.
May. I also suggest that no sounder scheme has
been put forward.
.
9770. I understand that they wOlllcl ~pprove of
them becal.1se the jirst spggestion was that they
should not come in at ,all ?-That is absolutelv
\HOj1g. Never since the movement was started has
,there been an idea on the part of the inner muni6palities that the outer areas should not come in.
9771. J mean that .they should not share in the
present cable system ?-Never for a moment has that
bee9 suggested. The first resolution was that the
trallpvay system of Melbourne and suburbs, and its
~utu,re development and extension, was to be on the
ter~s of one general system municipally owned and
operated. That was supported in a memorandum
w"1i<;h repeated that principle.
9772. By Afr. Cltampion.-In regard to the
exaJIlples you quoted just now of Collingwo<;ld and
Heidelberg line in connexion with liability, those
railways were not asked to bear q.nything iike what
is .proposed in this case. It wouid be an enormous
thing in the case of Collingwood and Heidelberg
if they w~r~. asked to guarantee ?-It will be verv
much larger probably, .any way, thall the interest
on that particular part. 1n our case, they onlv
guarantee to the extent of the charges on the cost
of the ,permanent way of a tramway. In the case
of the railways, they have had to guarantee the
G~ver.nment for all time against losses that may be
sustained,and those losses totalled up very heavily,
so much so that t~ey are trying to get relief from
them.
9773· By the Cltairman.-Those losses include
working expenses.
Thevgo much further' than
clause 5?-Therefore, I .think the case I gave was
not ,a pa~allel., but affected the munic;ipality doser.
9774·. In this, case, although a tramway line
might pay sp)endidly from the jump, the municipality woulp still hav~. to pay the interest and sinking 'fund.- This -clause 5 is not a guarantee against

loss. In any event, loss or gain, the municip.ality
must pay the total cost of construction of the
permanent way in its district ?-Which is its contribution towards the capital of the firm, and entitles
it to share in the profits of the firm.
9775. By lIfr. CJta71lpio7Z.~I want you to bear in
mind 'that which may not be manifest now, but may
be in 10, 20, 30, 50, or 100 years, namely, that
the permanent way may not necessarily be a tramway track upon a road.
1 can conceive of more
than one instance in this city where there is going
to be considerable engineering construction before 'u
permanent way is laid down ?-l have provided for
that by saying that I consider that special engineering construction should be specially provided for.
9776. But this limitation would be very much
more effective in stopping a case of this kind?You .1re hardly justified in citing that case in view
of what I have s<),id that special matters of that
kind, I have no doubt, will be provided for.
9777. I want, if possible, to provide against the
clause becoming a bar to the construction of a work
involving considerable engineering undertaking ?-That is what has been' done; and there is nothing
in that scheme which will allow a bar to be raised
against the construction of any tram line which is
necessary for "the benefit of the commuriity.
Let
me point 'out another dause to you, NO.3. "Th~
Trust to decide on new lines, reconstruction, or
alterations, and the carrying out of works." The
Trust will decide on any tram line which is neces~ary in the public interests, and carry it out.
9778. Is not the municipality to pay interest on
sinking fund ?-Yes, on the cost of the permanent
way; and in that case, it is going to get the immediate and direct benefit of a complete transformation in its rateable assessments.
9779. By the Cltairman.-Do you really think it
is worth while retaining that point.
It is not a
guarantee against losses; it is a very small portion
of the total cost of the line. It does not include
the items in clause 6, nor working expenses. Is it
worth while to insert a clause like this when, as
you admit, if the whol~ system were beginning de
novo, the clause should not be inserted, and therefore its effect as a check would not; be required.
Bearing in mind that the cable system may have to
be altered to an electric system, so that the whole
thing may have to be commenced de novo, is it
worth while retaining this clause, which may have
effects that are against the interests of the metropolis, although it may be fair as between the municipality and municipality? - There are three
different premises on which I have to differ with
you in that question.
Taking the last first.
It
will not be against the interests of the metropolis,
because the Trust will carry it out, and it cannot
be barred .. Secondly, when you say commencing
de novo, that means one thin!!; bur you are nut
speaking to, facts
to me amount of the capital.
When I saycomm~ncing de novo, 1 can put it in
another way, "If we all joined on equal terms."
9780. But you are not going to insist' on your
pound of flesh from the outer municipalities ?-Is
that a pound of flesh? The capital of the Trust at
its start, if started on the day the lease expired,
would be £1,650,000, the whole of which is contributed by one partner or the partnership, less
depreciation,
Therefore, it is only a qUe?;tion of
the equity of the thing.
. 97 8 1. You referred to the possible reconstruction
of the cable system, but you overlooked the fact that
in that case the inner municipalities exclusively
will have to provide the standing charges on the
entire cost of such reconstruction. The outer municipalities will not have to bear one cent of that.
I t is a question of policy also. J it a wise poiicy:?
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May it not interfere with the legitimate and wise
extension of the tramwa,' system ?-It could not
possibly interfere.
.,
(n82. I think that a Tramway Trust would be
very reluctant to force upon a" municipality that
felt it could not stand it the interest and sinking
fund on a line running through that municipality
without its suffering?-Then any restriction upon
the 'Powers of the Trust to construct such lines as
it may considQ>r necessary will certa inly nullifv the
-r:rust, and it is not of :111)' use creating it of any
kmd. whatever.
9783. ·There are moral restrictions as well .85
legal ?-I am speaking of the moral, because if you
have a big undertaking comprising 26 districts.
and it is essentially for the benefit of a particui;Jr
line th.at it should be extended to the boundary of
the whole area, and it p<1sses through one municipality, would not the irr:morality be that that one
municipality should have the means of blocking it
in any shape or form?
9784. By /lh. Champion.-It ha~. under this
clause ?-It has not.
Because the Trust can construct it. AU it has is the financial responsibility.
9785. Supposing the Trust constructed a line
through a corner of a municipality which said, ",\:Ve
are not going to pay for the line" ?-'-If it is can·
'itructed through a corner of the municipality it
will have to pay to the extent of the length of that
corner, and the sma lIer the corner the smaller its
contribution will bt:.
9786. But supposing the municipality said, "We
do not want it, and we are not gomg to pay for
it" ?--It will bene lit the municipality.
I would
put it to you that it is perfectly equitable that
when the· power-house, and all the more costly parts,
will be provided
the, say, 26 partners as ,1
whole, there is no great justice or equity in asking
the 26th to contribute its small mite of the permanent way.
9787. By llfr. Solly.-Your argument is to the
effect that, whatever inequalities there are in the
proposa I, the outer municipalities will be amply
compens.ated for those inequalities by the assets;
they will be able to parti6pate in with the inner
municipalities ?-Yes, plus the immediate benefit
they will get in their own district in increased
rateable values.
9788. Supposing that, in the intere~ts of the extension of the tramway system, it was found necessary to scrap the whole of the present tramway
system, would not. that asset be practically wiped
out then ?-As I have just pointed out, the inner
municipalities then would have to provide to the
Trust the standing charges on the entire. cost of
reconstruction.
9789. By jlh. C1UlmpiolZ.-No, only on the
cost of the tracks. They will not cost £1,500,000?
-Mr. Soil\' said the cost of construction.
I will
leave it at' that, and not mention figures.
The
tracks only cost £1,121,000. In addition to that
the power-houses and lines are not ,yithout value
as an asset.
9790. By Mr. Solly.-But they may be reducerl
by two· thirds ?-Thf' ~iower-hou5es might be reduced.
979I. B:y Mr. Clialllpiou.-J understand the cost
of reconstruction of tracb for the electric system
would be over a million ?-That is said to be :50.
9792. By &fr. Sollv.-Then if the cable system
were scrapped and a new system started the Tru1'i:
itself would have to borrow money ?--·Yes; :18 it
will under anv condition.
9793. The outer municipalities would be part and
parcel of that borrowing. of the whole of the
system ?-But not of the paying of interest and
sinking fund at that cost of reconstruction, because

that is guaranteed and paid for by the imler municipalities through whose district the routes ran.
Assuming it was all of the
of Melbourne. The
city of Melbourne \\·ill be responsible for the entire
interest and sinking fund on the cost of reconstruction,. and the outer .municipalities will not contribute one cent of that.
9794. By Mr. Champion.-What about the cost
of extra power required. They are liable for that?
-As the power-house will apply to the whole of
the construction area it is equitable that the whole
area should contribute to the cost of the :powerhouse.
9795. By the Chairman.-You recognise that the
Tramway Trust might determine tv built a tramway
along; the boundary of, or in any street of, a municipality, and the municipality might wish it to he
built elsewhere or in another street; and, .although
its wishes were not complied with in the interests
of the whole system, it would nevertheless be liable
fot the interest and sinking fund on the cost of the
permanent way. That might cause some ill feelinr,
between the municipality and the Trust ?-I should
hardly think ill-feeling would result. There might
be a matter for conference as to the merits of the
two schemes. I would remind the Commission th.at
the question of "public convenience," which was
referred to just now, would come !11.
9796. I ~m assuming that the Tramway Trust
adopted the right scheme in the interests of the
whole unde\taking, but the local municipality could
not be convinced ?-Our scheme provides for the
parties being in touch with each other, al'!d anticipates .a conference between the parties in the case
of difference.' It also provides two other things:
One' is that if there be a difference, then the arbitration tribunal comes in; and that, of course, may
deal with all the points that are talsed.
Further.
in the event of the municipality being .of opinion
that a particular tramway should be constructed
which the Trust do not 'agree to or approve of, we
have provided the machinery by which even that.
tramway can be constructed.
9797. But in the case I mentioned I that would,
have to be additional to the one the Trust wishes
to construct. and there ma v not be room for the two
tramways. 'I only mention this point from the point
of view of good feeling between the municipalities
and the Trust.
Considering thnt you have shown
the comparative unimportance of this clause, and
that it only means a small portion of the total
expenses of working the new line, is it really worth
while retaining it.
I understand. from what yon
have said, that the total annual expenses on a line
with interest and sinking fund on the permanent
way would be onl\' ahout two-fifths of the capital
cost. '\:Vhether those figures are exact or not, essentiallv they would be a ven' small proportion of t/1e
total cost and the annual cost in connexion with
the line ?-J have not shown the unimportance of
the principle.
J did not say it would be only a
small proportion of the total standing charges cost.
9798. It would be less than half ?-I should
assume so, probably even greater than that.
On
the other hand, it might transpire that. with the
scheme fnirIy well developed, and power-houses
erected, and plant provided, the additionnl line
might fie almost exclusively capital cost.
9799. You menn that the. capital cost would be
almost exclusively permanent way?-I can conceive
that is a possibility; although I do not think it
would arise for some time.
I only mention that
as an illustration going the other \~ay to the one
you put, in order to show yOIl cannot lay down am'
defined princi'ple.
But. still, I think that the
standing charges, and the cost of the permanent
way woVld, as .
~ompare4 with the~apital cost of
,
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the p.ower
required to run the line, be :1 small pro.1
portIOn.
,
I
'9890.
And the total standing charges would be. it
smal\ proportion of the ,annual expense of working
the line, in any event ?-I do not think vou can say
that 'with confidence, because it will depend entirely
on th'e nature of the-traffic on it. on the car mile;lge,
and 41so the cost of c a r s . '
.
980r: Bearing in mind that it may be necess,an,
within a short time of the constitution of the Trust,
to reconstruct the whole of the lHelbourne permanent
wav ;within the city of Melbourne. as well as in the
suburbs now sen'ed by the cable system, do you
think that clause is in the interests or otherwise of
the dity of Melbourne ?-I explained before that
that Iclause wa~ put in with t~~ in!e.ntion, on ~he
part of the mner area' mUl1lClpahtIes, of beIng
genel'OUS towards the outer are;ls. As a matter of
fact'l it is probable it would be very much better,
from a financi<ll point of view. for the inner ;lrea
municipalities if it were the other way,
9802. Would you show us how that would he?Let us .assume th"t the whole of the cable system
had to be electrified.
We may safely assun:e th;lt
the cost of electrification in the city, and in the
more densely trafficked streets of the inner municipalities, such as Chapel-street, Prahran, and Smithstreet, Collingwood, will be greater than it would
be in the outlying parts.
In the first instance, bv
the adoption of the conduit system as against the
trolly system.
98~3: By ilIr. Champion.-"!o.h. Wilson said that
it would cost about the same, if the conduits could
be apapted to electric traction, as the cost of installing the overhead system in Melbourne ?-I W3S
going 011 the assumption. which hns been accepted
here, that the present tunnels would not be suitable to the new conduit system.
9804. Mr. Wilsoll submitted a scheme, which has
been criticised certainly, showing it was possible
that the conduits might be utilized. The Commission 'has 110t got his final report upon the question
yet, and that may possibly modify that opinion?If tqe existing conduits can be used for electrification purposes, then that, of course, will materially
redu~e the cost of electrification to the inner area;
but, going on the assumption, for the reasons stated
bY' some engineers, that the present tunnels would
not i:le suitable, verv manifestly the cost of electrificatibn of the pre.~ent cable' system will be very
largely increased. for this reaRon: it is not only a
question of constructing, but there will be a great
deal of undoing to do. The present ttmnels, which
are built of concrete, will all have to be ,altered,
assuming the present tunnels wiII not suit, and
assuming it is undertaken to adopt the conduit
We have to destroy before we start to
svstem.
work, and the destruction of concrete is worse than
dealing with virgin soil.·
98°5. There might be a misapprehension on the
question of the reduction of cost to the inner municip.alities if the present tramway tunnels can be
It has been said, in evidence, that if they
used.
can be used, the cost of converting them to electric
traction will be the same as the cost of installing
the overhead system and providing the necessary
tracks therefor; so that if it were decided to establish ~he overhead system, there would be no reduction in cost; it would be just the same thing?There would be a reduction in the extent to which
the inner area would have to be prepared to bear
the standing charges if the present tunnel could
be u~ed ..
9806. I want to point out to you that if the overhead system is established, it win cost just as

muth as the conversion of the cable tunnels to electric tr.action ?-My comparison was intended to
a'pply to the cost of the necessary work in the inner
area as compared with the cost of the trolly system
in the outer area, ancl I was saying that if the inner
areas studied their own interests absolutely, this
cl.ause might not be inserted.
98 °7. If they had to establish a new conduit
system ?~Yes.
If electrification can be cut out
0'11 the S::lme lines, of course, as the ordinary trolly
system, then it is only a question of mileage pur~l~.
9808. By the Cltairmali.-Suppose the mumClpalities of Victoria were the owners of our present
system, and the car mileage basis of division of
r)rofits were adof:ted, and it could. b? shown that
there was in a gIven year half-a-mllhon profits on
the "'hole railway system, but that on th~ suburban
system there was a loss of £50,000 owmg to the
h'eavier expenses of conducting a suburban system.
Do vou think that a distribution of profits among
the 'suburban municipalities on the basis of car
milea"e would be fair?--Yes, unmistakeably, if you
are g~ing to treat it as one undertaking and one
., ..
partnership.
9009. I understand that if ::rll the mumclpahhes
within the Conference scheme participated in the
profits 011 the basis of municipal valuation, Melbourne weuld get a total of about one-third ?-Yes,
approximately.
9810, I [lave been assured, by a gentleman who
has made up certain figures, that while the cable
tramway system remains the only tramways owned
by alI . the municipalities within the Conference
~cheme. 1'1'lelbourne would obtain about one-half of
the profits ?~-I do not know how it is arrived at.
I do not knO\v the facts upon which it is based,
Am I to infer that the car mileage basis, as laid
down in our scheme, would give :Melbourne one-half
the profits?
980. Yes?--Would there be .anything wrong in
that? I am not in a position to criticise, because
I do not know the authority you CJuote. All I can
say is that if it were so, then it must of necessity
be' based upon the revenue earned in that portion,
and probably the revenue earned will be even greater
in proportion. because I .am satisfied of this" that,
speaking genera II y, the number of passengers .per
car mile within the city limits will be greater than
the number you will get in the outlying portions of
the area, and that the revenue earned in the inner
portion will be correspondingly greater than that
earned per e. .n mile in the outer area.
98 I 2. So that if. this statement be correct, it
follows that while the city of Melbourne would get
one-third of the profit~, if distributed on the basis
of rateable valuation, they would get one-half if
distributed on the basis of car. mileage ?-Your
statement was, so long as the undertaking remained
as it is to-day, that is with the eleven municipalities ..
9813. All the municipalities within the Conference scheme; because the municipalities in that scheme,
where there are no cable tramways to-day, would
not participate in the profits made by the cable
tramways if they were the only tramways owned '
by the Trust?·~Hence, with due respect to the
author, the absurdity of making a statement including fourteen or fifteen municipalities which have no
interest. If the author of that statement says that
with the cable tramway undertaki,ng, as it stands
to-day, vested in eleven municipalities, the city of
Melbourne's proportion, distributed on a car mileage
basis, would be 50 per cent., then my answer is that.
the revenue earned within the city will be proportionally more than 50 per cent.
9814. That might be so; but I do not see any
abs!-\rdity in it r-The absurdity was in introducing
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the question of area; if I am dealing with eleven tramwa ys in other, districts ?-They ",mild have .a
municipalities, I said to you, ,ve wOllld have a technical liability, I admit; but they would' not be
third. When I said that, I meant a third if the called upon for any fi'riancial cOl1tributi~n: .
'
whole 26 were included. If you are going to deal
'9822. Neither would' ony ether ~l1l1lClpahty be
with it on the basis of the only eleven that can called upon?-Yes; because there mIght be losses.
piiticipate, then our proportion of valuatiQn would
9823. You are referring ~o d::nise 6.?;-Yes; ,and
be a good deal more, very nearly half.
if you can assllme on)' contll1gtncy :1flsmg at short
, 98r 5· There is no absurdity as long as the 26 notice, they would have to be prepared to make up.
municipalities' sole property is the cable system?
9824. Clause 6 says that the cost of pm:er--I want to point out that, os fifteeri of the munihouses, car-barns, offices, \\'or~shops, and rollmg6palities are nQt either providing any of tl1e revenue stock, and all ,,'arks common to the whole'system,
or p,aying any of the expense~" the incluskm of are to be a general chorge upon 'the \"hole system,
those fifteen' is foreign to the Issue, and .our prg- All the municipalities, whether they have t,ramway,s
portion of the total valuation .of the eleven wilJ be within their boundaries or not, would be lIable for
a great deal more than a third,
"
,
money borrowed for those purp.oses?-:-:-That is for
98i6. All I \vonted to bring out was that, if the the original borrowing. If; you read ;SlX, ~nd seven
municipalities within the Conference scheme became in conjunction, 'you will see their only lIabIlIty would
the owners of the cable tram\\·oys, then, as long os be one in the case of default in regard to t~e paythose were the only tramways 'owned by them, .if ment of loan money, The whole of the cost of the
these figures be correct, and if the profit were dIS- items in clause 6,'
YOU say, is to be i chargeupDl!
tributed on the' basis of municipal v:l!uation, the the whole system,' the 'interest and. sinking ,!uno
city would get one-third'; whereas, if distributed thereon to be charged to generol expenses. The reon' the basis of car mileage, they would get oneceipts and expenses of the whole ?~stem are to ~
half?--And again I say it is unfai,r to inclu?e in pooled, and the prqfits or losses p:u,d to or by the
the 'municipal valuation the valuation of fifteen several' municipalities interested, on the b:lSIS of
, mimicipalities which are not, and would not he,
car mileage.
,
. . ' .',
under those conditions, tramway districts.
, .:9825: That is so; but thes~ outer: mUi1IClpahtl::
9816A. It is a matter of' opinion whether it is 'that ""ere 'not' interested by havmg tramways Jl1 thell
unf,air or not. It is a matter of opinion whether are3s'''ivould bE! liable; like other muni6palities?all the municipalities in any scheme shou!d be' ~e For' ~he:'repayment of tf1e ~ri~inal capital.
You
g,irded as the owners of tne tramways, and whether,
could not deprive them of thelf mterest'm the Trust;
notwithstanding that a Trust is created, with :111
but they would not be call~d upon to pay any losses
those constituent bodies as component parts, only ·\\·hich might be sustained during the first ~wo ~r
some of them shall be entitled to sh.are in the pi'ofit three vears of the initiation Of the scheme, should
until they get hamways within their own district? sllch
contingency arise.
.
'
-But no scheme has as yet been suggested any9826'.
There
seems
an
incongruity
iIi making all
where which proposes to distribute those profits on
the basis of valuation of a municipality which is the municipalities included in the s;:heme, the l<:~al
owners of the tramw,ays, and finanCIally responSIble
not a tramway district.
,
for monevs borrowed, and yet to' b'e' absolutely shut
98q. It has been' said, before this Commission,
out from any share in'the profits until they thenithat the distribution
the valuation b;lsis would
selves 'have tramways ,within their own disttict?~
be much fairer ?-Of the districts' which had tram- Thev also do not contribute to losses, nor will they
ways running in them,
'
have contributed any capital to the partnership.
9818. No; not at all ?-Then it is new, to me,
9827, They are fina;1ciall y responsible ?-Y~s ;
I will just mention the figures to make the matter
clear to the Commission. . (I said Melbourne's ap- but that is only at matunty of the debentures, whlCh
proximatJe valuation would' be one-third of the would be 20, '30, or 40 )iears hence, I think you
total) j metropolitan area, £5,669,1 55-M;el~urn.e, will readily see that 110 other scheme could be de£r,8i5,674j the total valuation of the (hstncts m vised, unless if is a very complicated one, by which
the 'tramway area is only £4,261,3°8; so that you the j'emaining fifteen municipalities could c?me .in
see oiJr proportion of the total valuation of the tram· one at'~1 time, and from day to day,. The Idea IS,
way area is very different. It is a great deal more they are all in the scheme from the Jump. There
is no doubt, in my mind, that the- ver~ fi~st works
than one-third of the whole metropoliton area.
which \,·ill be undertaken by that Trust WIll be ex9819. Immediately the Tramway Trust is cc:ntensions
either extensions of existing lines, or canstituted, in law, the Trust, as the representatIve
structio~ of new lines in 'new districts; and that
of the municipalities within the Conference scheme,
would be financially responsible for money borrowed was the generally accepted opinion of the whole
of the members of the Conference.
for power-houses; reconstructin~ c.able lines, and
9828. That being so, it would be oniy a little
ele~·ttifying them if thought Wlse, an~, any c:ther
capital expenditure, So from that pomt of new, while before they all participate in the projits on the
the 'Trust, as represented, by the municipalities basis of car mileage?-That is what was felt to be
'\\'ithin the Conference scheme, would all be the the case, and that that participation would be on
O\~ners, and e,;ch of them financially interested in the profits derived from the cable tramways system,
as' well as the other lines.
that scheme?-Yes,.
9829: That being so, why not from ~he start,
',' 9820, That might be used as an argun;Jent, even
if yoti ,th~H!ght it ,an inadequate one, why the;: should they being the legal owners, I!!ake them ,mteiested
illI' be interested in ·the profits, since they mIght be- in the profits ?-The difficulty pf devising a~1Y means
cbme interested in the .losses ?-·From the jump, yes ,; by which it could be done.
9830' 'What about rateable valuation?-That is
and the only question is to devise any equitable
me~Ds ot' arrf~ing at thi\tapportionment. o~ adopting not accepted as an equitable one, and woulq cer:li:ly ¢leans which would produce an eqUlta ble appor- tainly prove to be, inequitable alrr:ost immediately
after it got started; be,cause the!'! It would operate
tionment,
9Sh, The ineans ~~,:ise~. by, th~ Cor:ference was to the disadvantage of the others, The whole conto exclude those'mumclpahtles whIch have no tram- dition of things would chaI)ge round, and wha~ was
ways from ail profits, altl).o{lgh they w(;mld' tem'}in beneficial to them in the earlier stages, ,wotllq~ be
liablE! f!Jr' a';pr6portIDnofthe mOhey borrowed for unfair to them in a shOrt space of time.
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01531. Ey Mr. Solly.-that is the reason why
the ,~onference threw that proposition out ?-I do
not think the valuation was ever considered. As far
as I can remember, it ,never struck any of those Hlterested in the drafting of the scheme-and that
indJdes the whole Conference-to take valuation as
a basis.
9832. By tlte Cltairmall.-Looking at the Conference scheme, and not knowing what took place
at Conference, it would seem that they approached
the subject from the point of view that the municipalities at present served by the cable tr,amways
are the owners, and that the others are to come in
as jjmior partners only, and thev are to come in
on t~rms; for example, under clause 5 they are to
pay :the interest and sinking fund on any new trams
cons~ructed by them, to put them on a partial footing rith the older partners, and they did n?t. ta~e
the VIew that they would regard all the mUl1lClpahties :within the new Trust from the jump as own.ers
of 'the tramways ?-For the purposes of apportioning Iprofits or losses, They felt it would be manifestly unfair to apportion losses amongst them when
they have no benefits whatever, not even the beriefits
of a tramway service through their district.
9833. Should a tramway allthority malce it part
of its policy to construct tramw,ays to outer suburbs
to relieve or prevent congestion of population ?-A
muriicipal authority, I think, certainly would. A
State tramway authority probably would not.
A State tramway authority would probably do, ,as
it 'has done in the past, ask "What is it going to
pay?"
Justify its existence by a guarantee. The
first" object of the rriunicipit! tramway authority
would be to deal with its constituents ; and if congestion is going to be objectionable from, we will
say, a health point of view, it should be its absolute
duty to afford the fullest' faCilities to enable its
citizens to get in and out of to\YIl under the most
fa vorable 'conditions. '
9834. Even though that line might not be commercially profitable ?-Aboslutely and unmistakeably
so.
Though, as the question is pur, "Should it
be part of its policy to constiuct a tram\vay to relieve or prevent congestion," it is' apt to be given a
narrower meaning.
A tramway should be constructed anywhere where it is going to afford public benefit for the people in the district, even to the
ext~nt of going into country which has not at that
stage sufficient 'population to make it pay. Take,
again, as an illustration Prahran and Malvern. The
extreme end of the Wattle Tree-road section, as
compaled with the inner portion of _the line, is
comparatively poorly populated.
Take the North
Melbourne and Essendon line. There are parts of
that, lihe where the population is very sparse indeed;
but it is politic to take the tramway' past it, and
we find by experience that· the gaps very soon
fill u,p·.
9835. Do you think that a tramway authority
shoVld construCt these tramways if they though It
would be for the benefit of the people that they
should do so, although it would not be financially
profitable?-Yes. the municipal tramway authority
not 'only should, but would.
9~36. You have referred to a State authority.
You' are .aware tHat in Sydney, under State control,
the tram\vays there have been widely extended to
the outer suburbs in' advance of population?~
Exactly the same as in the' rest of their transport
syst~in.
. Being the State,· their railways 'have to
branch out to open up country. 'There is no reason
why their' tramway' system should not' be oli the
same ,lihes.
"
9837- 'Do you thihk a different policy' would be
pur$iied by the State 'of Victoria' in 'that regard?-
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I think the policy of the State of Victoria is clearly
shown by t~e action of the Railways Commissioners
by only construcfing lines and works which are going
to pay, and by even closing down certain lines
which they CO:1structed.
9838. Can you give instances within the metropolis ?-The Coburg and Somerton, and the Outer.
Circle lines, are the two that come to my mind.
And you can remember the time when the Deepdene portion was closed down. .' The Coburg to
Somertoll line was constructed right through 'to
Fawkner and on to Somerton. The line was shut
clown at Coburg; and whe,n the Fawkner cemetery
was laid out by the municipalities, necessitating
railw~y traffic-I think, a mile and a half furtherthe cemetery authorities had to guar,antee, and hav~
had to pay the Railway Department for running
funeral trains out to the cemetery.
9839. You preVi01.1sly referred to St. Kilda and
Collingwood ?-With regard to the St. Kilda line,
section 17 of Act 1956, 1904, says17. (1) The Board shall not accept tenders for or commence the construction of the said line unless and until
there has been given to the Commissioners by or on behalf
of the r'lllnici"al;tie~ vf SL Kilda and Brighton respectively a full and sufficient guarantee to assure the payment annually for a period of twenty years from the date
of the opening of such line of railway for traffic and
within six months after demand of any sum which may
be required anrl demanded by the Commissioners to make
up interest in full, calculated at the rate of Four pounds
"11<1 ten shillings per centum per annum upon the money
expended or to be expended for the following purposes : (a) In purchasin;! land required for the said line of
railway;
(b) In compensating persons interested in land used
in connexion with or likely to be injured in or
prejudicially affected by the construction of the
said line; and
(c) The cost (jJ ccnstruction of the said line.
(2) "Cost of Construction" means the actual cost of
constructing the said line of railway, including permanent·way anel sidings "nel the necessary equipment thereof. and
all proper works and conveniences connected therewith,
together with interest upon such cost of construction from
the time the snme was expended until the date of the
oliening" of the line for traffic, and the actual amount of
such cost of construction shall be finally determined by
" certificCLte of the Board.
'
(3) In the event of any of the reclaimed Crown land at
Elwood, St. Kilda, being sold by the Crown, the amount
by. which the value of such land is, in the opinion of
the Surveyor-General,' enhanced by the construction of the
said line, shall be set off from time to time against the
cost of construction as calculated for the purpose of determining the annual interest payable prior to 2.ny <Tuarantee
nnder this section.
"

I .am not sure whether the amendment of the Act
affected the amount of the guarantee. I think there
is also a guarantee in connexion with the Koondrook
line.
9840. Are you referring to the existing practIce
of constructing lines on the condition that the landholders subject themselves to a rate to make up any
deficiency?-I am only pointing out that, whether
a line is going to be remunerative or not, is a very
That is a strong
big factor in the State policy.
reason why the control should be municipal instead
of State.
984I. You say that'one of the objections against
State control in regard' to railways is, that their
sole consideration is, " Are the lines going to pay?"
not whether they will develop the country.
You
think a somewhat similar !policy might be adopted
in regard to State tramways ?-I think that is shown
by the St. Kilda line itself; because, as a layman;
I hold the belief that the line ought to have been
duplicated long ago.
Probably it would not pay
to' the same extent as it aoes nmv.
It might not
even'pay at all." There might even be a loss on it
for a little while; but I am satisfied 'that if the
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St. Kilda to Brighton line had been a lllunicipril
tram line, it would have been double-tracked before
this.
9842. In Sydns:y, we were informed that, notwithstanding the .increase in the population of the
city and suburbs, since the initiation of the ele(tric
scheme, one of the effects of the tramways there
was to rp.ove 7,000 persons from Sydney, to the outer
suburbs, and in that way lessen congestion?I should expect that.
9843. So that the State tramways there were
operated to prel'ent and relieve congestion ?-Not
because they were State. It was a natural consequence of the construction of the line by whomsoever it was constructed.
9844. And we leam that the policy adopted 'there
by the Railways Commissioners was t9 run tramways in ,advance of settlement ?-So would any
tramway authority, especialIy when that tramway
authority is going, to get an immediate benefit in
increased assessments. Let me cite .a case. This
is got on the spur of the moment, and, therefore,
may be ,subject to a little revision.
The Bill
authorizing the construction of the St. Kilda to
Brighton tramway wa's passed in November, 1904.
The valuation of Brighton for I903 was £87,335;
for 1904-5, £87,892; for I905-6, which would be
struck in September, 1905, £88,307; in I906-7
it jumped to £94,000 j 1907-8, £96,000; I908-9,
'£99,000. The progress in the first three years was
less than £r,ooo.
Three years :-tfter that, with
the introduction of the tramway system, it had gone
up £10,000.
9845. ,Do you know whether the increase in the
rate.able valuation of Brighton was greater during
the perjod qnoted than that of other mnnicipalities
round :Melbourne?-I do net know.
I have only
I know,
looked this up for this express purpose.
as a fact, that the number of hOllses built along
the line of .that tramway is exceedingly large since
the introduction of the tramway.
9846. You have immediate' knowledge of that
locality?-I have a personal knowledge. T travel
the line for almost its extreme length every day of
my life.
9847. There is no doubt that that incr.easecl
rateable valuation is due to the construction of the
line?~The whole of the Elwood district, and the
western portion of North and lHiddle Brighton, have
become readily accessible, and particularly from
Elwood up to North Brighton. T could have got
i,nformation as to particular properties.
One I
might call attention to, that is the Virgoe's property' at the corner of North-road and St. K ilclastreet. It has been subdivided within 'the last few
months, and already houses are going up j and' two
or three other estates' in the same wav have been
built on.
Previously, they were simply acres of
lanel with one house on it. Take the property at
the corner of Bav-street and St. Kilda~road which
used to belong to "the Cole's estate. It subse-quently
changed hands, was subdivided. and now there are
a number of houses built on it. Bay-street frontage
has been very largely built on.
.
9848. That has been also helped by the general
increase of population in Melbourne and suburhs.
and secondly by the extensive reclamation works in
the Elwood district?-The reclamation works have
not benefited the district to that extent. The reclamation works have, as such. onlv made usable
land which was before not usable, and which was to
the detriment of the land in its neighbourhood.
. 9849. By Mr. Champion.-The reclamation work
provided a track ?-Only because it was part of the
scheme of the Minister. It has not increased the
number of houses.
.

9850. It has greatly improved that district, and
has had some effect in increasing v[llues in the
immediate vicinity ?--The place was not habitable.
It was a ;,wamp, and the neighbourhood W[lS neces;;arily depreciated; but that swamp would not have
gone [lhead, or the lecality would not have gone
ahe[ld, if tl:tey had had to depend on a walk from
Elsternwick station, which wa:;; tneir only means
of ~lccess before, or a cab fa re every time they went
home.
I suppose it would be a mile ancl .a half.
from Eisternwick station. I can now get home by
tram cheaper than by train, and there is less distance to walk the other end.
9851. I suppose it will be carefully seen to that
there is nothing in the Bill to prevent that policy
being 'adopted ?-Nothing which will have the effect
of restricting th..'lt.
I will make a specia I note
of it.
9852. Do you think that the suggested represen,
tation will tend to a greater or less centralization of
the population of the metropolis ?-I do not think
the representation will affect the question one scrap.
The representation on th~\t Trust wiH be the same
:lS the representation in regard to other municipal
undertakings, and I am not prepared to allow for
a moment any suggestions that the. personnel of that
Tmst, or any portion of it, will have for its ;principal ideas how to protect its own p.articular property; hut I would say that the grouping will absolutely be the best means of securing extensions to
the outer districts. The same man who represents
Prahran represents Malvern [lnd Oakleigh.
The
moment that man, ,as a man, voices some particular
movement which is going to keep Prahran people in'
for Prahran's benefit, his Malvern constituents and
Oak leigh 'constituents will want to talk to him.
Take any grouping ,and the same remarks apply.
Any attempt to restrict the development of tramway
extension to allow the congested portions of Collingwood from spreading out will be met with strong
opposition from. Preston, Heidelberg. and Korthcote. I am taking them as an example.
9853. On the basis of a representation suggested
by the scheme. would not the vote of Collingwood
preponderate in ,that constituency?-Ko.
It has
to be a member of the Collingwood Council, but it
mav be any member of the conncil) and Heidelberg
can nominate a member of the Collingwood Council if it likes.
9854. Could not the Collingwood Council outvote the others ?~Only for the time heing.
9855. The basis of representation is 1 to .5,000
of population, and that being so, would not the
Collingwood Council have .a preponcterance of voting
power ?-It does not follow that every member of
the Collingwood Council is going to vote solidly for
the one Collingwood representative.
Even if the
representative for Collingwood is essenfiaJly a Collingwood man) there is alwavs another member of
that Council who will be prepared to get a seat.
The representation on that Trust will change, because, necessarily, th~ population will grow much
faster in the outer districts.
9856. In the Bill, that is in preliminary draft,
you are nroviding for election to this Trust by
councillors, not by councils ?-Yes,
I cannot put
in the BilI yet.
It is only in the rought draft:
:lncl it is in the hands of a drafting committee. It
i~ no breach of confidence however to say, and in
fact T am authorized to say, that nominations
havin~ heen invited. and dates of election fixed,
with the time and place appointed for election of a
member to be elected by a group of municipalities,
every member of a council of the municipalities constituting that group may, subject to anoth,!!I', subsection, attend and vote by ballot for sUch election. ;
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98657 It would appear from that that the Govern. 9857. By Mr. Solly.-Was that discussed by the
Conference, or it is an afterthought?~It is not an ment· representation would be perpetual ?-On the
afterthought. We had the Adelaide Bill before the contrary, it distinctly provides it shall not be perpetual, and that at a certain date there shall be
The Conference affirmed the policy
Conference.
that the representation of groups, and how to carry handed over--the section is not set out in the eviit out, is the work of the special committee ap- dence so far, and I think it should be. Section 45
pointed for that purpose, and that is the machinery is as follows:suggested for it.
45· When the moneys paid by the Treasurer, with in9858. But there is nothing to indicate tha! ma- terest as aforesaid, shall have been repaid(I) The Treasnrer shall, in writing, certify the fMl
chinery in the Conference sr.heme?~No detaIls of
·to the Trust, and thereuponany particular branch are in the Conference scheme.
(2) TIie assets of the Trust shall be held for the
9859. On page 3, paragraph 2, sub-paragraph D,
benefit of the Corporations and District Councils, as they may agree, or, in default of such
it is provided that members be elected for three
agreement, as may be determined by Act of
years by the councilor group which they represent?
Parliament.
.
-That iF; only to say it is to be for a three years'
(3) The members of the Trust appointed by the Go.
term. The election shall be at the hands of thc
vernor shall retire. Thereafter the Trust shall
consist of six members, of whom two shall h(
group. . The machinery for carrying out the elecappointed by the Corporation of the City 0\
tions was not indicated at all. It is not to be taken
Adelaide, two by the Suburban Corporations,
in its narrow sense. I t must be by groups on the
and two by the District Councils, in manner
lines of such-and-such an Act.
We might have
provided in Part III., with regard to the appointment of members by snch Corporations ancl
said, if it wanted to· define and fix it, "On the
District Coullcils respectively.
lines laid down in the Metropolitan Board of Works
(4) The Trust shall, in lieu of the Governor as pro.
Act, (,r the Health Act." On the contrary, it was
vider! in section 23, appoint the Chairman.
left a perfectly open question.
(S) Sections 41 and 42 shall cease to have effect.
9860. By Air. Solly.~Are you likely to get an
9.%6. \Vill not the Government representation reexpression of the opinion of ratepayers for the n13in until the borrowed money~ are p,aid off. Do
system of election?-You will get it by the 0111 y you' anticipate a time will come when the Adelaide
means possible.
This Bill will have· to be ap- tramwavs wil! cease to make extensions, and to
proved by the committee which represents the Con- borrow -money for these extensions ?-I am satisfied
ference, and will certainly be sent out to the whole of ·this, in my own mind, that the represe!Jtation of
of the councils constituting the Conference.
the Government will not be materially, if at all,
9861. Take, for instance, a municipality which . continued in time by reason of any further extenelects is councillors on the ward system. A large sions of the undertaking.
number of the ratepayers may vote against a certain
9867. What do you mean by continued ?-Bep·olicy, and yet a majority. <:f the council~ors would cause of the longer repayments of any further
be in favour of an OpposltlOn pohcy ?~rhe que:.- borrowed moneys.
I am satisfied they will. make
tion of policy inside a council is one which we can provision in a very short while by which the Gohardly do anything to alter.
So far as this par- vernment representation on that TJust will 'be wiped
ticular matter is concerned, it is not the wards, it out.
Already difficulties have arisen.
Perhaps
is the whole council, and by this machinery the you may be able to elicit this from l\·ir. Goodman,
whole members of the council, regardless of wards,
who will be better able to give the evidence than I
will have to vote.
am.
At the present time there is running along
9862. You are just as likely to get a result from some of the streets of Adelaide the Adelaide and
the people who are interested, that is the ratepayers, Glenelg railway. It is called a railway, but it is
and the opposite result to what they determme <l tramway. They cannot bring it into the tramway
upon ?-I hardly think so. I think it is an accepted ~('heme: nor is it electrified, as it should be.
fact that tht;. majority rules, and the majority will
9868. The two schemes run side by side, I think,
be voiced if1 the representation of the council; and for a distance?~ That is so, I think. I have not
o·n this occasion, assuming~ that, owing to the con- been over since the tramways have been fairly runditions in wards, you had .a classification of rntening; but the present constitution of the Trust, if
payers, one ward, for instance, we will say, being I may say so, prevents a solution of that difficulty.
Labonr, and another some other kind of ward, that If it were a municipal Trust pure and simple,. I
distinction will not. operate, because the members think the difficultv of the Adelaide and Glenelg
will vote. I would like here to say that the Ade- railway would ha~e been solved before this.
laide 'trust has been referred to as a model, good
9869. I understand the difficulty just now is a
or bad, and it has been pointed out that it is a matter of permission ?-And the owner of the one
dual principle, and that the dual representation is undertaking-the Commissioner of Railways-is ,1
of the Government and mumcipalities ..
powerful representative upon the other body; and
9863. It has not been pointed out by this Com- I think that makes it somewhat more difficult. I
mission. We are aware, of course, that at present want to point out that the Adelaide Act, section 42,
there are Government repres~ntatives on that bcc1y ; provides what shall be done with the moneys of the
but they are only there until a certain event Trust.
happens ?-I either read it in part of the evide!1ce,
9870. That clause, I think, is almost as amor I read it in a statement by a man who had given biguous as what is to become of the cable tramways
evidence. I am not sure which, at the moment.
at the end of the lease?-You mean section 45. It
9864. By Mr. Ckampion.-It was in a newspaper also repeals clauses 4I and 42, which says how the
article forecasting the report of this Commission?- moneys are to be spent, and which leaves this
I am satisfied, in my own mind, that it emanated Trust, which will be a mnnicipal one entirely, with
from a gentleman who had given evidence before a free hand to deal with the money. Sections 41
this COJTImission. At any rate, 1 would ask your and_ 42 are as folIow:permission to have it recorded that the Government
41. The Trust shall, on the thirty·first day of January
representation on the Adelaide Trust is unly in the and the thirty-first day of July in every year, aft;:,·
making
provision or allowance in accountsense ot a receivership pending the repayment of.
(0) for payment of current expenses incurred during
the loan moneys which are borrowed on the authority
the preceding six months in connexion with the
of the Government.
bll,iness of the Trust, including maintenance;
16998.
20

admit, unless it is an intetJ.se desire to get tid of
their liabilities.at once and as' quickly as pdsidble~
and let benefits be prospective only.
There may
be it great deal of merit in that, as a principle, dependent on local conditions.
9878. What I would like to see is the making of
adequate reserve an imperative condition ?-Yes.
I think that has been done as far as it can be in
the Conference scheme; but 1 do not think you can,
at the very early stage of a scheme, lay down any
definite lines for the setting aside of, a sinking fund
at so much per cent.
In regard to an elect~ic
system, we know that the obsolescence of electric
machinery is such that it is expedient to have .a
heavier reserve than under ordinary conditions, soas to be prepared for emergencies.
9879. That is what 1 was
to ?-Take
the electric supply undertaking of the City Council. You will find that not only is there a. sinking
9871., As io Ilg as that Act stands, and as long as fund, but a very substantial depreciation and rethe Trust continues to borrow money for further newals fund which; on the balance-sheet for last
year, has reached the respectable sum of £I02,000.
e~tensiof)s as Adelaide progresses, then the Government represeptatives Will not disappear, at least, I am only showing you that as an illustration of
within an, immeasureable distance of time ?-Not what one section of the Municipal Conference holds,
as a policy.
until s!lch 'time as the money ixmowed IS paid off.
9880. It is part of the Adelaide scheme that the
. 987.2. Not only the money that has been borrmved, but the money that will be borrowed in the Trust has to borrow all moneys fr01l1 the Governfuture ?-As they practically devote the balance of ment. We learnt in Adelaide that that was a very
the p,roceeds towards wiping off the indebtedness, great advantage. It enabled the ·'Trust to borrow
because there is no provision' for dividing any of the money on the same terms as the Government j and,
profits, the profits accumulate; and 1 think that the secondly, to get those moneys from time to time as
loan, and Iparticularly the disadvantage attached to they were about to use them, which involved a furDo you think it would be wise to
it of having Government representation, will very ther saving.
soon disappear.
It will disappear naturally, and adopt a. similar clause in any Act constituting a'
as matters develop, .and after they have been run- Trust for Melbourne ?-I should say that any manir,; <:or a few years, 1 think they will come forward chinery which only meant the. c.oupling up of the
witt. .:: Ame!1ding Act which will alter the financial Government and the Trust for the purpose of obtaining loans on a sound and, shall I say, cheap basis
conditiulis.
9873. That is very difficult to forecast. Do you would be beneficial. I can cO~lceive" however, that
thihk that a Tramway Trust that is not immediately it might be saddled with COilditions in such a ;'vay
responsible to its constituent members for profits as to minimize that benefit.
to representation ?-Or
9881. You are
inwhich they would have obtained, has any
ducement to the exercise of economy in the working other conditions. 1 do not know that represeQtation
of a system ?-I do not think the one thing would would make much difference unless it clashed with
affect the other. 1 think the honour and integrity the railways. 1 think myself that for the Governof the Trust as the managing body will tend to pw- ment representation on that Trust to be rail way reduce economical results from the working, regardless presentation, would be mexpedient; but, as to Government representation for the purpose of protecof where those profits are going.
9874. I think that if the municipal representatives tion or supervision of finances, I should say there
are liable to be called to account by the councils, would be 110 harm.
it is much more likely to be an incentive to
9882. By Mr. Cltampio1i.-You referred to a
question which has arisen in Adelaide as affecting,
econo1;l1ical 'working ?-I hardly think that, for this
reason: The balance-sheet would disclose wh.at has in your opinion, the representation of the State
been don~ with the money. The constituent counupon the Tramways 'Trust ?-That particular reprecils will be able to ascertain how much has been sentation.
spent on working expenses, and how much on sink9883. As 'I understand, the position there is a.
ing fund, &c.
steam railway from Victoria Square to Glenelg, run9875. Since no one is concerned with the profits,
ning partly down King William-street, in a
who is concerned with the paying of excessive prices southerly direction. It is shown on the plan I
for materials to contractors, &c. ?-The ratepayer handed you. There is a black line with a black;
primarily, and certainly the members of the ,council cross. That is the railway line, and for p~l.ft or:
who elect their representative, and the Trust's in- its length it'r'!l1!; southerly from Victoria Square
tegrity is, in itself, a guarantee that it would only
along King WIlliam-street; parallel with the tram-'
adopt such legitimate ineans 'for letting its contracts way line, which is shQwn in red, to Unley. The
as will be safe and honorable.
Tramway Trust has control of the line, which gOes
9876. I would like to see any scheme that is
from Victoria Square to Unley. It has no control
adopted to be an incentive to economy?-We claim
whatever over the railway line" which is a 'steam
that ours is; and it will be based on the lines of
railway operated by the State. Some Qf ,~he resiworking you have just suggested, namely, that every dents of Glenelg desired that the raihi·av should
councillor will want to watCh what became of the be electrified, but the desire was by no
. unani-,
. by the .rail~
balances, or why there was no balcince if that were mous in the whole of the people
way line, bec:;tuse many people preferred the cars'
the case.
. 9877. I agree that \yould be an advantage in of the steam railway to the best tramway car in
Y9,ll~ scheme.
It seems to be an improvement existence, which, 1 think, vou will admit is onl v
natural ?-It depends entirelv on the rolling-stock.'
over the Adelaide scheme ?--I did not understand
I have se€n electric rolling-stock 'which is as good
that _P~lt of. the Adeiaide scheme myself, I must
per centtim pei' annum
on the capital cost
renewable parts of the
undertaking then constructed;
(e) for estimated ruture current expenses during the
next following month in cQnnexion with such
business,
pay to the Treasurer the residue of its receipts for such
six months.
.
42. The Treasurer shall apply the same when received
to the following purposes and in the following priorities : (a) In defraYing the iuterest then payable under the
,
debentures.
(0) in reduction by way of a sinking fund of one~ixtjeth of the total amoullt paid bv the Treasurer f'lr w\lic4 the Trust has at any time issued
. d_ebe~tures in fayqur of the Treasurer.
ie) In defraying the interest then pa.yable on the residue of the
theretofore paid by the Trea,
surer and not
by debentures or repaid.
(dl In or towards satisfaction of any debentures held
" ' by the Treasj.trer.
(e) In 'reduction of moneys theretofore paid by the
, Treasurer and not secured by debentures or
repaid.
(0) for a renewal flind tlt
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stance, I was quite satisfied' with the-roll,ing-stocl< of
the "two-penny tube 11 in London,
'
, '9884.' Inth1s case,. it was proposed to make
the' railway into an. electric tramway; and some of
the' peOple were dissatisfied with' that aspect of
the case.', How can that' attitude of, the residents
on',the qtiestion of el~ctrification of those lines by
any means affect the representation of the Government, of· the Tramway Trust ?"'-I ,dir;! not suggest
tbe attitude of the residents had: any bearing on it at
all. I also told you that my knowJe'dge of this
particular matter was only hear-say, and that I
mentioned, it in case it' had not come under your
notiCe' when you were in Adelaide, so that if there
were anything in it; you mighte\icit it Jrom Mr.
Goodnian.
-9885. J: thoughf you gave'it as an instance why
it would be unsuitable or' undesirable ,for the State
to 'l:le' represented llPOll a' municipal Trust ?-I
spoke:' of, the disadvantage of dual control, the
second control being the State, which owns the rival
system, and which, in this particular case, is represen'ted by the' head of that rival system. It seemed
to me that if the two bodies, were entirely independent of each otlier, you would be more.1ikely tO'get
soine satisfactory' result.
9886. In this case, where the railway line has
also a voice. on the tramway management, there is
no desire on the part of the tram,vay, authorities
to 'acquire the Glenelg railwa'y for the purposes of
electrifying ?-I did not know whether they wanted
to acquire it; but I understand there was a difference
between the two bodies as to the electrification of
the railway, and, that it should be run alongside
their tramways. It seems to me that two tramways
along two parallel streets is bad enough, but to have
a steam railway ::md electric tramway running along
the same street is a good deal worse.
9887. By !vir. Sol(v.-As a matter of fact, these
two lines do not compete with one another. The
electric' tramway line is practically a feeder to the
Glenelg railway line ?-'But are they not running
parallel.
.9888. They run iii the same street, but for only
it feW yards ?--I only mentioned it in case it had
not appeared as evidence. I have not been able
to read the evidence which you took ill' Adelaide. I
'do not object to the Government representation in
the. }\delaide case, but I think it should not be the
Chairman of the Railway Commissioners who
'should be the representative on the Tramways
'Trllst.
.
9889. By lI-fr. Solly.-You say that the people
would be a check upon the representatives of these
'partif:~lat groups if they did not carry out the
,\vishes of the groups ?-Yes.
. 98~o. H~)\v 'woilld the people be a check
the most direct and rapid method possible to have.
Say a representative: of the City Council, at a meeting of the Trust, vo~ed against an extension of a
'line in one'district. In the public interest, or, ac'co'rding to'the opinion of the general community,
.ih'at line ought to have been constructed.
They
would very soon voice themselves, either through
the' press, or by' talking to their representatives.
'At the very first meeting of the council which that
gentleman represented, it would be quite competent
for members of the council to want to know the
cirCtlmstances under which he voted in that particular direction. I kll0''v of no mode of election
-whiCh gives sucli' a rapid and effective means of
g~tting in touch with the electing body, or the elect:ing body with its representatives. I cannot conceive of a councillor being elected by the people, and
; not, knowing. the wishes, of the· people.
::,~, -.:: '.".;~'
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9891 .. For this feason, that th~ quest,ion had not
been put to the people at any time as to whether
they desired certain thing or not?-The councillors
being elected by the people must be intrusted with
the administration of the people's affairs, including the spendirig of money, until they come before
their coristituents again. That is the only thing
that could, be done. in this case, the constituents,
or the constituent councils, would very soon voice
themselves, ~ither by meetings, deputations, or con"
versations with individual members of the council.
, 9892. It would be a 'similar constitution to that'
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, or Metropolitan Fire Brigade. Have you ever heard, as a.
municipal authority, of any great discussion or vital
question being brought before the various groups of
municipalities represented on the Metropolitan Board
of. Works or Metropolitan Fire Brigade?-Yes.
9893. At election times ?-No j between election
times. I will give you an illustration.
A few
years back, certain action was taken by the Fire
Brigades Board, which led to a. conference of the
municipalities represented on the Board. Action
was taken by that Municipal Conference, which led
to an alteration in the Board's proceedings. That
was in regard to matters of finance.
9894. Do you think a better system could be
adopted than, say, in the case of a municipal election, the ratepayers having the right to send their
representative to the Trust direct from their vote?
-cIt would not be in the interests of the Trust, or
of the _citizens, f9r this reason, that the Trust,
being something of a special character, if there be
any choice at all, it is an advantage to have the
best men. Of two men, one hris technical knowledge, and the other has not. When it is left to
the coimcil to
you are more likely to get
the man who is more familiar with the work to be
done, or has given practical evidence of ability
which would be of value to the citizens.
9895. Is it not a· fact that in selecting their representatives to these various bodies, the selection
is made by a hole-and-corner business in the councils themselves ?-Never yet, to my knowledge.
9896. That is a statement which has been made
by some members of municipalities ?-So far as my
knowledge of municipal government in Victoria is
concerned, I challenge those statements, and I
have some little knowledge, even outside the City
CounciL
I was a member of a local council for
three years.
9897. You claim that the people are likely to get
the best results from an indirect representation
than they are if they had the person appearing before them, so that'they could cross-question them
as to their actions and various votes recorded; and
force them to carry out the policy that they, the
ratepayers, are directly responsible for ?-Absolutely, I do. I have no hesitation in saying that,
and it is based on my experience here and elsewhere.
9898. By the Cnairman.-Would a municipal
authority be I ikel y to enter into unreasonable com·
petition with the railways ?-The difficulty I have
there is what is meant by unreasonable competition.
Answering the question straightly first, I do not
think it would. My difficulty was in the interpretation of the word unreasonable. I ,certainly am
very confident that no municipal authority will put
its citizens' money into a concern which is likely
to seriously clash with the Railway Department,
and particularly to its own detriment. If, however, the controlling factor were the benefit of the
ppblic, they' would have to seriously consider the
necessity of doing it regardless of the railway. I
woulp poi!,!t out that we have evidence of the reverse position of. affairs of railways being run iIi
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linreasonable competition with the tramways, and
with very disastrous results to the railway-Bruns·'
wick line to wit.
. 9899. Do you think that competition between
public bodies may have a bracing or healthy effect
on both (-I think it is very likely, and that it
can be carried on with satisfaction to both bodies.
Again comes in the word "unreasonable.", To
what extent 'am I to interpret it. I can assume
that a tramway system would be absolutely bene·
ficial to the travelling community by reason of the
geographical situation, and yet it might be a very
disastrous competition with the rail way services in
IOxistence running in the same direction. A tramway has so many advantages within a certain area
which a railway can never have, that it might
seriously affect the revenues of the railway, and yet
llot be what would be called unreasonable competition.
, 9900. You think that the fa~t that a proposed
tramway, if constructed, would· seriously affect the
revenues of the railway may be a conclusive argument against its construction ?-Not by any means.
The question would be, would that tramway be
beneficial to the public, and give much better public
service.
9901. That being so, if a'municipal authority has
control of the tramways, should fares, routes, or
the construction of new tramways be subject to the
approval of the Governor in Council, or other
authority?-I will not say no definitely as to the
!iecondauthority, but certainly it'should not be the
Governor in Council, for the same reason as I
mentioned just now in connexion with dual representation 'on' a Board. We have a case in point. I If
there were no Sydney-road tramways, the railway
fare to' Coburg would not be zd. It could not,lx~
on 'the basis of railway fares laid down by the
Department.
9902. By the Ckairman.-You do not think the
Governor in Council's ipproval is necessary for
the fixing of fares, rates, or construction of proposed 'new tramways ?-Certainly not as regards
'routes; certainly not as regards construction. As to
'fares, it might be expedient to have some independent 'authority. Personally, I do not think it
would be necessary, but it might be expedient.
There are two points of view, not only to prevent
'it being ridiculously low with the view of competition with the railways, but to prevent the possi.
bility of 'the railways and ttam,vays agreeing on
a certain fare: I have heard it suggested that one
of the reasons for the rion:reduction of fares on
the. southern tramway lines 'of, the existing cable
's~stemto the same extent as were adopted by the
northern tramway lines was because of some arrangement or understanding between the Railways
Commissioners and the company. I do not know
whetner that is so.
I
99.03· How would you constitute such authority
other than the Governor in Council ?-I have considered 'that mater, and "I do not know of one here.
There is such a body at home which would not' be
considered by any manner of means 'to be in the
'same position as the Governor in Council. That is
the Board of Trade. In fact, there are two bodies
at Home, the Board of Trade and the Local
'Governmerit Board. But I do not know, unless it
was' a Board similar to the Board of Trade" that
there is any body in existence here which should
be given the control over the fares and routes of a
'municip'al tramway system.
" 9904. Is it intended in the draft Bill to constitute
a body having the authority just mentioned ?-I do
-not think it is. I do not know of any body that
should be so constituted or authorized, unless it be
one to be created for the special purpose, and th~n;

I think there would be a little difficulty in saying,
what the representation was going to' be.
9905. Do you think such a body should be
.;reated which should have power with regard to
fares and routes of new tramways ?-Personally, I
do not think there is any necessity for it, because I
do not think in either case will there be an extravagant or improper action on the part of a municipal
Trust which will require to be restricted.
99ub. Do you think the creation of such an
authority is necessary in the interests of the railway
revenue ?-No.
9907. If constructed by a municipal authority,
would future tramways be built for the' purpose of
feeding existing tramways rather than the railways ?-Speaking now as an individual, ,I should
say that the first controlling factor would be, " How
will this tramway best suit the greatest number of
the public. '.', I can quite conceive, of a tramway
along Glenferrie-road northerly, for instance, one
terminus of which it would be an advantage to have
at the Glenferrie station.
9908. You think that in the construction of new
tramways, the question as to whether they should
be constructed so as to fced railways. or existing
tramways would be determined by what puplic convenience demanded, and what would best suit the
interests of the tramway revenue ?-I should say
the public convenience. If it were a private company, I shOuld say it might be to the interests of
the company to link it on to its own undertaking,
but with the municipal Trust, the public convenience
should, and would, be the primary. factor.
9'909, Are you in favour of surplus profits not
required for tramway services being allocated to the
municipalities to be used for general municipal
purposes, or to be used for building up reserves.to
provide for depreciation, scrapping, sinking fund,
and extensions, and for reduction of 'fares, and
giving the best cars and service to the public?Omitting, in the first instance, "extensions and reductions of fares," I should say there would not be
" profits" until these provisions had been made. I
cannot conceive of an}' undertaking either State,
municipal, or private, which would talk about
profits until ample provision had been made for
depreciation, renewals, and other matters which you
mentioned in that question. When you come to reduction of fares the surplus profits already made
have nothing whatever to do with 'reduction in the
fares for the 'future, other than so far as they indicate that the existing fares 'are unnecessarily
high. If the profits which are made'for this ye:lr
are of a large amount, it is a question for can·
sideration whether then some of the fares could.
and should, not be reduced. But any profits once
made, I take it, must go to some substantial body.
In the case you speak of, there was no profit until,
those other necessary provisions had been made,
including reserves, but I say most unmistakably
that the municipality which takes the whole of the
risk of loss on the undertaking, and will have to
be prepared to meet their debentures, whether the
tramways are'a success or not, are surely entitled
to some remuneration for that. It is the citizens'
undertaking, They produce the revenue, .and they
are entitled to the benefit of the surplus revenue
which they themselves produce.
9910. So long as it is not required for tramway
purposes ?-I think the construction of a tramway
should not necessarily be out of surplus revenue.
It is an undertaking ,for which the capital should. be
provided for bv loan, and the first charge upon the
revenues from - that undertaking, after paying its
. working expenses, should he to wipe out all its in·
debtedness, and to niaintilin the upkeep of the plant
by means of depreciation and renewal reserve funds.
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9911: [n the draft Bill, is 'we buildillg up of reserves for depreciation renewals, sinking fund, ancl
the possibilities of scrapping, made imperative?The Conference scheme provided for it. .I do not
know how the draftsman has given effect to the
second paragraph in clause 6. "Interest and sink.
ing fund, together with all capital charges (depreciation, &c.), to be charged to general expenses."
That will be embodied in the Bill.
9912. You think it should be made imperative
that all necessary sinking funds should be provided
for before profits are distributed?-Yes ;"the undertaking would not be sound if it were not so.
.9913. And you thillk that should be provided for
in the Act ?-If necessary.
No harm can come
from it.
9914. Is there allY thing further you would like
. to add in answer to my question?-The municipalities provide the capital. They carryall the
risk. There are very large sections of the ratepayers which are not tramway users. Their money
is at stake, and their rates are invested in the
undertaking, and they are entitled to the benefit, or
some of the benefit, from the fact of their moneys
being invested in the undertaking.
There are
many ratepayers who never see a tram car. They
travel hy the railway service, hut if it became necessary to strike an extra penny rate to rr,eet any requirements of the tramway service. thev would hav/'
to pay, and it would be' no ans~ver on their part
to say we do not go by tram', we go bv rail. It
is the foundation of municipal enterprise 'that what·
ever profits are derived from the communitv shall
go back to the communitv which has undertaken
the venture, and it goes in' relief of rates. To sav
that it must be utilized in reduction of fares would
mean taking the citizens' money, and utilizing it
for the benefit of a number of individuals, many of
whom have no ea.rthlv connexion with the mu~ici
pality. 1 quite admit that there should be a 1i~i
tation in profit. 1 do not" mean a statutory limitation. It would he an urireasonable thing: and an
unusual thing for a municipal undertaking to be
flm as a profit making enterprise onl v. If vou take
the statistics of the Old Country, vou will find that
along with payments in relief of rates, as it is
termed, there have been reductions in fares. Take
the fares in existence at the start of an undertaking,
and then check them a number of years afterwards.
You will find that they have been reduced. Th~
r~s.ults in this direction in many of the provincial
cities of the Old Country are more than surprising.
I:et me take a case that is patent to you all in this
City.
When the City Council started its electric
supply undertaking, its' price per unit for lighting
purposes was 6d. Its price to-day is 4~d. and 4d.,
and, under certain other sYstems, with a maximnm
demand, it i5 down as low" as 2d .. Further, the introduction of supplv for power has led to the price
for power being reduced from 3d. in I90T-2 to zd,
to-day. a .,)3t per cent. reduction. and, under a
m'aximum demand system, it is 2~d. and !d., and
at ,the same time the council has been able to
contribute substantial sums to the town fund in reduction of rates. Those sums varv according to
the conditions. The other branches· of your question have also been fullv provided for by the
council, as is shown in the report of the undertaking.
The council has a certain percentage put
nside every vear, calcl1lated on a scientific basis,
for depreciation renewals, &c. It is worked out on
a life table. The chimnev stack will rrQuire renewing once in so many years j the generators will
require renewing in so many vears. The mains
will reqllire renewing in so
years, and the
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steam plant also in so many years. When the revenues have been sufficiently full, the committee
of the council have thought it expedient to say to
themselves, "We are a young undertaking j electricity is making great changes. We have already
had to make considerable scrappings in our plant.
We have portions of our plant to-day which we are
ready to scrap and ready to substitute by the most
modern plant. We will increase our depreciation
and renewals fund this year by, say, so many thousand pounds above the ordinary percentage." That
has been our practice ever since the undertaking
has been in the position to do it, and that, I think,
is the practice which should be followed, and will
be followed, by the average municipal enterprise,
and if you look tip statistics of the Old Country,
you will find that has been followed there.
9915. By Mr. Solly.~What proportion do you
say of the profits should go towards relieving rates,
and what proportion towards relieving fares ?-No
definite proportion at all. It is quite possible that
your fares may be brought down to an exceedingly
low rate, and that you may still be able to carry
on a good business and have substantial profits.
There must be a limit in the shape of reduction of
fares, and if that profit were to be applied largely
in the reduction of the fares, YOll are going to cut
away your source of profit for the next year, because you do not get a guarantee of a corresponding increase in the amount of traffic to make up
the amount you are cutting off. It is. done with a
view towards that, of course.
9916. Seeing that the ratepayers are the only
rcrsons represented on the Trust, is it not more
likely that they will favour a reduction of rates
the general cusrather than a reduction of fares
tomer ?-No j because it is the Cllstomer or traveller
who is the mainstay of the undertaking. Certainly,
the municipal council is not going to quarrel with a
person from whom it derives its revenue, inasmuch
as if it did not get their revenue, it could not put
aside anything towards the relief of rates.
99 I7. You, protested against the Governor in
Council having any control with regard to the extension of tram\'mys, because of their railway in~lIence) and now you are working against that proposition ?-No j I do not think I am inconsistent so
far.
9918. The ratepayers are the only persons represented on the Trust ?-And are the persons who arc
~5:!!rying all the risk.
- .
,..
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M embers present.·
Hon J. E. MACKEY, M.L.A .. in the Chair;
H. V. Champion, Esq.,
R. H. Solly, Esq .. M.L,A.,
D.H. Dureau, Esq.
John Clayton, further examined.
9919.

By the Chairman.-I understand you

ha\'(~

a map showing the density of population in the city
of Melbourne.-Yes. [Map produced and explai'n,;d
II} Commission.] The large figures on the map show
the area of the ward;;, and the small figures the
population. Albert ward has an area of r,I3S
acres, and a popUlation of 8,3IO; the Latrobe ward
has an area of 301 acres, and a popUlation of
.'V~84; the Gipps ward has an area of 208 acres.
and a population of 7,326; the Lonsdale ward
(esse:ltial1y a purely business ward, with no resi·
dential populati.on to speak of) has an area of 261
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acres, and a population of I,529; the Bourke ward
has an area of I,885 acres, and a population of
13,530 j the Smith ward has an area of I,253
acres, and a population of I5,373j the Hopetonn
ward' has an area of I, 656 acres, and a popUlation
of 30,017 ; the Victoria ward has an area of 6,970
acres, and a population of 20,362 (it represents
what you, call the night population
per;manent residents). The Lonsdale and Latrobe wards
are much tlie same, Of course, the Latrobe ward
has a fair residential district in the east end of the
city. I do not know that there is anything necessary to comment on, except to 'calL attention to the
fact that some of the wards have very large park
areas, and, so far as the Lonsdale ward· is concerned, it is very similar to what probably will be
shown later <:m ~n a comparison between the city of
London and the metropolitan boroughs surrounding
London.
.
9920. I think we were about to proceed to question No. I4, in regard to the betterment rates, UIIless you have something to add on· the previous
!=Juestion ~-I think that is' finished, .unless the members of tl1e Commission' want any further information.
992I. Do you favour the betterment rates on land
ill the vicinity 9f new tramways, for the purpose of
beanng the. cost, or portion of the cost, of such
rie,,;, tramways, for making up any deficiency in the
working ?-I think a betterment rate in regard to a
trar;nway undertaking is a practical impossibility
for many <!.nd. various reasons. There is extreme
difficulty in ,settling what area would be the betterment aiea, in view of the varied effect upon different
properties which would be within that area. Take
a' ~ase in point
a tramway running through a
tbi,ckly-populated district for part of its way, and
finjshing. in comparatively open country, The benefit of the inner portion of the tramway to the
people in the immediate neighbourhood, would be
that of access, which might be very much complicated by the fact that probably wi1f:'w a very short
distance there is an alternative mea._" of transport.
At the outer terminus it would be a question of,
how far it might improve the capital value of vacant
property, To apply the principle to a portion of
the route used extensively for business purposes
might be serious. The constructiob of that tramway may be very seriously injurious to the business
aspect of that particular district, . Instances will. be
familiar to members of this Commission where, prior
to the introduction of the cable trams, districts
within a reasonable distance, say, a matter of I or
2 miles from the General Post Office, very profitable business districts- existed. The tramway passing those premises 'and running' for a mile or two
beyond has, from th~ business point of view, depreciated. those areas considerably, because the
tram\vay has provided f!lcilities 'which enable the
people from the outer portion, who used to walk to
the business Jilaces nearest to them, to take a tram
and go right into the city, or, in some cases, go into
another dis.trict.
To give an illustration, take
Bfuns)Jick-street, Fitzroy, commencing from Gertrude-street, and running as far as .Moor-street, that
is· the. south end' of Brunswick-street; at one time
it,"vas certaInly one of the best business streets or
portions of Fitzroy, I am speaking 'from personal
know ledge, inasmuch as. I was resident in the
lei.cality. . The, tramway passed down Brunswickstre;;:t,. and tapped' lower Fitzroy" with the result
that. the people who had previously walked in on
S,at\lrda:y ,night, or ordinary shopping nights, to
do business. in Brunswick-street south, were able to
trayer right Into the town to the markets and large
establishments there at acomparati,vely low cost;

or, consequent upon the introduction of the tram
service, are able to get round into the S!p.ith-street
business district. Anyone walking down Brunswick-street south to·day, -and having a knowledge
of Brunswick-street in the past, sees a result whicn
is very depressing.
9922. Do you. not thirik there will be other contributing causes to. that. result besides the construc~
tion of the tramway?-l do; but I think the construction of the traJ.11way is a big factor, and I think
the same thing )'.@be found to be the case ~n oth~r
districts. , ,A..nother factor is the tremenqqus de~
velopment of large establishments in Smi~h-st!eet,
The moment you get the large combine establishments at work, it necessarily interferes very largely
with the comparatively small shopkeeper, and the
close proximity of Smith-street to Brunswick-street
is a factor, Owing to tramway facilities the large
establishments in those streets are easily accessible.
even from other districts. I have very little doubt,
in my own mind, that the tramway is an important'
fnctor in producing the effect I have mentioned, not
only for the reason I stated, but for another. If
yO)l go out to North Fitzroy, tq the northern end of
that tram lime, you will find a, pew Fitzroy, bigger
and better, from a business point of view, than the
original Fitzroy was. The tram' line has carried
out a population, and you have now in North Fitz7
roy, and in Clifton Hill, very large and substan~ial
bl1siness districts, ' I mention these facts to illUS7
trate . the difficulty of ascertaining what would b~
the method of administering a betterment rate upon.
the properties immediately abutting upon the tram
line in this particular case.
992,).' A good deal seems to depend upon the
energy of individual firms. For instance,' Bruns;
wick-street, about Johnston-street, is now developing'to a very much greater extent than the southern
end, and there are large' establishments, lilce
Chandler's and l\{oran and Cato's doing. a big
business ?-In the early days one of those .shop,
keepers was in a very 'small shop, Then,' again, to
what· extent would you carry' the area for' better.
ment· purposes from the <tGtual tram line---how mq,ny
feet back, or how many blocks of.· st~eets back.
The man in the next pa~allel street is probably
benefited more than the man in front' of whose
premises the' tram line'is. Take a residential district; if you are living in a street parallel to the
tram street, perhaps a matter of I09 yards or. so
a\Vny, or living in one of the· cross streets off. ~
trnm sffeet; you get all the facilities fqr transport:
hut YOll do not get the objecttonable features of, tha
service running past your door, 'Personally, I
"ioukJ much prefer, and would consider it bene
fi'cial 'to my' property, to be living in fl cross street
j ltst 'off ,the tl'am line; whether. the trams' were
\Yorked electrically or by cable, than I \vould be on
the' street along. w~ich the trams run. .y011 h.i1Y~
a II the noise and turmoil of the, traffic, and littl<,;
or no, increased benefit. In the caSe' of the elee:
trification of, the system it is not a. matter of stepping' out of. your front. gate and getting on to the
tram; you have to walk to a stopping point, which
may' be the next 'street intersection.'
'.
'9924'. \Vould you'favour a .clause or,clauses,beiJ;1g
inserted· in a Bill to constitute the Tram -Trust· th"t
you hi! ve spoken of, empowering that T"ust't,: 1r."
pose' '<\ betterment rate on those' proper~ies ,wbi.nl;
were in~reased in -value' bY' >the tramway lines?~
The rliffi~ult;y wil! again be in ascertaining the, ex,
t'c'nt ·o~ -the ·increase. . Look '!It the minute detail
that .. would have to be gone· into, af\d ·the work ent::1l1ed' upon 'some' valuatingauthor~ty not· yet con~
y;titutp.fL tonscertain that amount, of increase. TI,-,
increase wouldce.r.tainlY not be patent in the ml,mi:
6pal valuation until, after the line waf;' at wOT,k,
e

" !

Further, I do not: know of any instance of such a
system, o~her 'than the State legislation in regard
to the raIl ways; that
where a betterment rate
has been applied to tramway improvements.
T
know nothing of it in the Old Country, and I do
not see how it would be possible to apply it here.
99 2 5. You are aware tha·t in Victoria, in the
country districts, the areas tl1<1t are benefited, or
supposed to be benefited, by a new railway have
to contribute, first the land required for the mil·
w~y, and,. s~cond, to make good by a rate any de·
flClency ansmg from the working of that railway,
:ue you not ?-Yes; but YOU see the difference between the two cases. In the case of the railway
line, the giving of the land is a comparatively smail
matter, that is in area, because if the area' of the
land taken be large, necessarily the land owned hy
the i.ndivid~al is inv:uiably very large, and he gets
the Immediate benefit of a means of transport to
~he ~arkets of the State for tIl'; produce which he
I~ gomg to get from thM land.
Take a district
ISO miles from lVIelbourne, by reason of the constructi~n of a railway in!o that district the producer IS more favorably sItuated than those in another district, probably only 30 or 40 miles from
Melbourne, where, without that access to the citv
market, the cost of haulage makes production mlprofitab.le. :ra~e, for instance, the N arbethong:Marysville dIstnct, and compare ,that district with
the Gembrook distr~ct. Gembrook is bad enough
when you get any dlstance away from the line, but
there is a railway line in that district; whilst in
regard to the N arbethong-Marysville district, so far
as production is concerned, there is a haulage right
into Healesville
9926. The Railways Standing Committee have
proposed a railway line from Sandringham to Black
Rock, and that railway, if constructed, would only
he constructed on ·the condition that the land IS
fO::ll1d, and any deficiency in the working of the
::ulway made' up by the local residents ?-Yes, and
It would be a very good illustratiOll of the practical
me of it; but there, again, that is parallel with a
muntry district-it is practicallv a country railwav.
There. is a great deal of "aca;)t property between
Sand~lI1gham and Black Rock, and it is onlv a
questIOn of adding so mallY shillings per foot 0;1 to
the value of vacant land, which to-day is not built
upon because of difficulties of access 'to town. Iri
that case the betterment rating would be a verv
much easier task than it would be in the case of
tramway extension starting from the centre. or from
one of the inner suburbs. and running into the outer
(~istrjcts. Let us assume a tr'amway line running
from tYle present cable tramway terminus in Bridge-road along Burwood-road ami Burke-road down to
Canterburv-road. or up Burwoocl-Tfl::\d ~ncl a10nr;;
Camberwell-road ancl out to Burwood, how is a betterment rate to be ascertained and fi};ecl equitably
between the land on the top of Camberwell Hill
and the land in Burwood?
9927. I understand that the principle is to be applied by Act of Parliament in the case of the Collingwood railway; the principle was passed into
bw?-If it were, I am not aware that it was ever
administered. I am speaking now of the difficult v
of administration, and I started off by sayinig th;t
the difficulty of administration seems to me to make
the clause proposed a useless one.
9928. Would you, before the Tramway Trust was
createli, regard the insertion of that clause as uselESS, :md. its administration impracticable, would
y~)ll nr,t gIve power to the Trust to apply that prinCiple of' betterment ('--Empowering the Trust would
do no harm; but I think the power would be of
no use, and I do, not know any precedent for it.
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If the Colling\vood and Clifton Hill Railway Act
contains such ,1 clause, I am under the impression
that the illustration strengthens my argument.
If
you are going to treat the betterment rate as a
charge on the muni.:ipality as a whole, to make up a
deficiency in the working expenses of a line, that is
somewhat a different matter, because it is onlv a
qutstion ot the line paying for itself, and the betterment rate goes. It is also a charge which is much
more easily ascertainable, whether equitable or not,
in dealing with a district, in fixing a lump sum
which that district shall guarantee towards working
expenses. I suppose the guarantee on the St. Kilda
and Brighton line might be considered from one
point of view as a betterment rate; but, as far as
I know, there is no betterment rate on the land in
Elwood and the North Brighton district.
9929. What is suggested is that it might or might
not be advisable to empower a Tramway Trust or.
other tramway authority created to impose such
a betterment rate on properties that were manifestly
increased in value by the tramway?-As I have
every confidence in the Trust, I could not raise a
word of objection to intrusting that body with power
to .do so; but I feel sure that it will be of no practical benefit in regard to a betterment rate applied
to individual properties along or in proximity to the
rout'e of the tramway. Then, again, at the terminus, to what extent beyond the terminus should
properties be included as chargeable?
9930. To the extent to which the properties were
benefi ted by the tramway?-That reads very well
on paper, but let us, as individuals, start out to
administer the conferred power. It seems to me
that is the only sound way to test the merit of a
.
clause in an Act of Parliament.
9931. I think, although I am not familiar with
the administration of it, that that is the principle
provided for in the case of new railways (-Has it
ever been given effect to in regard to railways anywhere near the metropolis, or big provincial centres,
is it not only imposed in regard to country lines?
Then I point out the great disparity between the
two cases. In the one it is a matter of hundreds
of thousands of acres of land, for the produce
f10m which a means of transport to market has
been provided, and it is easy to calculate that on
all lands within a radius of a certain distance from
the station shall bear so much per cent. per acre.
9932. If I understand you aright, the point you
wish to make is·that the principle may be the same
ill both country and town; but, while in the country the carrying of the principle into effect is practicable, in the towns it is impracticable (-I think
the principle is impracticable anywhere in towns, or
to a metropolitan passenger tramway system, in
comparison with a railway system.
9933. Under the Local Government Act municipalities are empowered to impose separate rates
which contain the betterment principle?-Yes, but
not for tramways, so far as I know. When you
come to improvement works, you see the situation
is' different. If you can imagine (what we have
not had here) the purchasing of a slum area, you
can easily see that if you are going to wipe that
spot out 'of existence, you are going to reconstruct
or re-lay ouf that area, providing wide streets and
encouraging the erection of good business premises.
In that case there may well be an improvement rate
of so much in' the £1 charged over .a period of
years on all properties within a certain distanoe
from this area of land.
0934. The business of an hotel in that case mig-h'
he materially decreased owing to the change of the
character; would it not?-That would be an import~nt fa~tor, and only supports my argument regardmg dlfficulties attendant upon the imposition
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of a betterment rate. What is the effect of the different value put on the place? I do not see how it
will be possible to obtain an equitable administration of that rate over the properties affected.
9935. In connexion with separa.te rates, has the
difficulty been found insuperable ?~No, because the
circumstances are so entirely different.
You are
referring to the power to strike improvement rates;
that is for "certain specific works which are being
carried Ollt by the cOllncil within a limited area,
the 'effect of such work will be patent upon all the
wrrounding properties up to the expenditure laid
down; hut that will be of' benefit to the property
rather than to the personal businesses being carriec!
on. It is quite possible that in the case of an hotel
depelIdent upon a bar trade, that the business would
be decreased, owing to a complete change in the
locality, and it may materially affect the business
of the, "hotel; but, on -the other hand, through the
abolition of' two or three hotels in that particular
block, there may be a considerable improvement,
and if the principle of a betterment rate'is adopted
there must, in equity, be the principle of a worse,ment rate, which, I am perfectly certain, makes it
lInadministerable. A very striking instance of this
is the city of Birmingham.
When the council,
many years ago, reclaimed what might be termed
the slum area in the central part of the city, it laid
out a fine wide street, called Corporation-street.
The properties in that street were an ,leased for a
term of years nn'der the building lease principle,
and" there is now one of the finest streets that you
could wish to see in' ariy provincial city in Great
Britain. It leads up from one of the main railway
stations. A striking fact that I discovered was
that this work most seriously injured the business
value of a parallel street close by, because it transferied the trade which used to be on that street
into "Corporation-str~et, which is now practically
the main artery, from a business point of view.,
The benefits arising from that scheme were very
patenl, and the application of the betterment principle would be more easy in a case like that than
it would be in the case of a tramway.
I think
evidence has been tendered to the Commission in
regard to the administration of a betterment rate in
the Old Country.
The London County Council
found very considerable difficulty in regard to that
matter; and Manchester also has the principle in
one of the Acts relating to that city, but it is expres~ly lirrrited to pairticular improvement works
which are mentioned. The Manchester Improvement Act of 1894, which was passed to deal' with
the widening and improving of certain streets and
the extension of Hulme Hall-road, refers to the
matter as follows (page 30T of the Manchester
municipal" code, vol. 2, 1895) :-" And whereas the
street improvements first! y and secondly described
ill and authorized by this Act, including those referred to in or 'arising out of the scheduled agreement (a) (in, this section referred to as 'the improvement ') will be effected out of public funds
charged over the whole city, and will, or may, substantially and permanently increase in value lands
in the n"eighbourhood of the above-mentioned street,
improvements which will not be acquired for the
purpose therecif, and it is reasonable that provision
should be made under which, in respect or in' consideration of such increased value, a charge should
be placed on such'land. Therefore the following
provisions shall have effect, provided that the same
shall not be put into force" unless the corporation
bv resolution of the council within two vears after
the 'passing of this Act' (b) determine so to do:(c) (r) All lands within the limits marked on the
deposited plan as 'limits of di-i,ision and of land
to b_E: acquired' in relation to the improvement, but

which shall not be purchased and taken by the corporation under the powers of this Act shall be
liable to have an 'improvement charge placed on
such lands or some of them (in accordance with the
provisions hereinafter set forth) in respect or in
consideration of any substantial and permanent in:
crease in value which it is clearly shown to be derin'::! from the improvement; (2) At least two
months bdore the corporation commences anv part
of the improvement, and as soon after the passing
of thi~; Act (a) as the corporation think fit the corporation shall make under their seal a specification
(b) of all the lands upon which they propose to
place a charge, and which they desire' to include
iIi the assessment hereinafter mentioned."
The
conditions are then set out.
'9936. Do you think a worsement rate is a necessary cOl1lplement to a betterment rate ?-Yes, in regard to any tramway undertaking which ruIIS
through a district partly built on, partly a bu'silIess "street and partly dealing with vacant land,
which,ncccssarily, will get an improved market
value.
9937, In connexion with improvement rates which
are "betterment rates, do you think a worsement
compensation should be provided for in cases of
that kine! ?--l do not think so, speaking off-haIld.
The circumstances are so very different. Is not the
improvement rate there something which is chargeable upon all the properties abutting upon the par ..
ticular improvement?
9938. There is a fairly rough-and-ready way, but
there is no idea of apportioning it in a refined
way, according to the equities of the matter?-I
think that is limited to work which might be called
really, street or locality irriprovemeIlt work. and
not to any means of transport or traction. T have
pointed out it is easier, and is possible of administration under those limited conditions.
0939. I could appreciate the difficulties of administration, but I fail to see, as a matter of principle, that a worsement compensatioll is necessarily
a complement of a betterment rate?-Take the case
of BIrmingham, which I cited, as an illustration.
9940. The same work which raises the values
of one set of properties may depreciate the values
of another set, and it does not follow as a logical
consequence that there should be compensation in
the one case if there is an improvement or betterment rate in force in the other ?-It would be, as
a matter 6f fact',;)f a proper valuation be made,
because the 'valu'ator would have to take into consideration, in making his valuation, the effect upon
properties of carrying out the improvement.
994I. To that extent only j but properties that
were not increased in value at all would have to
pay, say, IS. in the £1, or Id, in the £1, and
those that were increased in value would have to
p:ly only IS. in the £1, or 1d. in the ,£1, tllat
is, in the one case, where there was no increase
in value. there would be" a rate struck, and in the
case that there 'was an increase of value, the same
rate would be struck, that is; over the whole property ?-I s there not a difference between, an im-,
provement rate, so called, and a betterment rate, so
called? The term "improvement' rate" h~s n(}t
been applied to railway schemes that i am ;]ware
of, and certainly not to tramway schemes,
0042, 1 think the principle is the same, is' it
not ?-Personally, I do not' think it is, because
aa improverrient is a rate charged a"t so much per
£1 on a'municipal valuation of the whole property within a certain district, a betterment charge,
taking the term- strictly, would be a charge imposed
only 'where there was' a betterment to particular
properties.
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· 9943. I think the justification for improrement
rates is that the properties spoken of generally are
bettered. I can quite understand some of them
are not, and, in fact, I have a case in view now
wiJere the property has been actually depreciated,
yet it has to pay an improvement raLe. Nerertileless, I think the principle is '3ound that hard cases
make bad law, is not that so?---'The English practice appears to be to make these improvement rates
apply to such improvements, for instance, as the
constructiori of a bridge. An Act passed in J 895
empowered the London County Council to make a
new approach to the Tower Bridge on the southern
side of the River Thames, and a specilic power was
given to make a betterment charge within an area
extending a certain distance from that particular
bridge. The London County Council itself foend
a tremendous difficulty in carrying out the principle, alld 1 would like the members of the Com·
mission to read a publication of the London County
Council dealing with the matter. It is too long to
put in the notes of the evidence, because there are
some pages of it. The following is an extract from
the report of the London County Council for the
year :-"In 1895 Parliament approved the principle of (Betterment,' and the Council resolved to proceed with certain improvements.
The improvements considered by the Council
have been classed unCler the two heads of
, County' and 'Local.' 'County
improvements' are those undertaken by the Council.
usually with a contribution from the local
authority. In respect of these improvements it
is frequently necessary to obtain a special Act
of Parliament. Included under this heading
are those improvements \"hich can be held to
be of general adv::lntage to London, the work
always consisting of the formation of a new,
or the widening of an existing, main thoroughfare. 'Local improvements' are those undertaken by the Local Authorities in London, and
in these cases the Council is generally
asked to give a statutorv consent and
to contribute towards the cost. In some
cases, such as the widening of the Stranel,
and of certain streets within the Citv
of London, the improvement, although executed
by the Local Authorities, might, from the
nature of the traffic, be more properly
classified as a 'County' improvement. The
term 'local' also includes· smaJI improvements, not involving the obtaining of parliamentary powers, which the Coullcil sometimes
nndertakes, ,uch as improvements uncler the
Metropolis Management Acts."
(" Information as to the netion ta kell hy
the Council with reference to the betterment
principle will he found ill (H iston' 0"
London Street TmprovemelHs, 18:;5-1897,'
pp. 168 to 1]2, [Incl· 175 and 1/6.")
It then goes on to show that further efforts were
made to get the principle brought into force.
In
1894 the Bill which I just quoted was introduced.
The difficulties were exceedingly great there, and
I want to point out distinctly that in none of those
r.ase:; is it in regard to any improvements in the
form of ,tramway or railway construction. Whi],r
a. hedy which i~ intrusted oy Parliament with a
power to construct a large tramway system necessarilv must have the coniidence of Pa,rliament and
the j)cople; the clause might be put in the Bill.
but I still think it will be waste paper. ff the
clause has been put in the Colling\vood Railway
:Bill, it is there still, bllt nothing has come out of
it. Perhaps the best illustration of our own is the
St. Kilda and Brighton tramway. There is not a
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sludow of doubt that, as regards a portion of the
country through which that line runs, it has made
a tremendous improvement in the capita,l value of
the properties. Take, for instance, the property
Which lies in the immediate vicinity of the powerhouse, and which, perhaps, is furthest removed
from the Elsternwick railway station. It has now
~ tram passing close to it.
The property in that
\'icillity must have improved in yalue yery considerably, but I have not yet heard of an attempt, although the Government itself has been expending,
I think, some £80,000 or £roo,ooo on the Elwood
improvements, to get a L'Ol1tribution from any printe property in the vicinity.
9944. If, instead of the Government tr:umvay
belllg con"tructed, the municipality had, in certain
circumstances, construc,ted [I road or a footpath
[liong the line of that tramway, and that road 01
fOCJtpath had caused the same change in v[llu;,: th[lt
the tramway has, under the present law, I think,
the municipality would have been entitled to levy
it separate rate j is not that so ?-l do not think
~U, 011 any Crown ro:td.
The tram runs along a
Crown road. But even if it were a private road, it
is the cost of the work itself which is charged
against the people, and only those abutting on it, I
rhink.
9945· r ha"e always been under the impression
that it a footpath is asphalted it comes under the
Local Government Act ?-No, the owner of the property in front of which is asphalted is chargeable
tot half the cost of work and labour done. It is
not a betterment rate at alL Supposing it is decided to asphalt a footpath along three blocks of
land, that is of immense benefit to the man who
lives oil the fourth block, but he pays nothing, '11·
though he uses the footpath.
9946 . Why is a man whose property it adjoins
asked to pay. It is purely on the ground that his
property is improved ?-No, take the Health Act.
If a whole street is under the provisions of the
Health Act, the owner is bound to contribute, not a
part, but the whole. That is not an improvement
rate. As regards the English Acts, I should not
have referred to them only that evidence had been
put before the Commission on the matter, and I
thought that the members would like to be cognisant
of them.
9947· Have you considered through what streets
it would be advisable, or possible, to construct new
tram lines ?-Speaking in general terms, I think
there [Ire certain districts which stand out prominently, certain areas which, at the present time, are
not provided with either railway or tramway facilities, but which, owing to the growth of population, are suffering from a lack of those facilities.
Those districts should certainly first be deal t with.
The direct northern districts "are provided for by
certain lines.
Taking Brunswick, you have the
Rrunswick railway and the Brunswick tramway,
but on going further east you strike the Rathdownstreet tram, with a good deal of country in between,
and it might be expedient to run another tramway
out north along Lygon-street. You could probably
then divert either east or west into the extreme end
of North Fitzroy, or what is termed East Brunswick. The line would run past the cemetery if it
were continued from Elgin-street.
It is a place
which has [In immense traffic, and would probablv
be of very great advantage.
9948. By Mr. Dureau.-Are there not buses running along there ?-No. I think there is a bus
cunnected with Rathdown-street on the extreme
.
north, which runs to Brunswick.
9949· By the C!lairman.-Would it be :1 better
policy to continue the North Carlton tram, turning
to the west, and then out to East Brunswick, vid
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Lygon-~treet,

or to commence to serve East Bruns\yick by continuing the present Lygon-street
tram along Lygon-street to East Brunswick?
-:-There i~ no Lygon-street tram, there is no
trani after you re<:tch Elgin-street. Then when you
get out into the north-eastern districts you get
round to the extension of the present Clifton Hill
line. That ~xten:;ion might prove to be exceedingly
serviceable ,if continued along towilrds Heidelberg,
and might come into competition with the Heidelberg railway line. As to the eastern suburbs, there
i, an immense growth of population extending out
to lim: Hili; bllt there are large areas which are
stili available for growth. For inst:1nce, take the
district of Canterbury, whi~h might be served hy
the Victoria-street tram line, with an electric e:densiOIi
right up to Barker's-road,
,
. or thereaoouts.
'
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9950.
that in addition to the tram already
authorized -up Cotham-road ?-l did not h;lYe
Cotham-road in mind. Probably the BarkerJs-road
tram might suffice, or Cotham-road might be still
better, and tap ,"Vhitehorse-road, when it gets to
Camberwell. Any tramway that would extend
round ·to peepdene and to Balwyn wouid open up
a lot of country;' As a principle those extensions
should be made where there are not at the present
time propel facilities. That would tend to open
up counhy very considerably, and would produce
an immediate benefit to the muniCipality. There
!TI3 y be extensiot:tsor new lines even within the
area of the present cable service; but 'certainly the
order of preference should be for areas outside that,
and I should say that the first work of the new
Tramways Trust would be to deal with the question of extensions into the outer areas, or new lines
running from railw,ay stations in those aleas. As
to the district out to Burwood, ta,ke the present
horse tram line up Riversdale-road, and assume, for
the momqlt, that that was electrified and extended
up Riversdale-road until it strikes Camberwellroad, and along Camberwell-road out to Burwood,
with a branch going along Burke-road towards Gardiner j that would open up a tremendous area, and
would give facilities for those people getting to
town which' they certainly have not now, and which
IYould, I think, very largely benefit the tram service
a;;; a whole.
.'
,9951. Dq you think that if a Tramway Trust is
created it should proceed with the construction of
chose extensjons, or new tramways, before proceeding \dth the electrification of our cable system?pealing with that purely as a principle, I do not
think it is at all incumbent npon the Trust to dea I
with the electrification or improvement of an existil)g system, .and concentrating its energies on that
practically. in preference to conferring facilities on
the outer areas which have no tram communication
ll-t a'lI, The benefit of the electrification of the
inner area would not be so great for the pe:)ple
in that area as a provisional means of transport into
districts where they have ).lothing at all to-day. If
~t sl)ould t,ranspite that the electrificati9n of dne
:the line~ would be a considerable improvement,
aI!d a very consiclerable aiel to carrying out one of
tl,le . extenSIons, and an important one, to an outer
distr:ict, then the electrification of that particular
section might become one of the first .duties of the
Tru1)t, But 1 think it should be done, so far as
the urgency of the work is concerned, only when
the non-carrying out of, that work would retard the
outer exten5ion.
. 9952.' Take the Flinders-street line to Richmond

bri?g~, t?a,t ~?, such a' line you are thinking of,

whIch mIght' mfiuence ~he,' j::onstruCtion of certain
exterisions?:....-IC is 'a case which ',vould have that
•

•

"

•

~
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meaning, though I do not think it is at all a necessity to provide electric communication with the district of Burwood that the present Flinders-street
line must be electrified. The extension to Burwood
need not be delayed until the electrification of the
Flinders-street line. The mere changinig from one
car to the. other is not a very serious rna tter, it may
be somethlllg to 00 avoided later on. The changing
from the cable tram to the horse car is a very
trifling inconvenience to the individual travefJing, as
against the delay owing to his not being able to
get the outer facilities at all. I would point out
th:lt one of the first things the Tramway Tru~t will
have to consider will be, what is electrification going
t.) n;eall, as a whole,' to the complete area.
I take
it thJt the Trust can only deal with the electdication
question as one big principle, and one of the first
things whleh would have to be considered would be
t,) see where it is' going to get its power from, and
how it is going to obtain that power to ,best suit
the whole area.
9952A. If you notice the evidence of Mr. DUIlcan, consulting engineer to the Tramways Trust, he
says that the cable tramways could run up to a
spt:t:d of 15 or 20 miles an hour, and that he did
nut think that, if he only proposed to
for the
present tnffic, that would materially increase the
cost of \\'Drking, because a less n~mber of cars
would carry the same number of passengers as are
carried now. If Mr. 'Duncan be right, and our
c,,-ble tramways can be run without material increase of cost' by alteration of engine houses up to
15, or, i! necessary, 20 miles an hour, do you thin~'
that senousl y affects the desirability or otherwise
of the early electritication of these cable tram\~avs?
I think it would very materially affect' it.
After all is said and done, the main beneficial resl!lt of electrification is increase of speed, so far as
I understand the matter. The other questionsthe class of car, and such like-are small factors.
I think the advantages of electrification, as connected with a system like our cable system, is only
a question of inereasing the speed, and if you can
ohtain such an appreciable increase in the speed
as suggested by 1'I'II. Duncan J you have, to a Yery
great extent, to my mind, removed the objections
t(. the cable trams as against electric trams.

9953. By Mr. Champiotl.-Mr. Duncan does not
recOI.mnend a
up to 15 miles an hour, but
conSiders the present average speed to be sufficient?
- I will deal with that phase of the question
directly. .
9954. It is not a que:;tion of getting increased
speed with el~tric traction J so much as being able
to use tllat speed when required, that is the point,
and we 'Calltlot do it with a cabie system ?-Of
course, the speed of a cable system is uniform; but,
after all, when you say you cannot get it when
required, you have a limitation of the speed of an
eiectric car.
9955. In a modern equipment of electric traction
the point is to. get a speed of 20 miles an hour
I agree with you, and that bears out what I say.
The main issue is the ability to obtain a certam
speed, to be used or not, as occasion requires.
9956. So far as the cable system is cOHcerned,
jf you put in a .power to have an increased speed
up to 15 or 20 miles an hour, tlint has to be maintained in the heart of the city?-No, a separate
speed in the beart of the city, and a separate speed
in the outer areas, On the Richmond line you have
two rates of speecl.
9957. There is no such difference in speed as,
say, from 8 miles to 25 miles an hour ?-I was not
dealing with' the merits of converting a cable tram
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into a 2o-miles-an-hour service. I wits only dealing with the aspect of the cable service being carried up to 15 miles an hour in the outer portion
of the cable track. k great deal of the difficulty
which exists to-day would be removed, certainly for
the time peing, ancl remove the necessity for imme,diate electrification, if the speed were increased in
the outer areas.
.9958. By tlte Chairmall.-1 think of all men iri
Melbourne, Mr. Duncan shOt!lcl be the man best
qualified to advise us on that 'point ?-l recogf)ise
that Mr.' puncap ~nows as much about that system
as any man in the State.
9959. By flfr.· Sol~y.'-You say the only reason
for electrifying the cable tram service is to gain
speed
that is the principal reason.
The
principal reason is a qll~stion of spe~d. The ad~
vantage of having a reserve of power in your car
that you can use for emergency purposes, or for ::my
purpose, is in favour of the electrical system, as
against the limitation of the cable system.
9960. So far as speed is concerned, the direc=
tors of the Cable Tramway Company have said distinctly through their officer that it would be inadvisable to incre;lse the speed of' the <;:able tram,
because, in their opinion, if you increase the speed
it would be disadvantageous to the citizens j so that
gets away from your principle ?-No, I do .not think
it does. Compare the electrical tram running along
George-street, Sydney, with ,an 8-mile cable tram
here, but I do not t\link, that justifies the statement
.that you must not run a tram more than 8 miles in
the city.·
'
9961. By the Chairman.-We have cable trams
running T 3 miles an hour ?~Only in outlying sections, ~nd· gnly where a second cable operates.
There are two systems on the' St. Kilda-road, and
OJ] the Sydney-road, and, you will find when you
change £rom one 'system to the other it is then that
yqu
an increased power. Of cours~, I am speaking subject to correction by Mr. Duncan.,' I think
~ great improvement can be effected in the speed of
~he present syst~m. bv introducing, and strictI y carry'
mg out, the prll1C1ple of less ,stoppages.
9962. That. wpu]d apply equally, whether we have
af\ electrical or cable tram system ?-:-No, because
with the electrical system they will not do anvthing
els,e than have certain stopping places. With' the
cable. system we have Qeen practically doing what
we, like, and if we had been educated to the electric liEe stopping at certaiI) defined points, we would
haxe a big improvement in tramway Vaffic now.
996:,. Do you suggest that it is inevitable that
~V~ should not stop in the cen,tres of blocks with the
el€£trica) system ?-I do not SilY ~entres of blocks.
:They, have defined points, arid the trams will not
stop anywhere else; but our tram cms will stop
. '
almost at any place.
,9964. 'OU;f ,cable tram cars will stop in the centre
of a block, say,. between Eliznbeth-street and, Swanston-street. . In doing so, they sacrifice the average
speed, but it is a: great pllblic convenience, and the
onlv question is, whether what we pay for the convenience is too great ?-In: mV opinion, as a 1ayman, there is nO necessity for the second stop at the
intersection of the street. What is gainea by stopping at both sides of a cross street? When the car
is pulled up at the, inner side, it takes on its passengers, and wh~n it- getR: its ,signa Lto nroceed. why
not go on to the ,next stopping pl~ce?
.,
9<l6q. It is a convenience, but I do not say it, iR
desirable to prov.ide such conv:eniences as that;' but
does 'it' not save the necessity of a number of people
crossing' a crowded streetr-It possibly does save
the 'decessityof a number of, people crossing a
c1'0wded ~treet. and there may be two or three sec-,

tions in the city of Melbourne, where, for that
reason,. it would be beneficial j but I think I can
say with sorne confidence that if an electric system
i~ introduced, you will have fewer stoppages than
there are with our ,cable system to-day.
9966. Do you mention that as an argument
against the adoption of the electrical system ?-No j
but I think it is a thing we mllst be prepared for,
the electricnl car is 110t going to pull up at our
front door.
9967. Why should not the policy of stopping
\,here required be adopted in regard to the electrical
system as for the cable sv:stem?-The universal experience is that in all 'electrical systems there are
:;pecialstopping places for the trams, and in no
case that I know of can you get on the tram but
at those points.
.
.9968. Do you admit that stapping on the two
SIdes of a cross street on certain blocks is a convenience ?-I know only two places in the city of
Melbourne where it may be a convenience, and that
is at the intersection of Collins-street bv Elizabethstreet and Swanston-street. Th'ose are the only two
places where this is any appreciable benefit. But
at William-street you can get off at one side of the
street· and get on at the other. I .am only saying
that the change I suggest would improve the convenience of tmvelling without affecting anybody's
convenience appreciably.
I think I am perfectly
right when I Ii:ly that with an electric system there
are clearly defined stopping points.
9969. By 1I1r., Cltampion.-Why could not that
be so with the cable system ?-I agree with you.
If the cable trams took the people up' at definite
stopping points, it wouid be a good thing to reduce
the time 0.£ the journey, and would improve the
rrite of speed. When you go off a cable car on to
the St. Kilda and Brighton electric tram, the change
1'> apparent at once. You have to go to where there
is a stopping place, in order to get on the tram or
get off.
9970. By the Clwirman.-I do not think it is
any more it necessity under the electric system than
the cable system, it is purely a matter of mana::;ement ?-:-:-I do not say it is any more of a necessity, I am sayjng it is the usual practice.
9971, If :Mr. Duncan be correct that the maximum of speed of the cable trams could be increased
tip to IS miles an hour, without any material additio!1al cost in working, do you think that would
be an important factor as reg1!-rds the time within
which the cable system would be electrified ?-I can
say that if that were done with regard to the outer
portions of the district, wbere the travelling is
slo\\' , it would remove one of the difficulties of the
c:lble system. I may say, also, that when' you
come to speak of the' electrification of the present
cable tram serviCe, I would like to point out that
the company's lease is limited to five years.
9972. Do you approve of the electrification of
our cable tramways ?-Yes, in time:
9973. What advantages would result from the
electrification of our cable tramwavs?-The first
advantage would be uniformity of Jsystem, but I
am going on the assumption that there will be no
That
new tramways except electric tramways.
being so, the, flrst thing that strikes me is uniformity
of system, and continuity of journey without transfer. Of course, continuity (If journey without tr,ansfer will on Iy app! y to certain lines, because with
the main artery it does not follow that every car
travel11ng ~long that main artery is going on to all
the extensiOIis. A certain amount of transfer will
be' necessary.
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9974. Take the Flinders·street line, one br,mch
run up to Church-street, another to Coppinstreet, and another up High-street, Kew ?-Yes j
but the moment yOU want an efficient service on
those outer lines, there is the danger of an almost
continuous service 011 the inner liile.
There are
cases where, it would be preferable to have two
lines coupled up at a particular point, and the passengers transferred.
9975. You, say that the system of transfers at the
Victoria Bridge, quite apart from the system itself,
i, very rudimentary?-'-There would be a difficulty
so long as ~;ou have two different systems. I agree
that the two systems should be brought right tdongside. The present system on the Flemington-road
line is absurd. There you have a tram line terminating on the southern side of the railway line,
while the electrical tramway commences on the
northern side.
9976. Do you think it will be essential, within
a few years, to electrify the cable tram service?I do not think that anv Trust would maintain the
two services after a reasonable period lias elaPsed.
Bv reasonable period, 1 mean a period of time
thllt would allow the ill1dertaking developing so
that the Trust might, in the first place, go ahead
with their extensions, and electrifY. the other portiol! piecemeal, as most urgently required.
With
the provision of a' power-house, each inclividual
line could be electrified then, according to the
greatest benefit to be derived.
9977. What advantages do you expect to gain
by electrification of our cable system?--The first advantage that appears to me is uniformity of system
and continuity of journey without hindrance"6f any
kind. Speed, 1 think, is another factor, as mentioned by Mr. Champion just now, that is, having
the necessary power within the car which you could
utilize when required.
9978. Vi7hat maximum speed do you think could
safely be allO\\'ed ?-I would not take the responsibility, of naming the mileage rate. Experts hav-e
given you evidence, but, as a layman, the speed
that appeals to me is J 5 miles an hour at the
outside.
9979. One of our Judges has laid down the rule
that IS miles an hour with a motor car up Toorakroad is safe, but beyond that speed would be dangerous east of Chapel-street?-Yes, but the argument used there is the number of intersecting
streets. If you are going much faster than that
a pedestrian has only about 12 feet of footpath, and
6 or 8 feet of roadway, to cross when he is crossing
a street before the car is upon him.
9980. Would you say that the maximum speed
should be from 12 to I5 miles an hour?-T would
say from TO to T 5·
998r.· In Sydney we \vere told that the maxinlllm
speed there was .IS miles an hour anywhere in the
system ?,-I do not think that would he the caSe any\;here in the system.
.
9982. What do you think should be the maximum
speed within the aren served by our cable tram
system ?-On the Flinders-street line, in going up to
Elizabeth-,treet, or fr0111 Queen-street to Russellstreet, YOll would necessarily have t(, have c~m
siderable control over your speed; but, after passing
Russell-street, if there is :1mthing to be gained.
there is no reason why YOU should 1l0t travel verI'
much faster: Beyond't11at point. vou have n small
traffic, ;lI1cl no considerable residential popUlation
that wants to board the tram.
9983'. Do Vall suggest that that speed, should be
15 miles an hour ?-T do not suggest it.. YOll could
nm 1t up to I5 miles an hour.
fifty

9984. if !Ill'. Duncan~ays -that c'able' tr*ms <;:~.n
be run at IS miles an hour; wQuld you say there
would be an ,advantage gained in speed by dectrify~
ing the lines?-Not within that '1 rea. 'With the electric trams you can get the speed, but you may n.ot
be able to use it j with the cable tram you cannot
help yourself, except by way of increasing the' power
of the cable.
'
.
9985. What 1 am suggesting 1S that if we can get
as high a maximum speed within the cilble, area by
the cable tram service as by an electrical tram service, then it becomes a question ,what is to be gained
by electrification., You have indicated one thin'g,
and that is that the electric svstem is better under
control than the cable systeIl), 'or something to that
effect?- YOll can get a more ,varied service with the
electrical system; with the cable system you cannot
get a varied service, your engine-driver is the controller of the section, and his engines are giving so
many revolutions a minute, an9 you travel ~o many
miles an hour, and that speed you have to travel
unless the gripm<'1n puts a strain upon the cable,
which is not justified.
9986. Take the cable line from Richmond, and
the line along Gertrude-street, there is no occasion
for a high speed along those lines, is ti!ere?-dldo
not think a high, speed is necessary in the central
part of the city. .
9987. Do YOll ,think ,that in Bourke-street;
Swanston-street, and Elizabeth-street there would be
anything gained by electrification from any point of
view?-Not from the point of view of speed; there
is the only other- point J have mentioned, a continuous s y s t e m . ' ,
9988. Apart from that, do you think there would'
be .any advantage ?-It does not appeal to me at
present.
.
9989. Do you think that our,cable tramways should
be electrified, even at a cost of £r,50o,000 or
'£2.000,000, if you can get the speeds mentioned
by Mr. Duncan by altering the position of the eng-ine-houses ?-I do, not think the immediate electrification of the cable tramwavs is warranted. I think
the ftrst work in ,electrification shmild be the
opening up of new Hnes, and when the Trust is in
possession of the pr'adieal experience consequent upon
that. it will ,also have practical experience of any
disadvantages which may then exist in the cable
service.}~,n()ther reason why electrification might
safely be allowed to reqJain for ,a period
that
the new Trust would be provided with.a steady
revenue from the cable ,system, .nnd a -"ubstantial one
from the start, IYithout am- . appreciable increa:;e in
capitai cost.
That would be a great' adv[jntage
from a Trustpqint of view.
It, would utilize that
money to meet the ,working expenses of the whole
scheme.
Any work of construction would be done
011t of c..a,pita 1.
"
.
9990. 'What would. be the advantage to the rrust
9f having those largerevenuesyollspeak of, if they
are not utilized for the .construction ,of. new tramwavs ?-Thev will pay interest and sinking fund on
ne\~' lines which are. beill!; constructed; !;Jut which
will not 'pay for themselves, For
tin1e.
Let us
assume .a .profit of £J,20,000 frrJl11 th~ cable system
as against its working expense" and, probablv it is
hetween £120,,000 .and £T'30,000'to-da)~.
That is
what is being pai(i to .the .Trust as sinking fund and
interest.
Before. the termination of the lease, viz.,
in 1.9T4. there will, it,is understood; be no necessity
for. thesefurther Pilvments., There wmile! therefore
he the profit at present paid to the shareholders, a'nd.
in additi.Ot1" theaInount. which ,is' nt present' being
paid .to the Tramwavs Trust, whiCh would become
profit in. the hands cif the new Trust
enable it
to provide interest and sinking '[lindon the dtpital
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expenditure necessary for providing the powerhouse, rolling-'stock, &c., of the new scheme.
It
would also make up for any deficiency in working
eX'penses on new lines, which should be run as early
as possible, even if some be run at a loss. It is for
that reason that the outer areas will derive an appreciable benefit from the inner areas, as the inner
areas are handing over to the new Trust a definite
and assured revenue, anything up to £250,000 a
year, for tran;t\vay purposes' within the whole area
of the Trust.
9991. Those profits could not be used for paying
the interest on the cost of construction of the new
permanent ways, could they?-J. think what J. have
just said shows the justification for that charge on·
the individual municipality. When the outer municipality," being responsible for the' cost of interest
and sinking fund on its permanent ways, has at its
nisposal, without any payment whatever therefor, the
use of the profits from the cable system, to enable
a new line to be worked even at a loss, the advantage
is very great. Let us assume a Trust starting with
nothing but new lines. If will have to borrow the
whole of its capital; it will have to charge against
its revenues all the interest and sinking fund on
these new lines, and they will have to carry the
whole of the working expenses. J think I may say,
therefore, that it is very manifest that if the new
Trust had no other source of revenue. it would have
an tlphill job; but with the cable system going over
to the new Trllst, and being retained as a r.able
system, with outstanding charges Oil capital expenditure and such like, the revenues would he
available for the use of the Trust for the remainder'
of ' the area to Le served, and will certainl y go a
long way, if not the whole way, to provide interest
and sinking fund on the cost of the power-house .for
the whole area, from which not one unit of electri6ty
will De used in the cable a!ea.
9992. If those profits are going to be distributed
on a car mileage basis, how would the Trust have the
.handling of that money for the purpose of paying
interest Oil its capital ?-Becaus,~ the whole uf the
working expenses of the system have to be dealt with
and paid before there are profits to distribute. The
profits on the Flinders-street, or any other line, are
not profits only on that line. The annual expenditure on the Burwood-road, or any other extension
which had been m.ade, would have to be met; and it
,vould be only the amount then available that would
be profits available for distribution.
.
9993. The Act shows that the . tprofit~ could be
used to make up any deficiency in working expenses
on" any line whatever ?-Not only could be, but must
be. On the lines that are running at a dead loss on
wo~king expenses, the losses on those working expenses will be taken hom the profits on a more paving'section before there is any profit at all for di"stribution.
9994. Can you name any new tramways which you
think ought to be constructed before the cable system
is eIectrified, and which, when constructed, will not
meet the interest and sinking fund on the capital
charges mentioned, that is excluding the interest and
sinking fund on the cost of permanent way, and the
'working expenses on that tramway?-I am afraid T
should hardly have sufficient intuitional ability to
strike those ~e\Y lines. One very useful line would
I do
be along the Whitehorse-road to Balwyn.
not know if that line would pay; but, still, it would
At the same
be a yery useful line to construct.
'time, I would not like to say that that line would
not pay. I do not think it would be right to mention any particular line; but I say, its a principle, it
would enable the Trust to construct lines with this
'other source of revenue, to which I have referred,
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available for working expenses, 'but the ronstruction
of which, for financial· reasons, would otherwise
have to be post:jJoned. As soon as the Trust sees
it is expedient, on physic31 grounds, and tor public
convenience, to construct a number of extensions for
the benefit of people in a numLer of different areas,
everything seems to be perfectly sound, except where
is the money to come from? The Trust would prohably hesitate before they would construct those
lines right away, if each of them was going to produce a loss on the \\"Orking, unless they had an
assurance that some of those lines would very soon
give a 'margin of profit; but if they knew they had
profits ovel working expenses coming in from
another portion-the cable portion-of the scheme,
it would be a very great help to them, and would
e;lable them to construct those lines and lUn them,
even at .3 loss, for.a limited number of years, withnut entailing a loss on the general system; an9 that
course would be ,perfectly justifiable in preference
To cite an
to distribution of these other profits.
instance, the Metropolitan Board of Works is carrying out a sewerage scheme at a dead loss. in some
cases, l,ut they do not have to stop their work; and
I do not think anybody is prepared to say that the
blessings of sewerage should not be extended into
areas simply and only because they will not pay.
9995. But YO'I do not ask those outside areas to
pay the interest on the cost of construction after
the revenue is enough to' pay that interest, capital
charges, and sinking fund, and all working expenses ?-At the present moment, the City Council is
paying on the system of sewerage for one area in
the city of Melbourne, interest at 6 per <;:ent. on the
capital cost of its construs:tion, in order to get it
done. That is the City Abattoirs area.
9996. After the revenues are sufficient to provide
for interest and sinking fund on all capital charges
and working expenses, then, if I understand you
;lright, your 6 per cent. ceases?-Yes; but that
would not be so under this Conference Tramway~
s-:heme. Against that payment by the municipality,
there is a set-off, the use of all the profits, and the
continuation for all time of the profits from that
portion of the undertaking on which they have not
beeil asked to pay interest and sinking fund on the
cost of construction. That is the cable system.
9997. Do you think that the great majority of
track miles on new tram lines constructed for a fair
period of years, are likely to pay working expenses,
and interest .and sink~ng fund, on these capital
charges, other than permanent way?-That would
depend on the line. Take the line from Glenferrie
station. For the first mile, it might pay splendidly,
but if you are going to carry it through East Kew,
it may be a dead loss. Yet it may be very essential
and proper to construct that line to-day.
9998. Would you agree that the great majority of
the lines that are likely to be constructed will pay
interest, sinking fund, and working expenses after
they have got properly going ?-It takes something to
do that; and if Y9U are going to adopt the policy of.
opening up, it will not pay at the start. Evidence
was given by Mr. Duncan to the effect that the
Tramway Company run their business on a commercial basis; the policy indicated in the Conference
scheme was travelling facilities for the public of the
metropolis.
9999. By Mr. Solly.-Do you think the municipalities are likely to sacrifice £250,000 profit for
the purpose of extending the tramway system?They have definitely and positively declared, not
only their readiness, but their intention, to do it
by their scheme, and. -they cannot recall it jf that
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Ilcneme becomes law. ,1 aih I:'eter:rlng. to clause 7"
which' says the receipts and expense::; of the whol,:,
system ,are to be pooled,
.
10000. Are the inner ,municipalities likely to sacrifice 250,000 of profit on the present system .for
the purpose of extending the tramway~ystem t() the ',;
outetareas~ and use that profit for paying ipter<,;st
on capital value?-They liay so.in thi~ c:pnference,
scheme.
,
,',""
ioooI. They may say so in. that,scheme,bu~"
Whel] 'it comes to £arrying it out, it ,may, be" dif~
fere'nt?~l do not thirtk yOu :;t):,e, justifie9 in saying
tliat,especially when there, are, men in the Trust
representing those outer areas who, ,will take good
care that the interests' of the, outer, areas in their
several gr01ips will be duJy protectt;d:' ,'1 (Mect to,
you: sa ying , an ything a b01) f tl,lepossibility 0 f any:,
thing' HOt' being carried out, wpich is ii1dicated in.
that scheme. : The'future tramway system is to be
on th~ lines of one metropolitan municipal. tmmway
system, and that. can only, be, give!) ~ffect to by' the
whole cif the revenue, 1:lJ2illg' pQ0led,; and, .by' the
\"hole of the working ex'penses, including, those on.losing -lines also~ being 'pooled: ·There,: is no 'such
thing' as; ,pioi1t;;,vithin :the meaning,of this, scheme
until all the 'expenses of the system :hqve been met.
. 110.002. $1' tlte ('kaim!I111.·-cThere are two things
you want "to pool-interest. a l1d SInking fund onper-,
manent\vay,of new traniways ?---;Ify-oupool 't1,'e
iI}teieshind, sinking fmid on, the \vl,101e undertaking l
thEjI1 ,that would be right ibuf db not forget, t11;] 1
on the large prot1t:mi:tking'portion or: the' ~nqertal(.
ing, that' is, the cable system, "n9 iritere,st )ind .sink-,
inK fund will be chaq~ed against the, systtm, and it
i~ for that reason, that t1~e' schel11e,prQv,ides, for the
outer municipalities beiiig l'eqtiired to' provide the
inter~t' aiic!sinking fil.rid on the ~ostof perri1anent
,yay of eitension$ Q:( alterations; which is a small
portion of 'the, cOqtin 'corinexioll with each extension, " . '
.
"
'
,10.0.03: You said,"spe~killg: qf rinotl1er 'matter,'
thqt, technjCitlly, the inriei mimiciplllities 'havepaid?
~"-Absolutel);,:, and in fact, not tecbilicallx.
~0004. ,How much
has Melbourne '.'paid
could . give you the' figures. When the, 'Trilm\vay
Company's Act was, passed i1)to law; the municipalities decided thaCih{~ \vhole of the prOfits, or moneys'
payable 'to them should accurimlate, and those ,profits have accumulated to the extent of £1,275,138.
That is the amount of sinking, fund· paid" tQ. the
Tramway Trust ana' its accumulations.
; I0005. Take last year, what portion Of the rates
01 t!1e city of' Melbourne, was used fot paying off
the cost' of the construction of the tmmways ?-I
say ,we ga\'e·~up.in 1883, \\'hen the Act was passed,
the right 'to collect from year to year that .very.substantial sum 'of money, in order that it would wipe
off the ,indeb,tedness of a tramway system, and that
we w0)l'(d~ then take over the tramway system as our
asset free, f~om debt. 'Had 'we adopted the first
portion ,of ,~he Tramway's.Act,viz., thl' cryation of
.it Tramways ,Board, we cOl1ld have coil ectl' d Jrom
·yeur,to ,year"a large'portion of the profits made by
·the J:Yamy,ay Company;. After having decided. ~o
Jorm:;this Trust" it was quit~. ,~ithin the power ~f
:the, Tt;tlst, if it obtained an amendment of the Act,
:nbl '..to :u$e;the wl101e of the money i11 liquidation of
loans; they could have got legislative sanction t9
ll~ilize only a'PQrtion of th~ir profit in re'payrrient
,oJ l;)~ns, UJlQ use, fhl'! odier ,portion for. the gelieral
plirp6s(~s ,0f:fhemunicipa.1ities,
.
.
you have got that leave" \\ioul,d l,eave
)lqV,G ~n,granted that the T:u~t should chstnbute
't]:l};lse: Er:ofits ,on 'a carIIlileage basis, or the, basis
mentioned in 'the other portion of the Act; on the
Hllmber of track miles ?-I could not attempt to
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s~y that .. :~\111§~yl§'that the poHey 6tdtstr~but •.
i\lg prol~ts, withoiit~ily: doubt whatever,' would have,
been ,granted,. had it be!;:11 <;lesired,by the muhici'
paUt!es, j 113sl'ni1ch as' ~t is, the uni,;ersa I practice.
anc~ t!l~t.~uni is, as, I sa)'! £1,2,75,T38 to-day., ',~
10007,,}\8 a m,atter ot fact, not olie penny 1.1a~.
passet;! from the revellues of the citY: of Melbourile
tr; '~he )'ralllwa'y ."r'i-ilst, or ai1)' other body" or t6,
any.other tJcrson, ,t9,~ay fortbe i:onstructioll of the,
tr:llmvay . lilies ?:""We ha\'e' no't l)uicl it; btU
l}ave.
put ,(;lUr ,9jeclit against it" alld: we would have. £!lei:
our ,debentures, from our tOWil fund had it been, iie-,
cessa,ry. If,illstead; of devoting o,ui\,;'~~'eIi~~s froiIi~
the con1pany to th.at. pur'pose, we~ h;iCl\.cle,,>;oted, part.
onl y,::and, had (Jlvicjed' the '\:JLIla!lce, , th~il0rdlnaiy.
n~llnic.ipaLre\'e!1,l1e might ha\'eJl'19,.:~P~~U~) i~~yji1eqt,
of "(kb~nl,ures,))Uh we, p.referr~}l tp..a.V<;l.lY-;:lt.tO:qccumu-.
late. T'1l:'~.th<,;iILtl~tr,)ti9n 01 a nurpber"ofn.oil-pri.;dilg,
.,xtension: iines, and the cable',systeiri[l!lying );'pleI}'~,
,iidlY_i , that ,is, a ;vei:y. big... ci:Jl,lCe;>~iQll, "which \V~'S
\'oluntarily~.givel1, ,by the illner, area, th:;tt.the piofd~
from that ,part, :lYlliC;h is payillg"spl~naiqh; should
be de"oteclor go tmyarcls ~eE:ting the li,lssqs on, ihost:
~xtensions. _
,.
", ;:"r:,;;;: '
T000,8; Would, YOll; f¥=gard it as a con~essibn if
the ,inner ]11lll1iC;il)lllities, wer~ ,al!o\yed, to ;,divide up
profits qn a <;ar mil;;age ,9tJsis?',--:No. ' " ,.~. , ; " : ,,;',
JOO,8l)' ' lean Act of ;Pa!:li:rment;wt'lri;!'p~sset:Lemc
powering the-il11}er munic,ipalitit:f5' 9r,the" new Tiam~
Ilay Trust to appropriat~,':for the, Qen¢fit of the'
inner. muuicip:\l ities, "ttl' the, PI:of:its .arlsing,.fn;l1l1, the
cable,~~'~terri'" mQny of, those ipnqr ,mllni~ii)alities
'wol)I'Wl)ot regard thlltas a,co,ncessio!l, woul~ they?
,-·No"it,is a righ.t,. they" w()ulcl "have, but, which. they
volunt'lril)' surrende.r!'!d, to tbenew.Tr,ust. ' I am not
tl'!:illg, to l1lake oU,t -a, ,case, to" support something
which· has' been" clcme, I, am s,iniply, stating the
reasons whv it was Gone, " .
.
rpCHO. :You take y~ur.;stand, on the principle that
th(: inner, muni.cipalities,are morally, as well as
legally, '.the, ,owners, qf.the" present Gable system,
:m~l are 'cntitlec!: to ,all .tpe profits', arising therefrom
pH the, tt:rmination of the.leas",,· and, tl;!ai the outer
municipali,ties, ,nelther morally nor leg;tlly; are entitled to Qlly,share o~ theownershit'i of those tramwa ys, .oJ :to al~'y.sh,are in, the profits?-The answe,
is uninistakablt:., The moral: qU,estion comes in by
reason of the people outside, paying their fares '; but
as to ,the ,legaL as'pect, I say,. certainly there is no
question.
·TCOU. There is the aspect that other municipalities have. been, shut out from tralmvav commimicalion· \yith ' thl',; . city on, acc.ollnt of th~ expenses of
those cable tramways ?-No, they have not bee'ri
shutout" they have all been brought in.
rOOT2. Have they been brought in on a single
fare ?--No, they have two journeys, ,hnt they, .<l:r:e
not shut out from thE: city.
.
100T3. They have ,been shut Ollt fromtheadvant:1ges of'!l continuous, tmm\lay system on account of
the ,expel1ses of the cable srstem ?--They have" not
been shut opt at alL I.f they had choseiL to,(~onc
struct another cable system, they could have joined
on to the existing Cll ble system, and they would' not
have. been, shut out from- the . advantages, J)f a~n~
tinuOlI!; ,journey, 1 'say emphatjcall y " N 9" to ,the
silggestioil that they have been shut out.
,
, (00 I 4. You do not think tha~ the outer suburbs
;h';we lx!en"placecl, ,from their point of view, at any
disadvintage owing, to,expenditure',on the. pres<;'!ii:t
s'ystem?,"':"No j on the (lontrary, th<,:y have been enabled hI' Hie Ttamways,Act: to construct lines, and
,have thereby enabi~(f their 'citizens in the outlying
i)(lltions' to, be ',hrt.;lught into the' city by· connecting
.\vi.th other .tnimwap,o):' r~il\,{lH':s, .at 'acqrpp,aratively
small outlay to themselves.
-, .. .'
-- ,
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· teats. By' JIr. sotly.-Supposing the Sta~e. in
the tirst place; had control of these tramways, do
you think the limitation of the city boundary of
the tramway system would be the same as at pr~·
sent ?-It probably would not have been so far In
some cases, because I do not think the State would
have run the West Melbourne tram line. The tram
lines do lIot stop at the city boundary. They were
extended so far as it was .::onsiderecl a sound commer'cial proposition.
· 100r6. Do yOU think anv extension would have
taken place provided the State owned the tramway,
lis compared with private control, during the .past
tweiHy-five or twenty-six years ?-Emphati.cally no,
ane! that statement is supported by the railway construction. I~ailway construction· has riot been so
rapid as .it sho~ld have been, and distr~cts a:e not
now· served WhlCh should have, been served, In my
opinion; long ago.
10017. Could they have been served by a railway bettir than by a' tramway system ?-That is
quite a mOQt point. "\"hy does not the railway contiDlle ¢own to Black Rock, and why is it left to private' indiyiduals to carry its passengers, which it
lands at Sandringham, on to Black Rock by horse
t'ram\vay?
'
J •
10018. By Mr. Cltampion.-WItll regard to exte.nsions, ~ think it is g~nera\ly admitted that the
extensions will be ,on. th.e systen1 of electric traction-even Mr. Duncan has recommended that-'
a;nd in vie;'v of tht:: desin\bilityof a uniform system
of traction .with a similar type of car for the whole
-"ervice. will not your 'view as to the electrification
of the' cable syste~, or any pan: of it, be affect(".·
by the question of. wQ.at. is the proper and most
economical method for the installation of the whole
of the ~lectric 'system 'from an engineering point
df view?-No, not to the extent that I ,,\as suggesting the delay. I was not suggesting an extended
or. I~ngthy delay in the electrific,,:tion. You will
remember' I said only for the present.
10019. Even your "iew as to that delay might
bE.' mOdified by the fact that vou would have the
possibility of 'having 'skillid advice recom~end~ng
an early electrification of the cable system as desirable, from a finanCial poirit of yiew, in establishing the installation ?-;-From a fiI).ancial point of'
view, yes .
.' 10;20. There may be reasons, for instance, such
as the position of the power-house, the question of
the' supp) y, and distributjon of e}ectricity, which
would leave the expert to advis~ you that electrifica-.
tion of the cable sy~tem should not be too long. deferred from an ~ngineering point of view, and also
from a financial point of view, and in 'that. case.i
presume, .y,our vie\ys .would. bE: modifi.ed ?-I. can
quite cQn<;:eive tha.t a certain thing might be an improvement from an engineering poiQt Qf. view, and
yet any disadvantage. from not adopting that point
of vj~w 1llight be mort: than comp~nsated for by
the benefits arising frpm the fil1ancial. point of vie,,;
for the li.mited period I am speaking of.
· IOOfI. At lny nite, the question should not .be
settled \vithout a due consideration of all the mat·
ters beaiing upon the' question ?-I .shouid imagine
not by the Trust. , 'The.re . one or two matters you
have not pieviou",ly led m~ Oil to, to which I would
like to ref~r .. Mr. Champion has just brought me
to it .. There ,are. two questions whkl1 wO)lld be fac·
fors J.n regarcl to th~ 1llatter of the immediate elecfrification of the cable system, the one the physical
aspect, and. the other the financial o~ policy asp?ct.
The difficulties of these disadvantages, if· any, from
the. physical point of view, such as the changing
from 'one service to the other, \'lould be comparatIvely small, but from the policy or financial point;
~
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of view, I think it would be a very great "Att.antage
to the llew Trust to have the cable system as u ':;'01ng
concern to enable the Trust to go on with its 'work'
ot the whole; and yet have a substantial revenue
coming in.
If the work 5f electrification were
started at once, we could be saddling the Trust
with the immediate expenditure of almost its total
capital in power generation; and, apart from the
charge upon the municipalities, the immense outlay
that wonld be necessary right away to deal with an
immediate and complete electrification of the present c~\ble system would, I think, be a severe financial tax upon the Tmst w~thout any correspo11ding
increased financial' benefit.' That is what I wanted
to make clear.
10022. Any extra cost due to establishing a system of what I' might term the. partial method,
would .be more than compensated for by the increased reveriue to be derived from the extended
use of the cable system
for a limited period.
I cannot 'conceive of any special expenditure due
to the maintenance of the two systems that would
have any effect.
1002 3. There may be in the question of distriI)iition, out 1 am not prepared to say definitely now (
':-No; but you meiltio~ the position of the powerhOllse. What I wanted to indicate is that the mere
bet of the central .(lortion not bE;ing el:ctrifieci need
lIot, and would not, ha \'e any Immedwte effect on
thc location of the power-house, on the assumption
that the one power-honseis going' to supply the
whule of the undertaking .. The site of that powerhOllse is one of the first things to be settled. In the
main the outlay for the feeders and distributing
mains would be llluch the same in either case. It
is a matter that ,,"ould have to be gone ·into.
I
think I did state, as another reason, that it was
the desire of the inner areas that the outer areas
should get the earliest possible benefits of the new
~cheme. Again, electrification' at once would make
it an absolute necessity to purchase the present company's interest in the undertaking. The one thing
follows from the other, and no discretion would be
left with regard to the present company's i.nterest.
I want to put it very strongly that the new 'Trust
must have an entirely free hand, unhampered by
conditions or stipulations as to when, if at all, it
decided to purchase the unexpired portion of the
company's lease. Anything in the shape of immediate cOllversion necessitates, prior to that, the
ownership of not only the freehold, so to speak,
but also the leasehold interest.
There are also
other questions which will need to be conside,red by
the Trust before they could finally deal with that
question. I am speaking now of the taking over
of the company's lease. There would be the question as to the number of power-houses that might
be required, and the duties the Trust are going to
undertake, whether it is traction only, or whether
the Trust would obtain or be given authority for
lighting or power supply in any of the outer district!'>_ All those matters,. 1 think, would, to an extent, affect the question as to the immediate purchase of the company's undertaking, or its purchase
at all, in view of the fact that the lease has so early
a termination.
100.24·.!iY Mr .. Durcau.--:-Before leavir;g the,
electrIficatIOn questIOn, supposmg it were deCIded to
electrify the power on the Richmond cable track,
would the MelbOurne City Council be able to provide the electricity from its present station for the
electrification of the cable. machinery in the Richmond power-house, supposing it were decided to
work the plant by el~tricity instead of steam?It .wouJd practically mean the shutting down of the
cable' power. house; as the cars themselves would
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draw the power from our mains if we were supplying the power, and the local power-house would not
be necessary for the time being.
10025. Assuming that you are goil)g to drive the
machiI1ery by electricity instead of steam in the
Riclunond cable-house, would the City Council be
able to supply the electricity necessary?-I am not
.an engineer, but I think that is a new way of utilizing elfctricity for tramways. I am under the il11-,
pression that the power would be generated at a
central station, and would be drawn off to the
motors in the cars. As to driving the present,plant
at Richmond by electricity, instead of steam, I
could not say whether the council could supply the
available power.
IOoz6. Can you say wh(lt power is at present obtainable from the City Council's electrical station?
- I could not say off-hand.
10027. Supposing the Flinders-street-Richmond
line were electrified, would there be sufficient power
in the City Council's present station to proviCle the
motive power required ?-I should think so.
I
will ascertain if you like, and supplement my
answer. ff what .you want is the available power,
looking reasonably far ahead, to warrant a new
Trust considering the taking of the power from the
City Council, that would be a practical repetition
of the Prahran-Malvern case, because they take
their power from the Electrical Company, and the
only plant they had to put in is what you might
term a conversion plant.
I0028. Do you consider it advisable for the
future tramway authorities to purchase the rights
of the Melbourne Tramwayand Omnibus Company
before the expiration of the lease, and, if so, when?
-o-There are two aspects to that question, as I mentioned', before, the physical and the financial. So
far as the work of the Trust is concerned, assuming the new Trust to be in existence, I do not thin1-:
it would be advisable or necessary in any way to
acquire the Tramway Company's rights from a
physical point of view. I think the system could
b~ run exactlv as it is, and the electrical system for
the outer areas could also be run independently
without anv serious difficulty whatever to anybody.
From the financial point of view, I do not thi
that it will be of advantage to acquire the Tramway Company's interest. It would be, so far a~ it
would enable the Trust to get the benefit' to which
I referred in answer to the last ques'tion, viz., the
control of the profits at once, which are derivable
from the present cable system; but. that brings us
to the third phase of the matter, who are to buy,
what are they to buy, and what are they ~o pal'
for it. If the persons to buy are the mUluClpa!J.
t'ies (that is, the new Trust), then the acquiring of
the lease will, of course, give them the full control
and ownership of the whole undertaking, inasmuch
as ,they have the owners' interest in themselves in
the form of the existing Trust. If the purchaser
were to be anybody else, for instance the State,
it is still going to leave the issues which exist between landlord and tenant to-day, and which, as I
will show vou directly, are very i.mportant issues,
\vhich will 'need to be taken into consideration during the next two or three years,
.
10029. Supposing, for the sake of argument, the
body making the !purchase of the Tramway Company's lease to-day did so on behalf of the future
tramway authorities, and that they made the purchase so that thev occupied the position exactly that
the Tramway Company now occupy, in what way
would the municipalities be affected by that transfer
of the lease ?-If I take the first part of your question by itself, viz., the purrl1ase by a body on be. half of the municipalities, then that would be the

same _lS' the purchase by the municipalities themselves; and if the purchase were, 'we will say, by
the State, under an ,agreement or all Act which
showed clear! y that they were simply the intermediary for the municipalities for tinancial reasons,
or anything of that kind, that would, of course, be
the same as. if the new Trust itself were the purchaser, The Government might buy in two aspects,
the one of its own volition. The press indicates
the recommend,ltion from another Commission that
the Government shall ~tcquire the Tramway Company's lease. We have not yet had an opportunity
of seeing that recommendation; but if it means that
the Government shall, on its own account, and not
011 behalf of the municipalities'under a pre-arranged
scheme, become the owner to the Company's lease,
then all the difficulties which exist between the Company and the municipalities, and which will be required to be considered between now and the expiration of the lease, will still remain, the only
difference being that the lessee will be the Government insfead of the Company, which, of course,
would seriously complicate matters,
The present
Trnst have to deal with a company which holds
uncler lea5e, and that lease entails upon it certain
covenants, and there ought to be no difficulty in the
interpretation of those covena,nts, or. in the enforcing
of them as between the lessor and the lessee; but
if the lessee became the Gbvernment of the day, it
might be very much. more difficult ..
J0030. By IIlr. Cllampion.-As to the question
put by the Chairman, I understand that there would
be no objection ?-I said, on the other hand, that
there wonld be. My answer would not be complete,
except in that ,alternative form.
10031. He said distinctly if the Government purchase on behalf of an authoritv?-,Then I stated the
difficulty against that, in oider to complete my
answer, because half an answer wou,ld not have been
sufficient; but if the Government were to purchase
without any such condition, then there would be
difficulty.
10032. By Afr. Dureau.-We are assuming that.
the purchase will be made on behalf of some future
authority. To-day you have this position: a company operating the tmmways under lease from the
municipalities, and the ownership lies in the municipalities according to the evidence you have .previously given ?-It lies in the Trust, on behalf of
1he municipalities.
10033. The municipalities, as represented by the
Trust. Now, if another bodv purchased the unexpired portion of the lease trom the Tramway Comp<I.n)" thereby occupying the position that the Tramway Comp'any occupy to-day, would the municipalities be in any way prejudiced or affected by that
transfer of the remainder of the lease ?-N ot if that
purchase be directly and exclusively on behalf of a
future municipal Trust..
Io034. Assuming the municipalities have the.
ownerShip of the tramways ?-Assuming the future
authority is. going to be the authority of to-day, plus
the outer municipalities, then there would be no
difficulty.
To continue, I was dealing with the
question who should buy.
If, however, the purchase were ma.de by the Government, or· by any
other authority in an independent cap.acity, we
should then have all the issues which exist between
the landlord and tenant to-day to deal with between
the landlord and the new lessee, and if the new . lessee
were the Government, it certainly would complicate
matters somewhat j,n the administration as against
dealing with the present company.
The present
company have responsibilities as regards maintenance
of lines, &C. ':A question has yet to be settled be~
tween this and the end of· the term ,as to what
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It may enable the particular owner for the time
heing to run its cars a little longer without suffer~ng
the inconvenience which it would suffer from usmg
an irregular or uneven rail. Mr. Duncan went on to
say that the boilers would require to be renewed once,
and that portion of the engines would require to be
renewed, and that it would cost £1,000 in 30
vears per pair, that is over and above the annual
repairs; and, under cross-examination, he said that
when they considered the thing worn out, it would
require renewal, and that Flinders-street was the
worst for wearing out. Being recalled, Mr. Duncan said the Richmond line may require renewal
oftener than he had stated, and that the Richmond
tract was 3t miles long, and the length of all the
lines was about 47 miles. He said that the Richmond line may require renewing twice in 30 years.
I assume he meant for the full length of the time.
10039. By !ffr. Solly.~Did he not say, just before, that the Flinders-street portion ?-He said,
"Flinders-street is the worst, I should think, for
wearing out."
10040. Then .that disagrees with your statement
yesterday that the heavy traffic does not go on to the
tramway system ?-I don't think so, I said that
on.a line where are are four sets of cars running,
the wear and tear upon the wood-block portion of
the tramway by ordinary traffic would be less than
011 anv line where there is only a single line of
cars, or a lesser number of cars running. The
greater the frequency of the cars on a line, the less
wear and tear by ordinary traffic; and Flindersstreet has only one line of cars, but it is exceptionally concentrated. In that portion of the city
where the heavy traffic is concentrated, the wear and
tear on Flinde;s-street, having only one line of cars,
would be heavier.
10041. What you said is a contradiction of a
statement you made yesterday. I do not think it is
inconsistent with anything I said yesterday. I
quoted the case of a four-line track and a singleline track.
.
10042. The Roint was raised by me as to whether
the Flinders-street portion did not bear the heaviest
traffic in the metropolis, and that was admitted,
Then I said that the tramways track on the Flindersstreet portion would be subject to a greater cost
for maintenance than any other portion of the city;
and you denied that' by stating that, seeing
Flinders-street was wood .blocked ,all the way, the
heavy traffic did not make use of the tramway line
at all, but used that portion of the street on each
side of the roadway?-At the time Mr. Duncan
spoke, Flinders-street was not blocked on both
sides; at the time the line was constructed, in I893,
a good deal of Flinders-street was not wood-blocked,
that is eighteen years ago. However, I want you to
understand that I did not say anything contradictory to what I said yesterday. The frequency
of the cars on the tramway lines means less quantity of ordinary vehicular traffic on the tram track,
and I pointed out that, so far as the heavy traffic
of the streets was concerned, that is the heavy loading street traffic, with frequency of cars it would be
less Jikely to go on the tram track, because of the
difficulty of turning on and off. Further, that as
regards Flinders-street, as the other portions of the
road are wood-blocked, ther~ is no advantage to the
ordinary traffic to go on the tram track.
10043, By Mr. Cltampion.-Mr. Duncan, in giving his evidence before this Commission, gave the
life of the system as 40 years.
According to that
statement, you are right out-it is 30 years ?-Mr.
Duncan, in speaking to-day, is speaking with experience he did not have in 1893.
What I am
bringing this evidence in for is to show you that if

expenditure the company can be called upon to make
'up?n the undertaking in order to comply with the
covenants of the lease. '
100 35. Do you mean as to the tram system. being
handed over in good condition ?-That is one of the
covenants to which I am referring, and my reason
for doing so is this: If the undertaking is going
to be continued as a cable, undertaking, it would
be important to the lessor-that is the municipalities
-that they should get that undertaking in the very
If,
best condition they can possibly demand.
therefore, under the covenants of their lease, they
can insist upon the renewal, we will say of portion
of the undertaking, either tracks, power-houses, or
pi,ant, it is all-important that they should do so in
order to get the full life out of the renewed under·
taking from the time it' comes over to them. 1t
may be said that what is being done is a full compliance with that condition; but it also may be said
that the company, by some means or other, may be
able to keep their cars running, and to keep the
track in such a condition that they will be able to
carryon until the very last day, that is, they may
have exhausted rpractically the vitality of the track
and undertaking; and it may then be that the new
owners, when they take over the system, would have
to face a ve.ry large expenditure for renewal, even
to continue running the present system. To show
you that there is some justification for saying that,
I want to read to you the evidence that was given
by Mr. Duncan, the engineer who laid down the
lines, in .a case which was before the Supreme Court
on a rating appeal. When the matter of rating was
first the subject of a case before the Court, one of
the main points that had to be considered was, viz. :
-Having ascertained what was the revenue from
the undertaking, and what the working expenses,
and what other moneys were' required to be put aside,
came the question what deductions are the company
entitled to make as a provision for expenditure to
be incurred in the hereafter for renewals.
The
Court adopted the pz:inciple that they were entitled
to deduct every year certain sums of money-which
are referred to legally as statutable deductions-for
the purpose of renewals and such like. Evidence
was givel1 on behalf of the company. to show the extent of the provision which should be made. Mr.
Duncan stated that he estimated' that in 30 years'
time the rails would require to be renewed once, and
the wood blocks three times, that is at intervals of
ten years. That, no doubt> was his opinion at the
time; but the fact is, so far as my knowledge goes,
and I think I am right, there has not been a renewal
of the rails except on one or two of the lines. I do
not think there has been a general renewal of the
lines.
'
10036. On what date was that evidence given?
. -About 1893.
10037. By Mr. Solly.-The planing machine has
come into operation since then, which gives the rail
an additional life of twelve years?-Yes; but at
what cost. At the cost of the stability of the rails,
because the rail is planed down to a lesser thickness, and the weight is less than it originally was
considered necessilry to put in. The question has
yet to be considered by the Trust as to whether that
planing down is strictly in accordance with the
company's lease. So far, the Tramw,ays Trust has
not taken definite action in the matter.
10038. By Mr. Ckampion.-That planing will
affect the strength, rather than the stability of the
rail ?-I am not an engineer j but if it is necessary
for a rail to weigh so many pounds, and t9 be so
many inches thick, and it wears down any part by
ordinary wear and tear, the planing off of so much
more is not going to improve the quality of that rail.
1.6998.
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Mr: DiJncin"s testimbi1Y, given at tbat time, be
s'ouri8 to:da.y, thl:n the Tramwav COmljanv has a
oet\vee;l this [tlld' the end
good deal to think of
tif its lease in regard to renewals, btcause there are
five
yet t'o run.
i5044., By Mr. SollY.-,Could there be any reason
for Mr, Dun'carl saying, at that stage, in giving his
eviCiehce before the Court; that the tramway system
thgn had 'Only a life of 30 years, and then saying
tnat it ,had a life 'of 40
when giving evidence
b~fore this Commission,
j probablY pe,fectly
jUstifiable, Cl11e rea:sofi being one pi'ocess of treatment
6f the track which nas cbme into practice since. At
• tlie ~ifu~ Mr. D\.lIiCan \vas spe:ildng before the
Court; we khe\v little or nothiilg about tar preparatloii beiHg put on the streets, and which acts as a
wono~fftili?reservative ''of' wood blocks.
Ic·oIlS. He isspeaki!ig of the life of the whole
system irf his evidence before 'us ?-I have not read
thkt evi\:ienc~.
t0646.
itl1. CllaiiiPi011,-By looking at his
evidence, I see that he hilS allowed 40, ye.ars ?-On
the strength 0:1.' the evidence-it was the only eviaence that, could I5e submitfed to. the Comt-thp.
Tf~n1\\;ay CQmpany were allow~d to make reductions
I)lisea on the calcUlation, which took into account
tnose ftequ.ei}t, H!neW!lls.
They were allowed to
aeduet from the rateable valbe 'of their undertaking
~o mUch \.holiey as Would ehable them to do those
wbfics with th'e fteqtiehcy that Mr. Duncan then
st~t~d,- _Cdnseq'uentl)', they have had the, bellefit. as
against ~he, muniCipalities, for the whole of, those
ye,arsi Of malsing stahltory deductions from the
rateability Qf tne undertaking, which circumstances
Oi\:l not jus_tify, bUt \vhicfi Wi1S allQwed by the Court,
based on th'e 'experiehce of that time. It is a questiQn whether the matter is not now tipe to be again
de~lt with 5 ana that indicates that there are other
fuatte~s ~f 'conliiderable imtiortance which will have
10 be settlea bet\veen the lessQr and the lessee during the next t\\'o, three, 'or four' years, well before
the expiry Qf the lease,
,
1'0647; By Mr. DU1cau.-DQ you think the settlemeht 'Qt th'ose matter~ would be facilitated or recirded if another Docly occupied the PQsition of the
Tt:ifuw:ay CQmpahy tQ:'day?-They ce'rtainly would
be seriously retarded.
1;6048. Would that De so if the State, on behalf
of tne municipalities, occupied the position of the
Tr'cnnwav Company?-So iQng as it is oh behalf of
th~ municipalities, 'the issue cannot be raised, because
that is, eCfiliv,ale'ni to ?ilf btlying at once ourselves.
If ~e bought to-day from the Tram\vay COlnpany,
nav1ng ag(eed upon the term~ cf purchase, the whole
of the CQnditions of their lease, which would be
operative for the hext fiv.e years, of course, ;lre swept
away: One of the factors in ascertaining the fair
plirthase price to-day WQUld be what responsibility
is the 'company under which will entail expenditure
ulion tneni during the next five years, and \vhich they
would save by being relieved of their lease for the
re'st 'Of tne term.
nio4:9. Provided that th'e balance of the lease
co'uM be acquired from the company at a fair
vaJlllltiQn, and assuming that the company ,would
be SAtisfied ;'"ith fair and reasonable terms, do yod
think it woUld b'e 'an advantag'e to acqui're the lease
no'vr-)Tes.
It Would be an advantage, because
vou would ha've onlv the OIle control Qf the whole of
your system, from 'end' to. end j but those faii:. and
reasonaple terms must be fixed, havi'ng in mind t}le
financial responsibilities thecbmp:ihy would be
reii~ve;d of,
'
16050. Tlfht would be Qutside finaYidal considerations', would it not ?-N'Q j Deca'uSe it may suit you,
Mndling fares, 1'0. rorm a schediJieof fares fQr a
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2-mile eXtensiQn. tt would he1p you material1y ih
fixing thrOtigh fares for the whole journey: If ,.you
are dependent upon negQtiatioi1s w.ith the ihner
authority as to the amount you are to. pay him to.
carry your passengers, it might necessitate your
ch:uging a fraction of ld., a !·d., for instance, more
for .a. through fai'e to the eml of the jQurney.
10051. While tI~e company Qwns the syste.n1 there
is no chance Qf link'Tng up ?-I WQuld not say that.
I,have \10 reason to doubt the desire Qf the Tramway
CQmpany to meet public cQnveniences, and to. join
on to any other undertaking in ~reg::trd to. tpeir
fares.
It is done tQ-day in ai10ther way in connexion \\'itl:i the boat to Williamstown. Ymi. can get
on to a trim car and pay fQr a, ticket ,which \"ill
land yob at the WiliiamstQwn pier.
It is all ',a
matte,! 'of arrangemeiH. If the Company were appro;1ched, they WQuid be very glad to draw traffic
froin tlie tramway feeders, instead of traffic from
those feeders going to. the nearest railway station as
"
an alternative.
10052. Supposing, for a moment,' this linking ur'
of tai'es would mean the reduction of a fare from
the terminus Qf the tramway system to the destina-'
tion of a passenger 'on the dable system, )md it
meant i loss Qf a !d. to, the C;orhnany for eve:ry
passenger citrried, do you think the'Tnimway Compan)' i:s likely to cater for those
?--Yes;
if it is going to bring more passengers th,an the
COmpany would otherwise get.
Slippose, for instand~" the ti'am\r,ay fare)s ,3d., th~c9mpany is then
dependent upon the people living along the tr::1l~\vay
route, Or a certain distance from the teriliinus 'Of
that route, biJt be}'ond that distance th~i'e, is some
other m00e of 'trm}sport. , Now, extend the tramway QU! for i1 couple of Ihiles, aild YOli are making
avai1:1ble to the tmrrnvay the traffi(~ hom a portion
of that country.which, at the jire:;erll: time, probably
gOes a shorter distance to it r;1i1way shtion tha,n to
the preSent tram termirnis, Jf \:f'\il 'A'ln pick t.nose
peopl~ up near to" their 'premi;::cf;. you 'cah land
them at ~i terminus of the tramwaY,system, ai1d. dr'op
That woulJ be to
them ih the heart of the citv.
the benefit Qf thl: Tramway (':e:rnpany.
if, OIl the
other hand, it. connexion is ma'ete hetween the tram
in the Quter area and a railway line, then the Tramway Co?r:pany is going to 'lose 'some Qf the trade they
.'
.
have tQ:day ' _ ' .
10053. By Irk Solly.-It was said by those
claimihg a reduction of fares that it \\'ould be the
rrieans of b'ringing a larger proportibl1 Qf traffic to.
the tnWn systein, but it· did nQt meet witl) the ap7
proval of the ti-at'n authorities, because they ~aicJ
they would be lQsing a certain amount 'of ,their
profit by doing so?-The cases are not parallel.
A reduction in fares would bring in a gr,ea!er 'number of passengers from the same area, 1;)]it an extension of area makes available to the people \yi'tIiin
that 'extelided ar~a the beliefit of a h<,mlway ,~ervice;
and nnkc:g available to tile Tramway 'Company.,a
populatj'on that \\'Quld not other\Vise: patronize i't'~
trams, tBat is, if the company arr,ange for it throu~ii
fare. If the new Trust \vere' to s'uP{)(?it a setJe§
of tramway extensionsint'Q the Otlter district's, tlley
WQulrl i,i'";,cr nave to couple up with a ham\vaY.~Y$~
tem \\'h;..;h would deliver their passengers ih Mel~
boun1'e, or they would, have to 'go to the ~ailwayi;
Com'missioilerS and make arrangemE!nts Vy me'a'ns
of which they \\'Qulc1 connec~ with tlie ,rai1\viys at
certain Wear statiQns. Tne illu'stritiQn I wanted to.
give yon is tllis: AssU'me a tramway i's running, \\'~
will Say, to Kew Qr Buhvdod frQm 'the bottoinOf
Bridge~iQad; if the Tnlmwily Company, were not
prepared to work with 'the ne\v Tramw:iy Trust' a'n'd
provide for
thr6i.lgn fare, ';vhieh ~vQiild a1l6~v
l'eilsona}))e rate fo'r tne wn61e jourriey; it \vould tJe
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a verysitnplem qttet to cortpett with the Glenferrie it begins to score off yOlir tramway system hand over
0::1 Ha wthorn railw~y station, in 'which case the list. '
1 ramway Company's' area of trade would stop at
10062. Do you think it would assist the developits present terminus. Therefore, it would be quite ment, particularly of outer areas, if extensions were
w~rth ,the Tramway Company's while to make a
made to the present cabie tramway,' and do away
slight reduction 011 the through fare for the sake ot with the necessity of transfer at the present 'termini?
getting the traffic.
- I do not think it would affect the question "one
~0054. The reply of ,the tramway authorities to scrap', for this teasoll: H the t\vo linesbe brought
that was that if they had a larger number of pas- into very close relationship, all that happens is ~e
serigers to carry, they would have to put on a pro- matter of' mere' persOl}al inconvenience of changmg
po~ticinately larger number of trams, and the reduc- cars j it certainly has' not retarded the development
tion of fares'would not warrant them doing that, be- of the St. Kilda-Brighfon railroad.
r:aqse it would increase their expense?-l do not
10063. By 1I1r. Cliampion.-There are special
thi~k their reply applied to the case I have just
arrangements there ?-The special arrangements are
stated, which, I think, is equally entitled to con- these: that when you get oul:at St. Kilda you will
<;ideration, and which, I think, is equally sound frequently find that there is not a tramgoihg, and
reasoriing.
'
you have to wait fora time. Therefore, the diffi. :[0055. I was asking would the present company culty of connecting one tram with another is cerllllk up its system with any other authority,. and tainly very much less than conneCting a rail\vay serYOl+ say you have no reason to think they would
vice with a tram service. Where you have ,a train
noti; and 1 am showing you that the company's discharging anything up to 100 of its passengers
action up to now altogether disagrees with the state- who are going on in a tram, and only one tram car
ment you have made ?-No, because the circum- waiting for them, the difference is obvious.
sta~ces are not the same. The case you stated was
10064. By Mr. Duteau.-Butfrom the'trilITIway
a reduction of fares, 'not additional lines, and not you would transfer iil- the sheet, and while tran'snecessarily the same additional amount of traffic to ferring you would be subject to the' annoyance of
be provided for as would arise from a larger area other vehicular traffic,' and to wet and muddy wea·
brought into their tramway system.
ther ?-1 am afraid you ate not familiar \vitn the
I,0056. By Li1r. Dureau.--From the Tramway St. Kilda-Brighton ~ifc~mstances ; you are probably
Company's point of view, the difficulty is that they not aware of the fac'r'that during the busiest porwotild 1I0t only have to provide an increased num- tion of the day. wilen 'there is' a big traffic, they
ber;: of cars for the additional traffic, but it would bring' passengers fro'm Brighton and drop them at
be Ilecessary for them to increase the power in their the outer siding, 'and' they "have to walk over the
poweFhouses to provide for that increase ?-That inner siding to the railway station.,' Thal is a very
has yet to be shown. So far as 1 am awa're, there great disadvantage. , :
.
hus:been no evidence given that the Tramway Com10065. Would it be a benefit to travellers on that
pany lsworking at its ful! load to-day.
line if it ,vas a througli'.journey~a distinct benefit?
10057- By Mr. Cl/ampion.~~Evidence has been -Yes.
gi,ven to that effl'Ct on the Brunswick or Richmond
Io066. 14as. the fact of its not being a through
lil1e?~Let us assume· that to be the case, and you
journey, in your 'Opinion, in .any way retarded the
hav~ given me material for a still stronger argude;veiopment ;,tlong, 'the B!,ighton-St. -Kilda electric
ment for not taking ove~ the tramways for the next tram line ?~I don't think so, 'other than the diffifive; years, because if the traffic to-day is too great culty 1 have already 'rilentioned of 'having to trans·
for the prese:;nt power, the Tramway, Company will fer the larger load of the' train into the lesser capahav~ to proVIde some means to cope with it.
city of one or two tram cars, causing the usual rush
lc;oS8, By Mr. Solly.-Is there any law to enand overcrowding, If you could travel direct by
fdrce the company to meet the wants and require- tram car· from Flinders-street to Brighton Beach', it
ment5 of the public to place an additional number would be more comfortable than it is to,~day.
of ciLrs on the tramway system ?--No.
10067. Do you think that the position 'woufd be
10059. Then why do you say they would link
improved in any way if the tramways and' the raHnp ?..,--Because they would have moral pressure ways were operated by different authorities ?---;-1 de}
brought to bear upon them, which they have had not think it would make it any worse, because you
from the jump.
would. have two bodies both striving to get busi10060. I do not think that moral pressure would
ness, At the present moment one is made entirely
affect the company much ?-That is best shoYfn by subservient to the 'Other, and the public has to take
the fact that the Tramway Company are running what is given to it. When you arrive at Sf. Kilda
cars at half-minute intervals. So long 'as you give by the last train, you ha've not only to wait some
the Tr~~way Company pounds, shillings, and pence minutes for the tram car to come in, but after. it
they' Wlll do it, that is 'the power which will lead has come in it stays four or five minutes' before it
t~e .company .to do all that is necessary, including
starts 01;1 its journey. If you had a Tramway Com.
Imklpg up Wlt~ any other undertaking for a joint pany Oil the' one hand anxious t6 get its passengers
fare.; But that, again, is a long way from the dif- away, it would bring pressure on the railways to
ficu1t'y, oCthe immediate taking over. ,
make its arrangements 'fit in with the tram service j
06 I. By i1h. Dureau.-,On the question of you would have the help of the company.
lInklhg up, do you consider it important for the
ro068. Would you regard it as advantageous to
futu're development of Melbourne that the tramway the ci'ty 'Of Melbourne if the tramwav service were
syste~ should extend out as far as' possible for one contin~ous through to the outer limits,' -and no transthrough fare and an unbroken journey ?~I think fer Of 'passengers ?·-it would be an advantage to
those are very desirable factors, 'the three of them. the passengers fromei'tlrer end to be able to travel
As tq .the efficiency of a, 'tramway service, you will t6 the, -other end with as little inconvenience as
recogmse that there is ,a limit of efficiency in the pas'sible,; due to the transfer or the question of
same ,yay, as 'there is a limit to the efficiency in a separate fares.
rever~e .ratio" .ih :a suburban raiIwayservice. "Within
JOo09. 1 was asking you whether you regarded
acertalll radms the tramway system can I think
a conti'nuous through service to the outer limits as
sp'ea~trrg as a layman, compete very satisfactoril~ of any 'advantage to the city of Melbourne ?-,It
\,.-t~ha suburban railway system. But when your
wohld only be bf advantage to the city from the
lailway journey gets l5eyond a certain distance, then point: of view of the comfort 'of the city's citizens.
2 l' 2

. Ic:

, John Ciaytoll,
30th June, 1911.
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But as this implies the purchase of the company's
lease, the question again arises; who is to buy, ,and
what are they to buy? Are you buying the unexpired term of the lease? I am assuming an outside
buyer.
10070. Shall we assume that the Trust or someone on behalf of the Trust, is' buying the unel\pired
lease?-Then that takes you at once on to the third
point, and the third point is, what are you going
to pay? For instance, whoever buys the lease as
it stands at the present time, has to buy a liability
to pay th,e difference between the amount in hand
noy;, and the amount which will be necessary to
makeup the total repayment to the Tramways Trust,
which, roughly, to-day stands at £373,000 odd.
10071. Is that the portion that must be paid
to the Tramways Trust ?-Between this and the end
cif the'terur a good proportion of that amount will
come frOtll interest which is growing from day to
day on investments, but that is the amount which
remains yet to be made up. I t has been calculated
that the company will have to continue its payments
which are for the year endinK June, 19IO, interesl
on debentures, Tramways Trust £74,250, sinking
fund £49,5°0 per, annum. That looks something
like £I23,000 or £124,000. It has been stated,
and I think reliably, that instead of those payments
requiring to be continued up' to 1916 the necessity
for them will die out in 1914. That is one of the
. things the person who buys will need to take into
. consideration as part of his purchase money, because that is a debt due by his venture. Then he
will have to consider what expenditure is going to
be imposed upon him in order to comply with the
covenant:; ot the lease; that il> a matter which will
need very careful consideration, assuming the purchaser to be anybody but the Municipal Trust. If
the purchaser be the Trust, and it takes possession
l0-day of the undertaking in its present condition,
then it is entitled to ask the company for consideration in lieu of renewals. If the undertaking stands
in the company's books to-day at so much money,
,lnd you calculate that out at per share, it is maniiest that they are going to save by having their lease
terminated now owing to the expenditure, whether
large or small, which will be entailed upon them in
complying with the covenants of their lease. That
IS a.fact for the purchaser to consider.
When you,
fherefore, get the answer, what are we to pay?
And if that 'answer be satisfactory to the purchaser,
th~ jJurchaser ueing the new Tramway Trust, then
it will be advantageous to have the undertaking.
Hut whether you would be able to purchase on terms
which would make the necessary provision for these
contingencies of which I have spoken is something
';ve have yet to ascertaiu. The company has not
disclosed its h!lnd as to what it requires, and I do
1I0t know that negotiations by anybody have proceeded so far as to work that out. Another factor
(hat the purchaser, of course, would have to take
into consideration is: How much more is he to get
during the next five years out of profits than he is
how entitled to get for interest and sinking fund
contribution ?
10072. Supposing the lease was worked out by
the company, and the Trust decided to continue
the cable system, have you calculated what the Trust
would have to pay to the company for the rollingstock and other assets that did not fall into the
Trust?-No, and I do not think that the 'matter
need be one for any very serious consideration.
10°73. Is not the question of purchase affected
by that consideration now ?~Yes, to a limited extent, hut it is a two-edged sword. Assuming that
we did not want to purchase the undertaking for
two or three years, and there is the possibility of

new stock being required, the Trust will. have a
free hand to go on the market for any rolling-stOCk
it required, and the company would have to consider what they are going to do with their rollingstock at the end of their lease.
Therefore, the
company does not hold the whip-hand in regard to
the sale of the rolling-stock. If you wanted rollingstock to-morrow, it might have the whip-hand. The
Glasgow corporation had to face the undertaking
of dealing with a company' that was not prepared
to negotiate with them, and they had to get,·the
whole of their requirements, including their men,
horses, and rolling-stock, ready to start off on the
Sunday after the company shut down on Saturday
night, and they did it.
10074. By Mr. Cllampio,n.-A proposition has
been submitted in evidence to use the cable trailers
(HI the electnc track ?--That struck me as a thing
that could be done.
10075. But that does not get over the difficulty
of transferring passengers. They still have to be
transferred from the dummy of an electric locomotive ?~Unless you can shunt your dummy, and then
hitch your trailer right on.
10076. An electric locomotive. could not be put
on to the cable system, because it is too heavy, and
would not permit such a connexion ?-Exactly,
10077. Each car would have to carry two classes
of appliances to work on' the different systems?Yes. I will now read a short extract relating to
the taking over by the Glasgow corporation of the
Glasgow tramway system.
The extract is taken
from" Notes on the Glasgow Corporation Tramway
System by John Young, General Manager," and
reads 'follows :-" Negotiations were entered into
with the lessors for taking over their building,
horses, powers, and complete equipment at a valuation; but those negotiations fell through,and the
Tramway Committee were, therefore, under the
necessity of making preparations anew for all the
buildings, rolling-stock, equipment, and stud of
about 4,000 horses, required for operating the whole
s),$tem. Everything was complete by 30th June,
1894, and on the following morning the new system
was started without a hitch." If Glasgow can do
that, it can be done here. The question of rollingstock here is a comparatively small matter, so far
a, being a difficulty in the way ?of the purchasers.
Given that stock of dummies, "t.pa~ are the company
to do with them r
[0078. By "'fr. Dureau.~Those considerations
affect the purchasing value to-day, do they not?Yes, very materially. Therefore, the question of
how to get rolling-stock need not be a di~culty in
the way of the purchasers; it is a heavier load on
the shoulders of the vendor, in my opinion, to get
rid of their· stock.
10079. Supposing the lease of the Tramway
Company continues until its expiration, and the
Trust decide to electrify the lines, WOUld. it not be
necessary for you to use the present rolling-stock
during the conversion of the track?-Yes; but ,as
regards the trailers, they could be l:lought elsewhere--those that are going 'to be the permanent
trailers~for either system, and on the first day of
your running your cable system you would be run·
ning your new' cars, so far as your trailers are concerned, with all their life in front of them. You
would have to acquire, by some manner of means,
sufficient dummies for the work.
10080. Have you considered what amount it
would be necessary to pay the company to acquire
the requisite rolling-stock to continue the service
until it was electrified ?-No, nor do I consider any
one could consider it to-day, because it would depend on whether you were going to have a five,
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ten, or fifteen years' life. If it was a matter of
two, three, or four years, pending oonversion of
the cable system, necessarily the price you would
b~ prepared to pay the company would be less than
if you were going to have a fifteen years' run. It
their life is only fifteen years, you ought not to
have much difficulty in acquiring that life.
• I 10081. You have given a great deal of consideration to the respective positions of the municipalities,
to the. Trust, and to the Tramway Company j have
you considered what would be a fair price to pay
the company, in order to acquire the balance of
their lease ?-No, and it would need very careful
\>forking: out. Suppose a property is worth £500,
and lawn the piece of property on the other side
of it. it may be worth £550 to me, in order to
keep the one large piece of property. Consequently,
it may suit the Trust to pay the Tramway Companv
:1: little more than the value, for the sake of getting
something which fits in with its own requirements.
: io082. Speaking from memory, 1 think Colonel
Burston, when giving evidence, said that it would
only be necessary to pay a sum of £25°,000, in
o,rder to acquire at the present time everything that
was necessary to carryon the service; but, of course,
he did not mean the taking over of their investments ?-No, but probably he would be "taking their
balance-sheet, and from it taking out their assets.
The debentures are £248,000 stock and plant, furniture, &c., £156,000. We might take that at approximately £400,000. Colonel Burston may have
said for that £400,000 we will take them at so
much per cent. purchase. I do know that he said
£25°,000, but I should assume that he had arrived at that amount by some such mode of calculation as I have mentioned, because the freehold
properties are set out at book value, and they may
have had to pay fairly good prices for those particular properties, because they wanted them in a
particular spot. The company also erected upon
those properties buildings which are no use to anybody, speaking generally, except to the proprietor
of a lot of tram cars. Therefore, the value of
those properties to-day to an outside buyer may, so
fiar as his means are concerned, be nil, except as
material for remova1.
I assume, therefore, that
that must have been the mode by which Colonel
Burston arrived at the estimate of £250,000. The
value of the covenants to renew, as applied not only
to the plant, but to the streets, would be a big factor, assuming that it could be shown that parts of
the undertaking wiII not last another five years.
i 1008 3. By 1111. Solly.-Do I understand you to
say that yOll are opposed to the purchase of the
lease of t.he Tramway Company?-Except on such
terms as would suit the interest of the new tramway
undertakmg, havmg given consideration to all the
bearings of the c,ase which I have mentioned. In
.:.vhich· case it would be an. advantage to have the
whole of the tramways undertaking in one hand.
10084. Do you consider that the outer areas have
~een, to some extent, left undeveloped, perhaps, to
~ large extent, in many cases, because of the want
of a tramway system that would link up the whole
metropolitan system?-The outer areas have the
power to provide that. There is no responsibility
~pon the company or upon the Trust to provide that
for them. Some of the municipalities have recognised their power to provide the linking up, and
have exercised it.
10085. Was not one of the reasons why the tramway system was not started by the outer municipalities due to the difficulty that they would have in
making arrangements with the present privatelyowned Cable Tramway Company?-That certainly
does not seem to be the case; it did not prevent
Prahran and Malvern from constructing a line
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John Clayton.
80th June. 1911.

which at present connects with the Melbourne Tramway Company's line, nor is there any evidence
whatever of any such h~ndrance.
ro086.Do you think that if there had bcen a
tramway system in the outer areas that the outer
areas would have been better developed than they
are to-day ?-Yes j there cannot be any two opinions
about that. I need only cite 'the case of Brighton
again.
ro087. You are agreed that, to a very large ex o
tent, the outer areas have been left undeveloped
because they have not been properly catered for by
means of convenient transit?-Yes. I think better
means of transit would certainly have developed
some of them.
10088. It will be five years before the lease of
the present company is up ; is there any. reason why
these outer areas should be left undeveroped for
those five years ?-No reason whatever, nor will
they be.
.
10089. Your contention is, then, that it does not
matter whether we allow the lease to run out or not,
these outer areas wiII not be undeveloped ?-Certainly not, the purchase of the company's lease is
not in any way a controlHng f.lctor.
10090. Is there any greater argument why they
have not been developed when there is no means for
the purpose of development ?-But there is a means;
that is exactly what our scheme provides for. Our
scheme provides what has not existed before, and
has the advantage of being one united municipal
scheme.
10°91. But your scheme cannot possibly be taken
up until such time as the lease of the company falls
in to the Trust ?-Yes it can, and what is more, will
be at once, and get practical results-not the same
results as if it holds both. But the scheme will
start at once, and will commence by 'appointing its
expert officer, deciding on the details of its scheme,
borrowing the money necessary to put up the first
power-house, and provide the rolling-stock to run
upon the first line of permanent way. The provision for that will come from the municipalities of
the inner as well as the outer area; and if the
Trust be elected to-morrow, the day after they
commence their work their expert officers will advise them on the scheme which has to be prepared,
and it must necessarily be for extensions.
1009Z. Would not the expenditure of public
money on extensions by the Tramway Trust have
the effect of increasing the profit of the present
cable tramway system ?-Not at all j on the contrary,
. unless the Tramway Company were 'prepareil to
negotiate, or come to satisfactory terms for through
fares, I have not the slightest doubt there would
be the alternative of running close to, or connecting
with, the railway system. I have not the slightest
doubt that it would be better to connect with the
railway system than couple up with the tramway
system in some cases. Take a tramway starting
along Burke-road and running out north for a distance of 3 miles, and if you add to that as-mile
r.ailway journey from Camber well to the city, it
makes an 8-mile journey. It may be very advantageous for those passengers, after travelling the
.3 miles inwards on the tram car, to be transferred
to an express train for the n~xt $ miles to town, i.n preference to making the 8-mile journey by tramway on
the one car. When you get a certain distance out,
the suburban railway service, to my mind, should
become largely an express railway service. In fact,
my idea is that within a certain radius, whether
3 or 5 miles, I am not prepared to say definitely,
the tram. car can beat the railway for public convenience; but when you have a length of-·run su.ch
as
the capacity of your tram car i~
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limited, and it may ~ better for that tramway
system to discharge its load into a train than travel
the additional 5 miles with, the one load of through
fares. '
,
1;0093· ~f you are going. to build tramways, how
yvoj!lq YOll try to meet th~ requirements of the
pt;9ple in the outer areas by bllilding a tramway to
meet the present caple system, or would you get as
far away from the present cable system as possible?
:-;-,-I c;~rtainly ,yould pot get its far away from the
pre~~t ~a1:>le i>ystem its possible, because it would
1?e piting off my nose tq spite my face. My first
mOllght would be, how can I best get passengers
frOm t\1t'; remote parts into the city of Melbourne by
the quickest means, by the most convel"\ient means,
lind at the lowest' possij:lle cost.
If, by running
th~ to a station, it was possible to give them the
penefit of my municipal tramway at a much lower
<;ost to m<:! in construction, I would do so. They
would get into Melbourne quicker, and on a smaller
fare than I could carry them. because they could
tflke put <+ periodical raH\vay ticket. Under those
~ircumstances, I should consider it my policy to
connect them ",ith the railway sY'Item.
10094. When the. cable trams are eventually
tit ken over" do,. yo\.! 110t think t\1at that would be a
tidiculous policy to carry out, as it interferes largely
,\'lith the linkiIlg up of the outer system with the
inner sy,st~m?-':No, not if I can more economically
ta~e ~he passenger to the railway station and bring
q4n iqto towfl quiCker. If I were to say, " I shall
'not take YO)l.to the railway station, I shall do
,~omething. whic\1 is goillg to cost me more, and
take you longer to get into the city, so as to hitc\1
op to our tram system," it would be a very suicidal
.thing tQ do.
.
,
10095· By lJfr. Cltampion.,--Speaking generally.,
nearly all those existing cil,ple lines would be linked
up, wO\.lld they not?-Looking :at the map, that
is·, the natural outlet. For instance, Bridgecroad
line may not be extended parallel with the railway
line.
10096. ,Would the cable system form the .nucleus
of the extensions rather than the railway system?,We will go so much furtl)er, but a ~ubstantial portion of the new tramway system would be independent of the existing lines.,
10097. By Mr. Solly.-The question I wish to
ask you is whether the building of the outer tramway system must of necessity, to make it a scientific
a
.andecQnomical system, ~ for the purpose,
large extent, of feeding the 1nner tramway lines
I pointed out just now it may be absolutely th~
reverse in some cases.
. 10098. It is simply useless to build· the outer
tramways if they are not gong to link up with the
i'pner tramways ?-I pointed out to you that it
\yould be much Cheaper, and more .convenient to
,people at, say, Deepdene, to be conveyed by tram
to the Camberwell railway station than to be carried
all the way to Hawthorn or Melbourne parallel
,with the railway line. I am speaking of that case
'
only [J,S3P illustration.
~0099'. \V:hen I ask you a question it is from the
general, poticy. point of yiew, and you answer me
vie\v, w!tiel) does not
from 'a:,:particular point
,cQyer. the question! ask
have simply given an
'illustration, and I would li.ke to make that clear.
',Isim.ply'mentioned fjurke-road as an illustration
: Pllre. and simple; but I think it indicates very
,<:Jearlythe policy.
,
,
,10109. py !vir., Dureau.-Do, you meari that ~t
!s very largely a m;ttter. of 9ist~nce f):"om the city
'a'§ to: whether th,e tramways should tiql<up with tve
:<;abl~ slstem or the railways ?-Yes. Take the Vic,t. 'loria-street tram line and an extension towards Kew,
J [ "
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I would not suggest landing a passenger from that
car at the Kew railway station; I should say, bring
him on to Victoria-street, hom which place they
have a clean run right into the centre of the city.
But the circumstances 'are entirely different in regard to :purke:road. It may make material difference, for instapce, if the Cable 'tram in question
runs into, or through, the centre of the city, sucl1
a~ Abbotsford, Clifton Hill, or Victoria-street, or
terminates at the railway station, as the Bridge-road
line does.
IOroL It may be part of a municipal tramway
authority's duty to consider whether it is advisable
that the tramways should be regarded as f<;eders to
the railways, even if it were against the bringing
of passengers right into the city by the linking up
of another tramway?-I say if the linking up with
the present cable system is the more economical, and
suits the public convenience better, it should be
done j hut if it is more emnomif:al or convenient
to the public to connect with the railway system,
that connexion should be considered.
10102; Do you consider that a municipal authority controlling Melbourne \"ould so regard the
maUe~ ?-I think it is only sound business.
10103. Do you think they would do. it ?-I do,
most decidedly, on being shown that it' is, sound
,
business.
10104. You stated that the present tramway sys·
tem had not prevented the development of the outer
suburbs, but I think it has done so in Hawthorn
and Kew, by the fact of their having horse trams,
which necessarily prevented the municipalities from
acquiring those streets which were, and are, the
only streets to connect with inner tramways. Sup"
posing the lease is not purchased, that block, pre"
sumably, will continue for the next five years. Do
you agree with that?-Those lines necessarily will
continue.
10105. But the fact of their being horse tramways is really it detriment to the development of
the district?-That is one of the terms of your
contract that can only be regretted. May I point
out that it was at the request of the councils of
those two districts that the lines wer.e constructed.
You may make a bargain to"day which you may
bitterly regret twenty-seven years afterwards, But
you have made your contract, get out of it if you
can by a payment, even if you are not compelled to
buy the whole thing. Tllere would be less qiffi·
culty in negotiating for the purchase of those horse
lines than the whole of the cable system. They are
practically a separate section of the system, and
more or less self-contained.
IOI06. Do you think it would be an advantage
to those districts if those horse-tram lines Wf.!'Ie electrified to-day?-It would not only be an advantage
to those districts, but an advantage to the inner
areas and to the new Trust. If I were an indivi"
dual member of the new Trust, one of the very first
things that I would endeavour to do would be to
convert those horse lines into a .proper electric tramway service.
IOI07. Do you consider that those lines . cannot
be ~onverted ?-Only by the consent of the com"
pany, for the time being.
,
10108. ,I dare say you know that a good rna''''
efforts have been ma¢le by, those coun~ils to acquire
the rights of the lines for the purpose of electrifying the tramways, and they have always failed?Assume the new Trust were in existence, and it
::tJ~pm;1ched the company, for the surrender of its
lease. fqr those, two line~. it would be a VlCry diff eren t rna tter.
10109. Suppose the new Trust could acquire
those hor~e, trgmway~, W01.11.<! you recommenp' tl1~;r
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doing so, and termif\i1ting their line at the termini
of the present tramways ?-If I were a member of
the 'Trust I should aJvocate their obtaining the prt:sent !horse lines from tile Tramway Company, obtaining a surrender of the lei\se of those lines, and
at once constructing the best tramway system to
mej::t the requirements of the district, and to link it
pr~ ,vith the present system.
IOIIO. Would it be a great advantage to those
Jist~icts if the electrical cars could run right into
the 'bty along the Richmond line?-Yes, or the
Victbria-street line, find possibly with the Abbot~
ford, line, which would connect those districts
directly with the business portions of Collingwood,
Fitzroy, and Carlton. .
IO:qI. Would you advocate the Richmond line
being acquired from the company, bearing in mind
that ,~t might enable the conversion of both the Hawthorn and Kew horse tramways, the RiversdalerClad, extension, and the extension along High-street,
practically providing a tramway service for the
eastern suburbs running directly into Melbourne ?-In view of the fact that you would be bllying .out
only! a portion of the inner system, which is subject to the question of transfer and fares, and such
like,'i the financial aspect, it would be politic on
the part of the Trust, and no great detriment to
the residents of those two districts, if the horse
lines, were acquired-they would be easy of acquirement~and the electrical line carried onlv down to
the connexion with the cable system, seeing the short
time that yet remains to run, and the still shorter
time; that would remain to run when vou are in a
'
position to take advantage of it.
10'1:I2. Then you would not advocate buying a
sectiqn of the company's lines only?-Not in order
to relieve a temporary inconvenience. The inconvenience of having to transfer there from one en r
to another would only last for the remaihing portion of the lease after you are ready to start.
rOII3. Bearing in mind that there is cl aimed
to be a congestion of traffic on the Camberwell line,
and an inadequate serviee to Kew, would not those
difficHlties be got over if there were a system of
tram\vays running direetly into Melbourne ?~~That
i3 a detllil which I should look to the Trust, through
its ellgineers, to deal with at once. I do not think
any on(~ to-day can say what he would do, or what
should be done in the distant future.
1'0114. I am <1.ssuming that the engineers agree
that it would be advisable to run the line directly
into Melbourne ?-l mean that your officers would
advise the Trust, because the purchase of one line
out of the whole cable system would necessarily be
a ll1ud1 more complicated purchase than the purchase
of the lot, and you would probably have to pay a
great :deal more for it.
IOIl5. Assuming that everyone concerned said
that it was distinctly advisable, in the interests of
the e'astern suburbs, that those tramways should
he electrified immediately, and have direct communicationi with Melbourne, 'would you recommend that
the Flinders-street~Richmond line should be acquired from the company, with a view to its electrification ?---You have left out one person, and that
is the company. It may be expedient, but you
have to ascertain what will the company want for
that one line under those conditions .
. JOI i6. Let us assume that satisfactory a.rrangeI11cnts. could be made for the purchase of the line?
- I f ~atisfactory to the purchasing body, then
buy 11:
10II7. By Mr. Cltampion.-Apart altogether
from those aspects, would it not be a great opportnnity, of giving the citizens of Melbourne the
chanc~ of comparing the relative merits of the cable
J

al1P eJectr~c systews ?-Tjley have that to-day qown
t(~ Brighton, a rpn qf 5 Ot 6 miles, which is apout
as lopg as yo~ wOtljd have al1ywljere.
101 ~8. If the cable system running alo~g Fli~
clers-street were electrified, it wOllld not mterfere
with ;my o~her part of the syste~,' and' iP ~dc!jt!oq
there would be the 'educational advantage to be deri~'ecl, is "l1ot that 'so?~yi~, you would' h:we ll:~
!eleclrical tram in the city.
lOll 9. By i~lr. Dweau.~Supposing it is ildv!silple to electrify the Flinders-street line, aqd t~at
j;; agreed to by all the au,thorities concerned, anp
that it is impo~siple to a~quire that line alone from
the COlnpany, \'{~)Uld yO\! recommend that, qn reasonable terms being iqranged, that the wh.ole of
the company's lease sllO!lld now be taken pver ( J do qot think a contingency of that kind can possiRl)' ~rise. If you can get it on reasonClule terms, l
(10 1l{J~ tllink you shOtlld be tegardles~ Qf whether
you 'Yant it Or not. But I certainly do not thil1k
il,e bct of saving ;:r few Jlassengers stepping frolll
one car into another is a sufficiently big factor to
llltirnately decide buying the whole syst~m bef9re
you itre ready for it.
.
10120. lZegarding the clause in the Act that the
lines, &c., r(lust be handed over iI1 good. ('ondition,
ha~ there been anything done tCl determine wE'ether
it is " good condition" ,for one year, or five yeClrS,
or for any period?~There is the ordinary legal
illterpretation of that point; you have :j. lease.
Your lease requires you to hand over these things, as
i, stated there, in good order and condition. But
that does not mean that they are going to last for
the next 'twenty years, or ten years j nor, does it
mean, on the other hanel, that they are in good
'lrder and condition when taken over, but might collapse the next moment.
10121. fly Mr. Solly.~Take a person who owns
land in the· city of Melbourne, and he leases that
lanrl to an individual' for thirty years, and the conclitions are that the building and the land shall be
handed over to the lessor in good order and condition-a similar clause' to that contained in the
Tramway Act--is there any difficulty in deciding
what is good order and condition when that buildii1g is handed over to the proper owner ?-No, it is
done hundreds of times. You may have issues arising which may make the settlement difficult, but
they are l€ga] issues.
As regards the Tramway
Company, the only question is what is the' condi.tion of the Tramway Company"s line in view of the
and so of their lease, and r imagine that
withiq the next twelve months, or t!¥O years qt the
oljtside, it will pe the duty pf t\1e T~a~waYll TrUll!
to see how far the COn1pa,I1Y i;; ca,Tfying 9Pt th~
cQvenants of its lease.
1or22. By llfr. Dureau.~Do I understand you
to say that there is a leg1l1 definition of t!1e phrase
" g~)od order abd condition l' ?-There is the ·every.day legal interpretation of it, but I do not ~now
enough alxH,Jt the facts to state how it will apply
in this case. It is a covenant of an ordinary lease,
and if there be anything wrong, it is a matter of
going to the Court to interpret that lease in the
light of what has been done. If there be a d.ispute
between the experts of the partie~, they will have to
get another fellow to settle it, as in the caSe of
any other dispute. . They would possiPly have i()
go to Court for interpretatic)fl of what the c1;mse
meant, and submit evidence as to the facts.
I012.'1. What would that cost in the case Qf an
institution such as we· are d~lin:g with ?~N ot ~Q
much as in the case of an ordinary' building, thougq
probably the amount involved 'would be very much
greater. In -proportion the cost would be very Il1!.1cll
less th~fI settling an ordinary building contract;
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10124. Have you anything further to say in regard to the question of the purchase of the lease?
-There is one matter in regard to buying out the
lease, if the purchase were to be made by the Government, do they' propose to buy the owners' interest, who are the municipalities? I am referring
to State or municipal control. If the State is going
to control the tramway system, and is going to buy
out the company, the question will be raised as to
buying out the owners' interest; they are only buying the leasehold, \vhich leasehold expires in a certain time, and they must necessarily negotiate for
the owners' interest. They need not wait until the
expiration of the lease. You see that the estate remains in the hands of the other fellow, that is, the
municipalities. Another question is consequent upon
something which appears in the newspapers, and
that we have heard of to-day, and that is the action of another Royal Commission dealing with the
question of tramway fares. It might be suggested
that there is no conn ex ion between that subject and
the scope of this Commission. I think there is a
very great and direct connexion. If we are negotiating for the purchase of the company's lease today-and this has "a bearing on the question, "Is
it politic to buyout, and, if so, when?" ~there
arises the fact that, under the Companys Act, Parliament has power to revise the fares. Parliament,
so far, his not exercised that power, but it apparently has some idea of exercising it. The company's profits and its position to-day are due to the
fact that' Parliament has not exercised that power
in the past arid revised those fares. I would suggest it would be exceedingly impolitic for the new
Trust to buyout the Tramway Company till· suCh
time as it is known what Parliament is going to do
in regard to the revision of fares, and in regard
to other matters which affect the employes of the
company, as· anything which affects the employes
of the company affects the financial position of the
company. It was mentioned yesterday that to give
effect to the determination of certain Wages Boards,
or req'uests to the Arbitration Court, would increase
the working expenses of the company by £200,000
(which seems to me to be wrong); but let us assume that it is going to put the expenditure up
£50,000, "is it not politic that· the effect of those
additional working expenses, and the revision of
fares on the revenue of the company" should be
ascertained before we buy? If we are going to buy
it out to-day, we will be buying it out on to-day's
basis of profits.
10125; The altered conditions would necessarily
be taken into consideration by the purchaser, would
they, not ?-They cannot be taken into consideration
by the purchaser-I am talking of buying out the
Tramway Company at once-until the work of another Commission has been reviewed by Parliament
and dealt with by Parliament. If Parliament is
going to propose a2d. cash fare for every through
journey, 'in lieu of a 3d. cash fare, it is going to
affect the revenue of the company either by increasing the traffic or by reducing the amount of revenue received .. Therefore, I think it would be
extremely, unwise to, even talk of buying out the
'company's undertaking until such time as the intentions of Parliament are known, based on the report of 'this Commission, and. further, that the
effect of carrying out those intentions has been
ascertained by· actual experien'ce.
10126, Have you calculated the effect' on the revenue if Id. sections were introduced, and also if
a: 2d. cash fare is adopted for a through journey?
-:-No. I do not think anybody could have made
such calculation,s yet. What is to be the length of
section--itmight be a mile or more. Here is a

proposition which has not yet' seen daylight, that
that Id. section shall be 2 miles.
Imagine the
effect of such a clause upon the CoIlins-street tram
line. You could get in at Spencer-street, and for
1d. you would certainly reaCh Gertrude-street, Fitzroy. That would make a material difference in the
revenue earned on the Collins-street line, because,
first and foremost, the tickets for the city portion
are I~d., and if a man can travel for rd., he will
not saddle himself with the difference. Further,
if you had a Id. section, and it reached to Gertrude-street, Fitzroy, very few people would pay
another Id, to get down to, say, Hanover· street, or
King William-street. For that reason, I think it
i" exceedingly important, in the interest of the
municipalities and the new Trust, that something
definite should be known as to the intentions of
Parliament, or the Government, in regard to the report of the Commission before the new Trust, or
anybody on its behalf, proceeds even to consider
the question of purchase, let alone to discuss with
It would
the company the terms of purchase.
really mean that we should be buying out the present proprietors and facing the responsibility of the
present working conditions being changed, figuratively, the day after we purchase. No man would
buy a business on those terms.
Commission adjourned u11:!il Monday, Jrd July,
19.11.

MONDAY, 3RD JULY, 1911.
Present:
The Han.

J.

E. MACKEY, M,L.A., in the Chair;
J. C. Membrey, Esq., M.L.A.,
,H. V. Champion, Esq.,
D. H. Dureall, Esq.

Morris M. Phillips, sworn and examined.
By the Chafrman.-What is your name?
-Mords M. Phillips,
r0128. What are you ?:-Taxing-Master of the
Supreme Court, I am a member of the A.N.A.,
and Vice-President; but, at the same time, cannot
pledge the A, N. A. to any views I put forward here.
10129. Do you favour the establishment of a
Greater lVlelbourne Council, with power to take over
and control the tramways and other matters?-Yes,
As far as that point is concerned, I do represent
Many years ago we
the views of the A.N.A.
adopted that officially as part of our platform.
10130. Would you prefer that the Greate.r Melbourne CQuncil should control the tramways rather
than a Tramwav Trusf?-Yes.
1013 r, What'makes you come to that conclusion?
-By a Tramway Trust I suppose you mean .a
nominated body.
10132. I mean a body constitu'ted on the lines of
the scheme outlined by the recent Conference of
municipalities ?-Elected from the councils,
10133, Yes ?-I think the council which controls
tramways and deals with all the common purposes in
the municipality should be elected directly, not
through the councils,
The ratepayers,
10134. Directly by whom?
Personally, I would favour a broader franchise than
that, by the residents of the Greater Melbourne district which is to be served, male and female. I am
looking at the question not solely from a tram~ay
point of view. It may possibly be that a body hke
a Tramway Trust could as efficiently Control the
tramways
a Greater Melbourne Council; but
there are many advantages in the latter scheme. One
is that the Greater Melbourne Council, by taking
10127.

as

